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Preface 
This report, like most scientific papers, is a report on work 
"in progress." Its writing was suggested by spollsors and advisers, who 
with good reason questioned the authors' announced strategy of tackling 
a complex land use and environmental information system experiment for 
the entire 74,712 km2 (28,846 mi2) Central Atlantic Regional Ecological 
Test Site (CARETS). As a step toward developing the information analysis 
techniques for the larger region, a smaller "prototype" area was selected 
for testing procedures for gathering and analyzing the remote sensing 
data, developing appropriate machine processing methods, and presenting 
the results for evaluation. The Norfolk area, comprising 2.5 percent of 
CARETS, was selected for this purpose. 
Because of the nature of the investigation, an experiment seeking to 
adapt satellite-derived land information to the problem-solving needs of 
a region, the authors hope that this interim report will draw quick 
response from those wanting to have an input into recommendations affecting 
the information needs of either Norfolk or the CARETS region. And since 
the investigators hope that the CARETS experiment will provide useful 
design for regional monitoring and analysis efforts elsewhere, readers 
whose interests lie outside CARETS may wish to make comments or recommen-
dations concerning the project design, analytical methodology, or results. 
Sponsors will notice that the report contains no recommendations or 
conclusions concerning the operational uses of LANDSAT and aircraft 
sensors as they might be applied to the longer range land resources 
analysis and environmental monitoring. This omission was intentional, so 
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that the results obtained from comparisons of data ,crom the two sources 
could speak for themselves, with readers assisting authors in the dratging 
of such conclusions at this time. Such recommendations and conclusions 
are presented in other volumes of the CARETS final report. 
The authors wish to acknowledge the contributions of several 
individuals who provided invaluable assistance at various stages :l.n the 
CARETS program. The late Edward A. Ackerman provided guidance and 
inspiration throughout the early phases of the CARETS and Norfolk 
investigations. His death in 1973 left near completion a contribution 
he was preparing, in which he foresaw CARETS and the other NASA/USGS 
demonstration projects evolving into a national land use information 
service. Administration and management throughout the project were 
provided by the U.S. Geological Survey's Chief Geographers: Arch C. 
Gerlach,_ until his death in 1972, and James R. Anderson afterward. 
James R. Wray of the USGS Geography Program designed the map layout 
and indexing scheme, keyed to the UTH grid system, and in addition 
contributed valuable advice and assistance throughout the project. 
Robert Dolan and H. Grant Goodell of the University of Virginia provided 
valuable design and conceptual advice at the project formulation stage, 
and Dolan 'remained a key adviser throughout. Brian J. L. Berry of the 
Lniversity of Chicago read the final manuscript and provided valuable 
advice. Williem B. ~litchell served as coinvestigator on the CARETS 
project until he was reassigned as Chief of the newly formed Geographic 
Information Systems Branch within the Geography Program. Ivan Hardin 
managed the original photo interpretation efforts for CARETS and Peter 
DeForth devised methods of field checking, change detection using 
LANDSAT, and wrote portions of Chapter II. Eldon Jessen managed the 
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final cartographic effort in preparing manuscript maps for open file 
I. release. Sherman K. Neuschel compiled the Earth Materials Map, and its I 
Ii interpretation in terms of land use applications. 
Other USGS colleagues who made contributions along the way include )1 I 
! Susan Moorlag, Kenneth Ferguson, Karen Letke, Cheryl Hallam, Virginia 
Carter, Edward Pluhowski, and Harold Guy. John Lewis of the UniversiJ:Y 
of Maryland and Wallace Reed of the University of Virginia conducted the 
study on air quality management. 
Special thanks are due to Robert Foeller and Arthur Collins, 
Ex~cutive Director and Direct~r of Planning, respectively, of the South-
eastern Virginia Planning District Commission, Norfolk. They opened 
their offices to our research teams, and provided valuable information 
and recommendations from the viewpoint of a principal user agency. 
Advice on development of the information system and testing user response 
was contributed by members of the International Geographical Union 
Commission on Geographical Data Sensing and Processing, particularly 
Roger F. Tomlinson, Duane F. Marble, and Hugh Calkins. Sponsor represen-
tatives and monitors who gave valued advice and assistance were Wayne 
Mooneyhan and Armand Joyce of ~ASA, Scott Sollers of the Army Corps of 
Engineers, and Charles Withington of the EROS Program, Department of 
the Interior. Funding support came primarily from NASA, with additional 
support from the EROS Program and the USGS Geography Program. Finally, 
the authors are most appreciative of the skill and persistence of Kate 
Cook, Carolyn Powers, Cindy Cunningham, and Darleen Stanton, without whom 
there would have been no typed manuscript. 
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NORFOLK AND ENVIRONS; A LAND USE PERSPECTIVR 
An investigation demonstrating applications of remote sensing 
data from satellites and aircraft to land use dnalysis and 
environmental monitoring 
By Robert H. Ale~ander. Peter J. Buzzanell, Katherine A. Fitzpatrick, 
Harry F. Lins Jr., and Herbert K. McGinty, III. 
Abstract 
The Norfolk-Portsmouth Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) 
in southeastern Virginia was the site of intensive testing of a number of 
land resources assessment methods, built around the availability of 
remotely sensed data from the Earth Resources Techr,ology Satellite 
(ERTS-I), later renamed LANDSAT I. The Norfolk tests were part of a 
larger e~periment knrywn as the Central Atlantic Regional Ecological Test 
Site (CARETS), d~signed to test the extent to which LANDSAT and associated 
high-altitude aircraft data could be used as cost-effective inputs to a 
regional land use information system. 
The Norfolk SMSA contains a variety of land uses typical of the 
urbanized eastern seaboard, along with typical associated problems: 
rapid urbanization; heavy recreational, commercial, and residential 
demands on fragile beaches and coastal marsh environments; industrial, 
transportation, and governmental land and wpter uses impac,ting on 
residential and agricultural areas; drainage and land stability difficulties 
affecting construction and other uses; and increaSing difficulties in 
maintaining satisfactory air and water quality. 
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Land use and land '!over data at three levels of detail (Level I, 
most aggregated; Level III, most detailed) were derived by manual image 
interpretation from both aircraft and satellite sources and used to 
characterize the 1,766-km2 (682-mi2) SMSA from the perspective of its 
various resource-related activities and problems. Measurements at 
Level I from l:lOO,OOO-scale maps revealed 42 percent of the test area 
(excluding bays and estuaries) to be forest, 28 percent agriculture, 23 
percent urban and built-up, 4 percent nonforested wetlands, and 2 percent 
water. At the same scale and level of detail, 10 percent of the SMSA 
underwent change from one land use category to another in the period 
1959-1970, 62 percent of which involved ths relatively irreversible 
change from forest or agriculture to urban uses. Digitization and 
machine processing of line data from land use maps facilitated these and 
other area measurements and comparisons. 
CARETS research found the traditional concepts of map accuracy to be 
not exactly applicable to assessments and comparisons of land use maps 
derived from aircraft and LANDSAT remote sensor data. The investigation 
included field observations and a variety of photo and image sampling 
methods for ac.curacy assessments. Hith the exception of urban-rural 
fringe areas where complex intermixtures occur, mof?f' Level I land use 
categories can be accurately interpreted using LANDSAT imagery. 
The aircraft data used in this study (color infrared photography at 
a scale of 1:120,000) provide more detailed land use information than 
LANDSAT data (in the form of color composite enlargements to scales of 
l:IOO,OOOand 1:250,000). The greater detail, .however, is obtained at 
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increased costs. Aircraft data interpretation and editing costs 
(exclusive of field checking, digitizing and publication costs) for 
producing Level II land use coverage of the SMSA at a scale of 
2 1:100,000 amounted to $1,824 (1973 dollars), or $0.92 per km ($2.38 
.2) per m~ • Similar costs for Level I coverage for 
scale of 1:250,000 amounted to $150, or $0.08 pp.r 
LANDSAT, at a 
km2 ($0.20 per mi2). 
The CARETS project demonstrated applications of the land use 
information in regional problem solving in examples of air quality 
planning, transportation planning, land use planning, and coastal 
zone management. The project also produced a new earth materials 
map, depicting surficial geologic conditions as they affect land 
capability and suitability. These maps in turn serve as complementary 
data to aid in interpretation of land use prospects. CARETS investigators 
conducted this study in cooperation with the staff of the Southeastern 
Virginia Planning District Commission, who evaluated the data and 
results as applied to regional planning activities in the SMSA. In 
addition, several Federal, State and local user agencies assisted in 
evaluating the study results. 
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CHAPTER 1 
CARETS BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: NORFOLK AS PROTOTYPE 
The Central Atlantic Regional Ecological Test Site (CARETS) is one 
of the original sites desigoated in 1970 by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) for detailed evaluations of the Earth 
Resources Technology Satellite, now known as LANDSAT, and correlative air-
craft and ground data by multidisciplinary teams. Sponsored jointly by 
NASA and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), the CARETS project was for-
mulated during 1970 and 1971 in the USGS Geographic Applications Program 
(now the Geography Program of the Land Information and Analysis Office), 
and, as a NASA-sponsored LANDSAT experiment, was initiated formally on 
July 1, 1972. 
CARETS boundaries, ao delimited on figure 1-1, were established after 
consultation with State and Federal agencies. Decisions '1;'1ere based upon 
the extent of urbanized land, the boundaries for the Corps of Engineers 
Chesapeake Bay Study Area, the reasonable size for aircraft and satellite 
data collection and the need for dividing the area into subunits com-
o'" 
patib1e with census data and planning regions. The 74,712-km2 (28,846-mi2) 
CARETS area consists of 74 counties, 18 independent cities and the District 
of Columbia. 
The primary objective of the CARETS demonstration project is to test 
the applicability of LANDSAT and related remote sensor data in the develop-
ment of a regional land resources information system. The rationale and 
desigo of the CARETS experimental information system are based on a fact 
and an assumption. The fact is that land use decisions inevitably lead 
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to environmental consequences. The assumption is that improved infor-
mation on the cumulative effects of those decisions, i.e., the mosaic of 
observable land use patter'~s and changes, leads to better decisions, 
improved quality of the environment, and wiser use of our land resources. 
Determining whether or not the assumption is true is beyond the scope 
of this report. ~he effort described here is concerned only with ~Jays of 
gathering, processing, and calibrating the information, and making it 
cODUllunicable to users. The basic project design, however, calls for formal 
interaction with selected users, who may include land use decision mruters. 
~hus later investigators could perhaps test the ass~mption that improved 
information leads to better decisions, based on the groundwork established 
by this proj ect. One of the most retvarding aspects of the experiment has 
been the learning experience from close involvement with the "users," 
many of whom are under severe pressures in planning agencies to obtain large 
quantities of data quickly, to be used in preparing or updating comprehensive 
local or regional plans. 
The basic components of the CARETS project are presented in figure 1-2. 
Data and data products from remote sensor sources are used to extract 
land use information, which is produced in the form of maps, measured 
and summarized by computer, and made available to users. This same land 
use information, along with other data sets (geologic, hydrologic, 
political boundary, and SOCioeconomic), is used for environmental impact 
analysis and other planning applications. These products were also 
presented to users for evaluation ani use in problem solving. User 
feedback, in turn, should govern the type of data and products produced 
in later phases of the information sy~tem. 
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CARETS land use has been mapped at a scale of 1:100,000 from high-
altitude aircraft photography and at a scale of 1:250,000 using LANDSAT 
imagery. The land use classification scheme used is an early version of 
that proposed by the Interagency Steering Committee on Land Use Information 
and Classification presented in USGS Circular 671 (Anderson snd others, 1972) 
and is presented in outline form in appendix A. The proposed revision of 
the Circular 671 classification scheme, based on user response and on 
experience using it for mapping, is presented in appendix B. The classi-
fication may be extended to different levels of detail, appropriate fur 
different scales and data sources; Levels I and II, used in the mapping of 
CA.~TS, are intended for specific use with remote sensor data. To 
illustrate applications at higher levels of detail, the CARETS project has 
developed a proposed Level III classification and applied it on an 
experimental basis to the Norfolk test site (appendix C). USGS Geography 
Program researchers developed a similar Level III classification scheme 
for use in identifying the manmade causes of ground water pollution 
(appendix D). 
Three major aspects of the CARETS project are the development of an 
information system, the user evaluation program, and the assessment of 
environmental impcct. A geographic information system will not only 
allow for automatic measurement and summation of data sets but also for 
the retrieval of u~dated and overlaid data sets. The goal of the user 
evaluation program is to expose potential users to a wide variety of 
CARETS products and to receive and evaluate user feedback relating to the 
utility and desirability of such products, given cost considerations. 
Finally, in keeping with the primary objectives of CARETS, the project is 
concerned with the use of interpreted data derived from remote sensors to 
help assess the environmental impact of land use change. 
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OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE NORFOLK PROTOTYPE 
One of the early discussion points in the development of the CARETS 
project lqaS the size of the area to be encompassed by the experiment in 
order to provide a meaningful test of the concepts. On the one hand, 
there was a need for a region large enough for a "volume" test of mapping 
and information processing so that technical procedures and cost factors 
could be extrapolated to larger regions or to the whole United States. 
On the othel: . :and, there was a need for a "micro" evaluation of all data 
gathering, verification, processing, display, and use factors for a small 
enough field site to allow all the complexities of the project model to 
be fully explored. The CARETS investigators and sponsor representatives 
jOintly agreed on a procedure that was a compromise betl'leen these 
positions: The Norfolk test site, at the southeastern extremity of CARETS, 
was selected as a workable prototype for testing the project concepts and 
displaying the results. 
The Norfolk site, having an area of 1,766 km2 (682 mi2) was judged 
suitable for most systems tests, based on project budget, personnel, and 
time constraints. The test site consists of a standard statistical region 
for which other data sets are available for comparison, the Norfolk-
Portsmouth Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) as defined in 
the 1970 Census (but not including the recent addition to the SMSA of 
Nansemond County*, Virginia, and Currituck County, North Carolina). Land 
use in the test site varies from the highly urbanized Norfolk-Portsmouth 
core areas to less intensively used agricultural and forest lands to the 
fragile coastal and marshlands in ,.,hich intensity of use depends on 
season and weather. The Norfolk test site thus presents a microcosm of 
*now c ity of Suffolk 
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land use in CARETS and is an excellent area in which to accomplish the 
objectives basic to the CARETS model: development of a land resources 
information system, assessment of the environmental impact applications 
of land use patterns and change trends, and evaluation of the CARETS 
products by the southeast Virginia user community. 
The development of a land resources information system for the 
Norfolk test site is based upon the ability to overlay land use and 
mUltiple sets of WAP data. The CARETS graphic-based data sets are 
listed below: 
Graphic-Based Multiple Overlay Components 
Of The Norf"lkPrototype Package 
Rectified Photomosaic (1:100,000) ~rom 1970 High-Altitude Photography 
Level I Land Use Map (1:100,000) 1959 
Level I Land Use Change Map (1:100,000) 1959-1970 
Level II Land Use Map (1:100,000) 1970 
Level II Land Use Change Map (1:100,000)1970-1972 
Level I LANDSAT Land Use Map (1:250,000) 1972 
Census Tract And City Boundary Overlay (1:100,000) 
Cultural And Locational ~eature Overlay (1:100,000) 
Geologic Overlay (1:100,000) 
Drainage Basin Overlay (1:100,000) 
These sets have been designed for use, both in assessing land use and 
environmental characteristics and in providing assistance to the user 
community in their land resources planning and management functions. 
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This report provides procedural information concerning the compilation, 
interpretation, and accuracy verifica~ion techniques necessary to build 
the land resources information system data base, and as well, descrj.bes 
the computerized data handling and analysis system used. This system is 
innovative in that it has the capability to catalog, inventory, correlate, 
and analyze large volumes of multiple overlay data sets at speeds and 
complexities not practical by conventioIlal manual methods. To comple-
ment the procedural information, a cost analysis for the development of i .. j 
the land resources information system is yresented. 
This report also provides examples of environmental impact applica-
tions of the land resources information system for the Norfolk test Site, 
which form a framework for relating changing land use to environmental 
conditions. The sample reports are presented to aSsess geologic, hydro-
logic, and air and water quality interrelationships associated with land 
use change. In addition, a comprehensive analysis of land use patterns 
and change trends is given for the major regional land uses. 
An essential part of the CARETS research design includes the evalu-
ation of the land resource information system by the user community. 
This phase of the CARETS project began with an initial user conference 
in June 1971. Evaluations of CARETS concepts and the potential of remote 
sensing as the prime data inventory te~hniqQe were elicited from users at 
the time. Interaction with the user community has continued throughout 
the program, ranging from the development of the CARETS information 
center at USGS Geography Program to visits by USGS staff members in 
offices of user agencies throughout the region. A special effort has 
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been made to obtain an evaluation of the Norfolk prototype package from 
the Southeast Virginia user community. As part of the overall user effort 
in the Norfolk test site, the CARETS staff has sought to relate the land 
resource data base to public policy on the Federal, State and local levels 
by describing governmental programs requiring land resource information 
relating to present and potential user data needs. 
NORFOLK TEST SITE REGIONAL OVERVIEW 
Physical and Ecological Description 
Regional Climate 
The climate of the Norfolk test site is marine temperate. The area's 
geographic position with respect to principal storm tracks is especially 
favorable; it lies at the northern end of the warm tE,q)erate climatiC 
zone (Trewartha, 1967), south of the average path of storms originating 
in the higher latitudes and north of the usual track of tropical storms. 
Winters are mild, and summers, though warm and long, are frequently tem-
pered by cool periods associated with northeasterly winds off the Atlantic. 
The mean annual temperature from 1950 to 1972 was l5.4°C (59.8°F). 
January has the lowest mean temperature of 5.3°C (41.5°F) and July has 
the highest mean temperature of 25.9°C (78.6°F) (table 1-1). 
The area's mild marine climate, its strategic location at the entrance 
of the Chesapeake Bay, and its natural harbor have made it a favorable 
location for extensive U.S. Navy institutional land use. 
From an agricultural standpoint, the area is favored by a long 
growing season, averaging 235 days and 62 percent average annual sunshine. 
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Table l-l--Climatological normals recordQ~ from data at the Norfolk Municipal Airport 
[Based on 1950-72 v~~~es, U.S. Department of Commerce] 
(>; 
The average date of the last freezing temperature in spring is March 25, 
while the average date of the first frost in autumn is November 18 
(Virginia Crop Reporting Service, 1973). Precipitation is well distributed 
throughout the year. The mean annual p,recipitation between 1950 and' 1972 
was 114.6 cm (45.1 inches). July has the highest mean precipitation of 
14.6 cm (5.73 inches) and November the lowest with 6.58 cm (2.59 inches). 
Relative humidity varies throughout the day and with the season, 
though mean night humidity values are 7 percent higher than daytime values 
for all ~Jnths. The mean annual relative humidity between 1950 and 1972 
was 74.2 percent. The highest mean'rel~tive humidity, 84.5 percent, 
occurs in September and the lowest 63.5 percent occurs in February. 
Wind speed is least in July and August with mean values of 4.29 and 
4.16 ml s (9.6 and 9.3 mi/h) , respectively', February has the highest 
monthly wind speed, 6.39'm/s (14.3 mi/h).' Mean annual wind speed is 
5.36 mls (12.0 mi/h). 
These climatological data are included, along with other meteoro-
logical data sets in chapter 4, to illustrate their use in several aspects 
of the environmental impact implications of land use patterns and changes. 
Not only are such benchmark data useful in measuring changes hut also for 
determining the relationships of weather to water turbidity, photosynthesis, 
air quality, and ultimately land use. Data on the prevalence of sunshine 
and relative humidity are useful in planning remote sensing data-gathering 
missions, which have been the sources of the land use data contained in 
this report. 
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Landforms and Earth Materials 
The relationship between man and his geologic habitat is vital and 
fundamental. This "Landforms and Earth Materials" section of the study 
is concerned with problems associated with man's use of the Earth and the 
reactions of the Earth to that use, with emphasis on the physical 
properties of earth materials that affect agriculture and engineering 
work. The necessity for this type of study will become increasingly 
apparent as the pressure of urban growth and the competition for land 
continues. This report will discuss the environmental impact applica-
tions of geomorphic data later. First, however, it will present an 
overview of landforms and earth materials. The rationale for such a 
discussion is similar to that of the previous section, namely, that a 
base-line or benchmark description of a region is necessary for the later 
assessment of the magnitude and direction of changes. 
The broad geomorphic character of the Norfolk test site is that of 
a low flat coastal plain with slopes rarely exceeding 5 degrees, 
presenting few nonwater barriers. More specifically, the topography of 
the region can be characterized by low elevations and relief consisting 
of a series of wide, gently eastward-sloping plains separated by linear, 
eastward-facing scarps. The landforms have a north-south trend closely 
related to the depositional morphology of ancient barrier beach and lagoonal 
environments. 
Wentworth (1931) has described the area according to the terrace 
formation concept, but this system of subdivision has been abandoned 
because delineated stratigraphic units are not confined to anyone 
particular geomorphic feature. Researchers propose new descriptive terms 
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that do not have the genetic connotation of "terrace." The subdivisions 
- 1 ;lithin the Norfolk study area shown in figure 1-3 and table 1-2 (from 
west to east) are: Church1and flat, Dismal Swamp, Deep Creek Swale, 
Fentress Rise, Hickory Scarp, Mr. Pleasant Flat, Oceana Ridge, Sand Ridge 
and Mud-Flat Complex, and Diamond Springs Scarp (Oaks and Coch, 1973). 
All in all, these geomorphic characteristics have offered divers i-
fied environmental opportunities for housing, recreation, and water-
oriented industrial development. The area, however, is not without 
problems directly related to its geomorphic character. For example, the 
capacity of the soils to support urban development and absorb its accumu-
lation of waste varies. Most of the older core urban areas are already 
served by sewers. Up to the present, the extension of sanitary sewers 
to nonurban areas has progressed primarily in accordance with demand and 
available financing. In areas not penetrated by se"er lines, development 
has been limited by the effectiveness of natural drainage and the 
suitability of the soil for tb:; use of septic tanks. This problem 
illustrates One of severa: geologic factors affecting land use in the 
area. 
Natural Terrestrial and Aquatic Vegetation 
The land cover of the Norfolk test site area ~ies within the tran-
sitional zone between broadleaf deciduous and needleleaf vegetation 
(Kuchler, 1960). The area has a considerable extent of marsh and beach 
vegetation as well as a variety of submerged aquatic plant communitier. 
Craig (1949) has mapped the major forest types (figure 1-4). 
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MAJOR MORPHOLOGIC SUBDIVISIONS 
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I Norfolk Test Site 1 
Sand Ridge and 
Mud-Flat Complex 
Deep Pungo 
Dismal Creek Fentress Hickory Mt. Ridge Back 100 
Swamp Canal Swa1e Rise Scarp Pleasant North Bay 
~========~==~~~~~==~~:===F=la=t~~La~n~d:in~==~~~~~ o  0 
A Vertical Exaggeration: lSOX ~ 
Adapted from Oaks and Coch, 1973. 
Figu r e 1-3 
Table l-2--Geomorphic subdivisions within the Norfolk test site 
(Adapted from Oaks and Coch, 1973) 
Subdivision 
Church land Flat 
Deep Creek Swale 
Fentress Rise 
Diamond Springs Scarp 
- AI.. PAGE IS 
Description 
The Churchland Flat lies north of the 
Dismal Swamp and its elevation ranges between 
18 and 25 ft. (5.5 and 7.6 m). It is 
underlain by lagoonal-estuarine sediments. 
The surface of the Dismal Swamp slopes 
gently eastward at (.19 m/km) to an 
elevation of 4.6 m at the Deep Creek 
swale. Lake Drummond occupies a. large 
oval depression 3.2-4.8 km in diameter 
in the undissected surface of the swamp. 
Extremely acidic, freshwater mucky peat 
underlies the surface to depths of as 
much as 4 m. 
The land surface of this subdivision 
rises westward to the Dismal Swamp 
and eastward to the Fentress Rise, the 
bottom elevation lies between 3.1 and 
4.6 m. Subsurface materials consist 
primarily of sandy, clayey silt or 
plastic clay which are former lagoonal 
and offshore deposits. 
The Fentress Rise consists of five 
large remnants of a gently westward-
sloping surface that rises ea,stward from 
the Deep Creek swale to a flat crest 
with an elevation between 6.1 and 7.6 m. 
The remnants are separated by four east-
west trending valleys, three of which 
lie entirely in Virginia and are the 
eastern and southern branches of the 
Elizabeth River, and the Northwest 
River. The fourth remnant continues into 
North Carolina and can be follot~ed south-
ward as far as Albemarle Sound. Higher 
parts of the Fentress Rise are underlain 
by marine sediments. 
The Diamond Springs scarp is a distinctive 
east-west trending feature that forms the 
north face of the Fentress Rise and of 
Oceana ridge. The elevation of the crest 
ranges from 6.1-7.6 m. Beach sand under-
lies the scarp. 
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Subdivision 
Hickory Scarp 
Mt. Pleasant Flat 
Oceana Ridge 
Sand Ridge and Mud Flat 
Complex 
Description 
The Hickory scarp forms the eastern 
boundary of the Fentress rise and the 
,,'estern limit of the Mt. Pleasant flat. 
It is low. and indistinct in the field, 
yet is apparent on soil maps and aerial 
photographs. The scarp is underlain by 
beach and dune sand and gravel. 
The Mt. Pleasant flat forms a broad, 
generally undissected ~rea 8.1-14.5 Ian 
"ide, from east to west, and 29-32.2 km 
long from north to south. The surface 
lies between 3.1 and 5.2 m but only six 
areas lie between 4.6 and 5.2 m, which 
include a subsequent feature and five 
linear areas. The remaining area is 
poorly drained and so has been extensively 
ditched to promote better drainage. 
Lagoonal and marsh sediments form mo.st 
of the surface of the flat. 
The Oceana ridge is 2.4 km wide and 11.3 km 
long and trends to the southeast from 
the Diamond Spring scarp in the north. 
Its crest is as much as 7.6-9.1 m above 
sea level. The western slope is only 
slightly more gentle and less linear 
than the moderately steep eastern face. 
The ridge is underlain by beach and dune 
sand. 
The sand ridge and mud flat complex 
consists of linear ridges of sand and 
intervening lower lying mud flats situated 
east of the Mt. Pleasant flat. Much 
of the area is occupied by the Back Bay 
lagoon. The complex is underlain by 
beach sand and lagoon flat sediments 
(barrier) • 
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Forest Types 
Fibur e 1-4 
I Norfolk Test Site I 
u.s. Geological Survey 
Geographic Applicati"ons Program 
Loblolly Pine 
LEGEND 
Hardwoods 
Bottomland Hardwoods 
~ 
~ t::...:..:sJ 
Marsh or Beach .. . ~ 
Adapted from Craig, 1949. 
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Most of the existing forests are a mixture of loblolly pine and 
hardwoods with underbrush of holly, ferns, blackberry and smilax. 
Loblolly pine is the most common tree, and in many places even-aged pUl~ 
stands develop in abandoned fields as well as in well-drained and 
imperfectly drained sites. " Hardwoods associated with loblolly pine on 
well-drained sites are red oak,white oak, hickory and holly. Hardwoods 
such as beech, sycamore, sweet gum, black tupelo, yellow poplar, and red 
maple are found on poorly drained bottomland sites. lVhite cedar, water 
oak, willow oak, swamp blackgum, and cypress are found in fresh water 
swamp areas, such as the Dismal Swamp. 
Tidal and fresh-water marshes support a dense growth of coarse reedy 
8rasses. Common brackish water species are needle rush, and salt marsh 
cord grass. Common fresh-water marsh species include cattails, wild rice, 
and giant cutgrass. Submerged aquatic vegetation likewise varies with 
salinity values. Marsh grass and eelgrass are common brackish water sub-
merged species, whereas sago pondweed, wild celery, red headgrass, and 
widgeon grass grow under fresh water conditions. 
The plant zonation on barrier beaches or islands is diverse 
(figure 1-5). Cordgrass and sea oats occur on low natural dunes. The 
distribution of plants on the overwash terrace behind the natural dunes 
is a function of the frequency of overwash. The areas of most frequent 
overwash have a sparse cover of cordgrass and goldenrod. Behind the 
terraces, dense bulrush can be expected. \Vhere overwash is infrequent 
shrub thickets of sea myrtle, wax myrtle and marsh elder are the dominant 
plant species. Live oak, red cedar and yanpon shrub thickets can also 
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CROSS SECTIONS OF A BARRIER ISLAND (Adapted from Dolan and others, 1973) 
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occur in this area if sufficiently protected by dunes. Salt marshes 
boreer the sound side of the barrier beach of islands. The high salt 
marsh develops on terraces within reach of the tides and is dominated by 
black needle rush or cordgrass (Dolan and others, 1'973). The effects of 
changing land use patterns and management practices on the ecology of the 
natural terrestrial and aquatic vegetation will be 'discussed in the 
, environmental impact section of this report. 
,'- Hater Resources 
The land area of the Norfolk test site is nearly surrounded by water 
and it is traversed by numerous rivers and waterways. In fact, 9.2 percent 
of the total area of the SMSA is water. The cities of Chesapeake, Nortolk, 
Portsmouth, and Virginia Beach have approximately 2,500, 2,300, 3,600, and 
13,900 ha (6,100, 5,700, 8,800, and 34,400 acres) of surface water, 
respectively. Urban water use pressures are cnnsiderab1e, the large sur-
face water resources notwithstanding. 
The surface water resources in the cities of Norfolk, Portsmouth, and 
Chesapeake are, in a sense, limited. The Elizabeth River and its main 
branches, which drain the northern portion of the study area into 
Chesapeake Bay, are tidal. The North,gest River drains a portion of the 
C', 
LJ Dismal Swamp in the southern section of Chesapeake and the North Landing 
River drains the eastern portion. Lake Drummond, in the Dismal Swamp, 
lies in the western section of Chesapeake. Hater from the swamp drains 
into the lake and, thence, into a canal which is part of the Intracoastal 
Haterway. 
" 
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The city of Norfolk obtains part of its water supply froul reservoirs 
in the eastern part of the city, but increasingly the city has sought 
water from the Nansemond, B1ackl,ater, and Nottoway Rivers to the ~7est. 
Portsmouth's water supply is obtained from impoundments on the head-
waters of the Nansemond River (Virginia Division of State Planning and 
Community Affairs, 1973b). 
Limited surface water is available for urban use and development 
in Virginia Beach. The main streams are Little Creek, Lynnhaven Bay end 
tributaries, North Landing River and West Neck Creek. Back Bay, a 
considerable expanse of brackish water, consists of approximately 10,900 ha 
(27,000 acres) of open water and marsh. As a result of this limited 
supply, wat~r for urban use in Virginia Beach is obtained from the 
Norfolk water supply system. 
In the area as a whole, ground water resources are limited by the 
problem of saltwater intrusion and the general poor chemical quality of 
l,ater in deep aquifers. The problem worsens Hith increasing depth and 
distance to the east. The development of surface and ground water 
resources for urban use presents difficult-to-so1ve problems caused by 
far-reaching tides, salinity, and very low relief. 
Wildlife and Fish Resources 
The wetland and estuarine environments in the Norfolk test site area 
are rich in wildlife and fish resources. These resources are of critical 
environmental concern because changes in land use policies can have 
dramatic effects on l,i1d1ife and fish habitats and popUlations. 
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The study area has two major areas of environmental concern - the 
Great Dismal Swamp and the Back Bay. The Dismal Swamp, though relatively 
close to the urban centers of the Norfolk test site, is largely a vast 
wilderness. Animal species include treefrogs, copperhead snakes, spotted 
turtles, black bears, bobcats, and white tailed deer. A rich bird fauna 
in the swamp includes approximately 80 species of breeding birds 
(Meanley, 1968). Changes in land cover thrJugh drainage and forest 
utilization have had an impact on ~qildlife in the swamp. 
The Back Bay wetland and estuarine environment is rich in fish and 
iqaterfowl species (table 1-3). The size and diversity of the fish 
population is a function of water salinity and turbidity. The size of the 
waterfowl population is influenced by the quantity and diversity of the 
aquatic vegetation as ~qell as the availability of farm crops in the area. 
The quantity of aquatic vegetation can be reduced as a result of an 
increase in water turbidity caused by sedimentation from urban 
construction. Interpretation of wildlife and fish resource problems in 
the Back Bay as related to land use change will also be examined later 
in this report. 
Population and the Growth of Pclitical Jurisdictions 
The development of local political jurisdictions from the late 19th 
Century to the present in Southeast Virginia has been influenced by the 
unique practice of city-county separation in Virginia, the wide-spread 
practice of annexation of county land by cities, and the resulting 
territorial competition among local political entities. Until recently, 
when a Virginia town attained a population of 5,000, it could become a city, 
at which time it assumed most county functions. Upon gaining a population of 
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Table l-3--Common species of fish and waterfowl round in Back Bay 
(u.s. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Hildlife, 1966) 
FISH SPECIES 
(Fresh Hater) 
American eel 
Black Bullhead 
Black Crappie 
Bluegill 
Blue Spotted Sunfish 
Bowfin 
Carp 
Channel Catfish 
Chain Pickeral 
Eastern Banded Killifish 
Golden Shiner 
Largemouth Black Bass 
Longmore Gar 
Purnkinseed 
Redfin Pickeral 
Hhite Catfish 
Yellow Bullhead 
Yellow Perch 
(Salt-Brackish Hater) 
Alewife 
American Shad 
Atlantic Needlefish 
Atlantic Silvers ides 
Flounder 
Gizzard Shad 
Manhaden 
Rough Silvers ides 
Striped Bass 
Striped Mullet 
lfuite Perch 
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HATERFOHi SPECIES 
American Goldeneye 
Baldpate 
Black Duck 
Bufflehead 
Canvasback 
Canada Geese 
Coot 
Gadwall 
Mallard 
Pintail 
Redhead 
Ring-necked Duck 
Ruddy Duck 
Scaup 
Shoveler 
Snow Geese 
Teal 
Hhistling Swan 
Hood Duck 
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10,000, a city could obtain total independence from the county of which it 
was a part. Upon establishing justification in court, any city, under 
Virginia annexation law, may annex land from adjacent counties. 
Under the system commonly used in the United States, in which the 
city is actually a part of the county, annexation results in no loss to 
the county or territory, population, or tax base. In Virginia, however, 
with county-city separation, annexation does result in such losses. 
Although the county losing territory is compensated by the city, liberal 
annexation laws have resulted in often bitter rivalry among cities, 
strong county resistance to annexation, and the formation of cities from 
counties that are primarily rural. 
Norfolk was founded in 1682 and developed into an important seaport. 
Across the Elizabeth River from Norfolk, Portsmouth was founded in 1752 
as a rival port town, and in 1858 became an independent city with a 
population of 9,000. The remainder of the present day Norfolk-Portsmouth 
SMSA consisted of Norfolk County, to the north, south, and west of the 
~ities and Princess Anoe County to the east and south. 
The growth of the area's population has reflected the expanding 
involvement of the American military and the growth of the U.S. Naval 
,~. 
facilities in the Hampton Roads area. As the population has expanded 
beyond the city limits, the political response has been annexation of 
land or the formation of new cities. The city of Norfolk annexed 
Norfolk County territory in 1906, 1911, 1923, and 1955. In 1921, the 
city of South Norfolk was created from part of Norfolk County, and it 
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annexed additional territory in 1951. East of Norfolk, Virginia Beach, 
Princess Anne County's largest town, became an independent city in 1952. 
By the early 1950's, the cities of the Norfolk-Portsmouth region were all 
competing for additional county land. Norfolk and Princess Anne Counties, 
on the other hand, exerted great effort in resisting further territorial 
erosion by annexation. 
In 1953, Portsmouth filed suit to annex 64.8 km2 (25 mi2) of Norfolk 
County, including suburbs and vacant land south of the city, but not 
until 1960 was Portsmouth awarded 25.9 km2 (10 mi2) with a population of 
36,000. Portsmouth again tried to annex Norfolk County territory in 
1961. But Norfolk County and South Norfolk, a small industrial city 
which feared encirclement by Portsmouth and for financial reasons had not 
been engaged in annexation, merged to prevent further annexation. The 
merger in 1963 created the city of Chesapeake. This new city challenged 
the right of Portsmouth to annex further territory, but, under the merger 
provisions, the annexation suit was kept alive. By 1968, Portsmouth was 
awarded another 25.9 km2 (10 mi2) and 36.3 km2 (14 mi2) of water north-
west of the city. Also in 1963 Virginia Beach merged with the remainder 
of Princess Anne County to form a larger Virginia Beach (Eyre, 1970). 
By 1968, the Norfolk-Portsmouth SMSA was entirely composed of 
incorporated cities, and any further annexation would have to occur to 
the west in Nansemond County. A merger bet;qeen the city of Suffolk and 
Nansemond County, effective on January 1, 1974, brought an end to 
annexation possibilities for cities ;qithin the 1970 Norfolk SMSA. 
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City territorial expansion is now limited to city mergers, use of filled 
areas and the potential for purchasing military-owned land declared 
surplus. 
The preceding discussion of change in boundaries of local political 
jurisdictions illustrates a problem encountered by investigators wherever 
population figures, land use data, or other environmental data summaries 
are aggregated and listed by political areas. The monitoring of change--
comparison of time series data sets for the same geographic area--must 
take into account changes in the geographic boundaries, a simple and se1f-
evident fact, but one which can cause annoying difficulties for compiling 
and using area statistics. The problem is likely to be more severe where 
change is most rapid; even within the 3-year period of this study, a 
change occurred in the area ;.Ltc1uded in the SMSA of which Norfolk is a 
part. This kind of situatcon is one additional reason for adopting a 
geographic-based reference system illustrated by the CARETS project, 
wherein environmental data carry reference to location on the Earth's 
surface, and according to any desired county, regional planning district, 
or other areal unit. 
The growth of political areas within the Norfolk test site reflects 
the population growth of the area. Figure 1-6 displays the population 
distribution within the area; the highest population densities naturally 
occur within the urbanized areas in the north-central portion of the SMSA, 
the urban cores of Norfolk and Portsmouth, along the eastern, western, and 
southern branches of the Elizabeth River, and near the Chesapeake Bay. 
Table l-~listing the area, population, and population density of the test 
site and its component cities from 1960 and 1970, confirms the information 
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Figure 1-6 
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I Norfolk Test Site I 
• • 50 persona 
Source: Southeast Virginia Planning 
District Com.ission Regional Data 
RepoTt '42,"Regional Population Fore-
cast Differences," December IS, 1972. 
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Table 1-4--Popu1ation densities of Norfolk test site 
Population Chesapeake Norfolk Portsmouth Virginia Beach Norfolk test site 
1960 66,247 304,869 122,173 85,218 578,507 
1965 81,441 314,189 127,000 142,670 665,300 
1968 89,111 315,621 128,622 171,039 704,393 
1970 89,580 307,951 110,963 172,106 680,600 
Land Area 
(excluding 
water and marsh) 
Square miles 328.1 53.6 30.2 226.9 638.8 
Hectares 84,977.9 13,882.4 7,821. 8 58,767.1 165,449.2 
t-' Density 2 ' , I N 
00 (persons/mi ) 
.. -....... 
1960 202 5,688 4,045 376 906 
1965 248 5,862 4,205 629 1,041 
1968 272 5,888 4,259 754 1,103 
1970 273 5,745 3,674 758 1,065 
Persons/Hectare 
1960 .78 22.0 15.6 1.5 3.5 
1965 .96 22.6 16.2 2.4 4.0 
1968 1.05 22.7 16.4 2.9 4.3 
1970 1.05 22.2 14.2 2.9 4.1 
Source: Southeastern Virginia Planning District Commission, 1972. 
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provided by the population density map. Norfolk is by far the most 
densely populated city, with a dense population throughout excepting the 
northwest military and transportatic~ facilities and several commercial 
and industrial islands. Portsmouth, the smallest municipality in the 
study area, has a somewhat lower density, due in part to recently annexed 
open and forest land. Virginia Beach is most heavily populated in its 
northern third, particularly in its ocean resort community, whereas its 
southern two thirds, consisting of much of the former Princess Anne County, 
is sparsely populated and rural. The city of Chesapeake has the 1mvest 
population density, with a large part of its area in farms, forest and 
the Dismal Swamp. As one might expect, its highest population density 
occurs in the Borough of South Norfolk, formerly a separate city along 
the southern branch of the Elizabeth River, and near the Portsmouth city 
line. The heavily populated area north of the Western Branch and now a 
part of Portsmouth was the area of Chesapea!te annexed in 1968. As in 
Virginia Beach, southern Chesapeake is very thinly settled. 
The population of the Nbrfo1k test site is and has been a highly 
transient one, heavily dependent upon government employment, primarily 
military and civilian at area naval bases. Such employment in 1971 
provided 53.3. percent of personal earnings for the area (Southeastern 
Virginia Planning District Commission, 1973). The predominance of govern-
ment employment in the region indicates that the region's growth will be 
heavily influenced by government operations. Table 1-5 presents population 
projections up to 1990 for the region and its component cities and the 
percentage of estimated population change. Chesapeake is projected to be 
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Proj ections 
1980 
Percent Change 
1980-90 
Projections 
1990 
113,400 
44.7 
164,100 
297,400 140,100 294,600 
1.9 7.6 29.9 
303,000 ]50,700 382,600 
*1960 Population: Bureau of the Census, adjusted for 1968 Churchland 
annexation from Chesapeake to Portsmouth 
845,500 
18.3 
1,000,400 
1970 Population: Bureau of the Census. From forecasts by the Southeast 
Virginia Planning District Commission, 1972. 
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the fastest growing city,'followed by Virginia Beach, Portsmouth, and 
Norfolk by order of the amount of undeveloped land within each jurisdiction. 
Extensive population growth is expected to occur in the center of the 
presently dele,ely populated areas and in a few areas peripheral to the 
, I ) I , present populated centers. Little growth is expected to occur, however, 
in the predominantly rural areas of the southern half of the region. I 
, ' , 
Major Land Uses 
, 
i 
., ! The Norfolk-Portsmouth area's coastal location accompanied by its 
temperate climate has made it a prime site for the concentration of 
l 
I 
military installations as well as commercial, agricultural, and 
recreational land use. Military, particularly naval, bases hold large 
blocks of land in the area comprising over 8,910 ha (22,000 acres) of the l 
0
1 
~~-- I ; <~- 'J 1 I , 
test site or 28 percent of the total. The armed forces and civilians 
who work at military installations comprise 33.6 percent of the area's 
total employment (Southeastern Virginia Planning District Commission, 
1973). 
Certain commercial activities have also been encouraged by coastal 
locational factors. This area is one of the most importal~t coal handling 
ports in the world and one of the major ports of exportation in the 
United States. CARETS land use data for 1970 indicate that commercial 
and industrial land accounted for only 3.1 percent of the total land use. 
Commerce and industry, however, accounted for almost 42 pe~cc<nt of 
personal earnings in the test site. 
Location, climate, and natural resources have encouraged recreational 
land use in the area. The test site has over 48 kID (30 mi) of ocean 
() 
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frontage as I<ell as Cbesapeake Bav frontage and miles of I·,aterways for 
s~lirnming, boeting and fishing. The city of Virginia Beach bas the 
1,1.14 ha (2,800 acres) Seasbore State Park, which is preserved as a 
natural area. The Bacl, Bay Natiol,al Wildlife Refuge is also in Virginia 
Beach and provides opportunities f.or I"aterfm.l huntl.ng and fishing as 
"ell as for nature studies. In Chesapeake, 19,848 ha (49,000 acres) of 
tr.e Dismal SI,amp have been set aside as a national I,ildlife refuge. 
These varied recr"aticnsl land uses are under inc!reasing pressure as 
detronstrated by tile increase i.n the number of visits to the Back Bay 
Ref.uge, from 10, ()OO in 1960 to 235,000 in 1970 to 350,000 in 1971 (U. S. 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and ~1i1dJ.ife, 1972). 
A fourth majot· land use encouraged by the location anrl climate is 
agriculture and, to a lesaer extent, forestry. The long frost-free 
season and close markets have encouraged vegetable farming and intensive 
farming. notb agric.ulture and forest land use are predominately restricted 
co the cities of Chesapeake and Virginia Beach. They are important econom-
ically and fron. an areal standpoint, although they employ only a s .. all 
proportion of the population. 
Land usp in the Norfolk test site is thus a mcsaic of urhan, agrj-
culture; forest, nonforested ,,,etland, and water uses. The land situa-
tiOl1 in the area is not only one of intense use, but also of competing 
uses. Residentj,al, commercial, institutional, industrial, and extractive 
land uses c.ompete with agriculture:- forest, nonforested wetlands, and natural 
estuarine systems for the use and maintenance of the area's land and ~vater 
reSotlrces. The most aggressive elements in the competition for land are 
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residential and commercial-recreational developments and the institutional, 
commercial, and transportation facilities required to serve them. The uses 
in retreat are agriculture, forest, and ecological reserves on public 
lands. 
The Norfolk test site, then, is in a dynamic state of intense land 
use and land use competition. l~is report presents an interpretative 
analysis of land use patterns and change trends derived from CARETS land 
use data sets. The environmental impact of changes in land is also 
examined. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LAND USE INTERPRETATION AND COMPILATION
 PROCEDURES 
U1TRODUCTION 
Chapter 2 presents the procedures used 
by the CARETS program to 
compile, map, verify, and determine the
 accuracy of land use data from 
high-altitude aircraft photography and 
LANDSAT imagery. A detailed 
statement is included of all the major procedures 
involved, including 
techniques used in the detection of lan
d use change. 
The land use data derived from high-al
titude aircraft photography and 
LANDSAT imagery form the principal com
ponent of the CARETS land use 
information system. The approach of th
e CARETS experiment to test the 
value of LANDSAT imagery as a source o
f land use information Has to map 
the region first using high-altitude ai
rcraft photography to provide a 
standard for comparison of the LANDSA
T-derived data. Table 2-1 presents 
a comparison of area sununaries for Lev
el 1 land use (excluding Hater 
bodies) bet«een high-altitude aircraft photograp
hy and LANDSAT-derived 
land use data for 1972. CARETS investig
ators obtained the 1972 aircraft 
data by adjusting the 1970 land use data with that
 obtained from 1970-72 
change detection work. This chapter pr
esents discussions of the data 
used in compiling table 2-1, along with
 reasons for differences in land 
use classification based on aircraft an
d LANDSAT data. 
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Table 2-1--Comparison of 1972 aircraft* and LANDSAT** Level I land use areas*":~' 
for the Norfolk test site 
LAND USE 1972 AREA FROM AIRCRAFT 1972 AREA FROM LANDSAT 
DATA INTERPRETATION DATA INTERPRETATION 
Hectares Acres Hectares Acres 
URBAlIf 43,102 106,505 47,736 117,956 
AGRICULTURE 48,391 119,574 48,047 118,724 
FOREST 75,475 186,499 75,136 185,661 
NONFORESTED 7,802 19,279 5,444 13,452 WETLANDS 
BARREN 1,434 3,543 1,448 3,578 
TOTAL 176,204 435,400 177 ,811 439,371 
*Source: 1970 CARETS aircraft data area measurements digitized by the Canada 
Geographic Information System (CGIS) adjusted for 1970-72 Level I change 
.L 
**Source: 1972 CARETS LANDSAT data erea measurements from maps digitized by the CGIS 
***Does not include category 5, water bodies 
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INTERPRETATION AND CO~~ILATION FROM HIGH-ALTITUDE PHOTOGRAPHY 
The initial land use mapping effort required source photography 
providing greater detail than LANDSAT imagery and also suitable for 
constructing a rectified gridded mosaic mapping base. Available photog-
raphy at or near the desired scale of 1:100,000 included 1970 and 1971 
coverage of most of the CARETS region by NASA missions 144 and 166, over 
NASA Test Site 244. This photography was of additional value because the 
land use maps compiled from it could be correlated with 1970 census data. 
Mission 144 tqas flown by an RB-57 aircraft at an altitude of 
60,000 feet on September 22-25, 1970, and Mission 166 was flotqn on May 
19, 1971. The outer limits of the photo coverage approximated CARETS 
regional boundaries. 
NASA assembled an array of sensors for US" with high-altitude air-
craft, including two Wild-Heerbrugg 9-inch format cameras with 6-inch 
focal length lenses, and six 70-mm format Hassleblad 500 EL cameras 
40-mm focal length lenses. The trans~arencies used as source material 
for interpretation were reproduced from the original 9-inch format RC-8, 
2445 Eastman Kodak Ektachrome Color Aerial film. Color infrared film 
produces a "false color" effect, in which healthy vegetation appears red 
rather than green. 
The 1:120,000-scale Mission 144 and 166 RC-8 coverage was used in 
constructing 1:100,000 controlled mosaics. On the RC-8 transparencies, 
some features as small as 15 feet in length could be identified. The 
equivalent figures for the other photographic systems were 10-15 feet for 
the Zeiss and 42-45 feet for the Hassleblad cameras. The RC-8 color 
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irfrared transparencies also provided relatively sharp detail, freedom 
from haze, and very good color balance. Cloud cover problems affected 
only a small portion of the total area. 
The Mosaic Base 
The l:lZqOOO-scale RC-8 coverage was used in constructing photo-
mosaic mapping bases. Prepared by the Topographic Division of the U.S. 
Geological Survey, these mosaics were constructed on rectified black and 
white stable base film positives and used to key regional data sets to 
precise locations on the surface of the Earth. The l:lOO,OOO-scale 
photomosaics were overlaid with a l_kmZ grid measuring 50 km on a 
side and keyed to the coordinates of UTM zone 18. Geographic tick marks 
at 5-minute intervals were also added to the mosaics as additional 
locational references. 
Limited testing for cartographic a,ccuracy of these mosaics rev«aled 
that 90 percent of the well-defined points were estimated to ldthin 1 mm 
(.04 inches) of their true positions. At a scal., of 1:100,000, l mm 
represents 100 m on the ground. This error is twic~ that permitted by 
U. S. National Map Accuracy Standards. Because ,'hese mosaics were not 
intended to be final products, but rather a step in the mapping process, 
they lack the careful tonal matching from print to print that is charac-
teristic of USGS published mosaics. 
Land use was compiled on frosted acetate drafting film overlays, 
registered to the mosaics using the USGS standard punch format and 
registration pins. In addition, grid-intersection tick marks and labels 
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were placed at the four grid corners on each overlay. An index to the 
CARETS mosaic, land use and related data base sheets is presented in 
figure 2-1. 
Interpretation 
The initial interpretation of CARETS was performed using an eight-
pot.er monocular hand lens to view the film transparency on a light table. 
The interpreter identified land use on the photography, marked the land 
use boundaries on the drafting film over the corresponding land use area 
on the mosaic and then marked the two-digit land use identifying number 
within the polygon. 
Because many land uses visible on the photography are quite small 
and difficult to record, a minimum recording size of 2 mm (200 m on the 
ground) was established. Any land use areas with dimensions smaller than 
2 mm were not recorded, but rather incorporated into surrounding or 
neighboring polygons. This practice eliminates many impo'rtant landscape 
features such as roads, streets, and streams that are too narrow to 
record. 
Besides using color and col~r infrared photography, the interpreters 
also used city, county, and State road maps, regional and planning 
district maps and 1:24,000 and 1:250,000 series USGS topographic sheets 
as supplementary sources of information to aid in identification. 
Upon completion of land use mapping, the manuscript maps unde~.ent 
an editing process involving two procedures: the systematic study of 
the entire mapped area of each sheet and a careful matching of the 
unconnected line segments on each side of adjoining sheet margins. 
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INDEX TO AIRCRAFT CmlPILED . 1970 LAND USE MAPS 
CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGI O; AL 
ECOLOGICAL TEST SITE 
0 20 . 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 50 100 KILOMETRES 
Figure 2- 1 
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Editing for interpretation and mapping completeness concentrated on the 
correct identification of each land use, correct labelling of each land 
use complex, completeness of land use boundaries, and elimination of 
mapped areas below the minimum mapping size. 
On-Site Verification 
A widely used method of obtaining land use data has been to field 
map every parcel of land using cadastral maps as cartographic bases. 
CARETS maps are at too small a scale to portray all cadastral boundaries. 
The smaller scale of mapping in CARETS, the size of the region, and the 
necessity for rapid mapping to obtain current coverage resulted in a 
search for new techniques of field verification and new map accuracy 
standards. 
The following goals were established for the initial on-site field 
verification of the CARETS land use maps: 
1 
I 
1) Areas and point features that proved difficult to identify and 
classify in the interpretation process would be examined thoroughly 
in the field to complete the identification of questionable areas 
and resolve classification problems that had been encountered. 
2) Sampling procedures designed to examine the error from whatever j 
1 
1 
source--interpretation and classification to manuscript map 
preparation--would be tested in the field. 
3) Specific classification-category areas would be investigated 
to discover the "mix" of noncategory land uses within each 
error resulting from both interpretive errors and the use of the I 
'" 
'- I 
! 
1 
I 
designated category area, in order to determine the percentage of 
minimum-area recording unit as a tool of discriminatory analysis. 
2-7 
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Based on these goals, procedures for a limited on-site field 
verification experiment were designed and tested by members of the 
Geographic Applications Program staff. The results of that experiment 
conducted during 1972 in the portion of the CARETS region south of 
Richmond, Virginia, indicated that the procedures could, to a significant 
u 
degree, satisfy these objectives. The field activities in this experiment 
involved three basic phases: (1) preliminary planning, (2) on~site 
investigation, and (3) data analysis. 
The preliminary planning stage included acquiring necessary support 
materials (manuscript maps supported by road maps, planning commission 
maps, and 1:24,DDD-scale USGS topographic sheets) and determining the 
areas to be checked. The following types of features were identified 
for examination, noted on the manuscript maps for location, and outlined 
on topographic and road maps: 
1) Special feature areas.--These included land use areas identi-
fiable only in the field or possessing unique characteristics 
presenting classification difficulties. This category also 
included sites for which photographs and further observation 
were desirable. 
2) Category areas.--Sample areas of a three-to-five city block size 
were selected within the Level II land use boundaries for each 
category recorded. These areas were to be observed to discover 
the percentage "mix" of noncategory features within each category 
area. They were usually selected from the central portion of each 
category area to avoid the mixture problems associated with 
boundaries on the fringes. 
,. 
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(3) Boundary areas.--Samp1e areas of a similar size to the 
I 
I 
- I category areas were designated along various sections of 
Boundary areas, unlike category areas, were divided into equal 
I 
I 
i 
Level II land use boundaries for examination of the "mix" in 
those areas and also for verification of boundary correctness. 
! area sections on each side of the boundary line to provide 
percentage figures that would also reflect the composition i· 
of the fringe areas of the examined categories. 
(4) Air observation areas.--These areas were designated for 
verification by low-altitude aircraft flights because of their 
relative inaccessabi1ity by othe17 means. Their identities 
could be verified most efficiently by air in terms of both 
time and travel costs. Air observation areas could include 
any of the preceding three types of area in theory, although \ 
in practice it would be difficult to map the more complex 
category and boundary areas by this method. 
I Because of time limitations, the goal of the selection process for 
I 
I 
" 
areas to be examined was to obtain a maximum amount of information with 
a minimum number of site visits. All accessible special features would 
, be visited, whereas category areas were selected to obtain a sample of 1 
,l 
I 
I 1 \ J! 
- I 
.1 I , 
I !l 
I ! 1 
a wide range of types, e.g. residential category areas were visited in 
many different economic classes of neighborhoods. Each category area was 
selected from the core of the land use polygon it represented, and some 
category areas were selected because they were located in areas believed 
to be difficult to classify. Boundary areas were selected in a similar 
i 
" 2-9 
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fashion. Air observation areas, with the exception of those special 
features observed on a brief experimental flight over Norfolk in August, 
1971, were left for some future experiment. 
Because random site selection procedures were not used, the field 
results probably contain considerable statistical bias. It is believed, 
',0 however, that the careful selection of known sites, with a limited range 
of characteristics, on the basis of previously acquired knowledge about II 
i I the geographic nature of the area concerned, rendered the sample 
, (:.-
sufficiently typical to make the figures obtained significant descriptors 
- " 
of the interpretation aud mapping accuracy for that part of the CARETS 
region. 
Field observation teams consisted of a driver (who also took photo-
graphs and notes on the sites) and a navigator who recorded the pertinent 
data relating to a site. Special feature, category, and boundary 
observations were accomplished by driving to and around a designated area, 
identifying it, photographing (if desired) and field mapping its land use 
to scale in a notebook, using the two-digit Level II land use code. 
The 1971 experiment in air observation proved that observing sites 
from a low-altitude aircraft can be acc,"mplished in a similar manner, 
providing the route is carefully plannell. It was also found that 
observations from low-altitude aircraft were much more efficient than 
those from the ground. 
The data analysis phase consisted of measuring land use areas with 
, .. ,. 
,~ 
a dot planimeter on the scale draw'ings completed in the field; 
calculating the percentages of the land use mix for each site observed; 
8 
I 
1 , 
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reassembling that data into order by categories of the classification 
system; tabulating, weighting, and averaging the percentage data; and 
completing identification of special areas by entering the correct 
notation on the manuscript map. 
The most common errors include those of interpretation and judgment 
(classification errors), boundary placement, incorrect labelling, those 
resulting from the existence of mUltiple uses on anyone piece of land, 
and those caused by the time lapse between the date of photography and 
the date of field verification. The sampling was designed to examine 
areas (not points) and analyze the working efficiency of individual 
categories in the classification system on the basis of the percentage 
mix of category and noncategory use found in the sample areas and the 
correctness of the boundaries drawn between individual land uses. 
1houghsampling based on areas requires greater effort than that based on 
points, the findings provide considerably more information relating to 
the performance of the classification system, the interpreters, and 
the cartographers. 
Three distinct steps have been devised in approaching the question 
of the accuracy of sample areas: determining the percentage mix of each 
land use category polygon; establishing threshold limits or amounts of 
mixing allowable to determine the correctness of polygon interpretation; 
and summarizing the data, comparing them with established threshold values 
and obtaining an accuracy statement. Determining the percentage mix of 
each polygon is accomplished by measurement of the area in the sample 
polygon and computing the percentage of the total area occupied. 
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By summarizing the information for all such polygons, according to the 
categories of land use assigned in the interpretation and mapping 
processes, and placing the summary percentage data in matrix format, 
statistics are obtained that can be used in analyzing the performance 
of each category of the classification system. 
By further ordering the percentage mix data, it is possible to obtain 
figures that can be interpreted as "accuracy" statements in much the same 
manner as the conventional dichotomous-sampling figures. A percentage 
threshold may be established to determine ,~hat values are acceptable. 
The CARETS field verification teams examined and recorded a total 
of 371 areas during the intitial experiment. Two teams, travelling by 
automobile, examined and mapped 83 special features, 198 category areas, 
and 90 boundary areas during 8 days of field work. All accessible sites 
were mapped; only seven areas were found to be inaccessible. Familiarity 
with procedures, planned driving routes, and the availability of 
notebooks with all areas mapped to scale in chronological order led to an 
average site-mapping time of 2 minutes and an average driving time between 
sites of 13 minutes. 
The general results of the field observations, in the form of 
percentage-mix matrices, are summarized in tables 2-2 and 2-3. In 
table 2-2, category areas are examined with respect to their actual 
percentage mix of both category and noncategory features as observed in 
the field. The photo-interpreted categories are listed on the 
left; the field observations are reported in the matrix to the right, 
according to the percentages of the sample area found to contain the land 
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Mapped Sample 
Land Use 
Category~ . Size 
11 32 
12 29 
13 12 
14 5 
15 14 
16 18 
17 4 
19 12 
21 21 
22 2 
41 14 
42 10 
52 2 
53 6 
54 3 
61 9 
62 1 
72 4 
Table 2-2--Percentage of actual land use occupying mapped land use categories 
Actual Land Use 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 22 41 42 51 52 53 54 
89.3 2.1 0.2 0.2 3.0 1.5 3.7 
13.7 64.4 5.5 7.0 7.0 1.8 0.6 
0.6 3.0 90.0 6.4 
72.0 20.0 
1.9 1.5 77.1 7.1 5.2 7.2 
4.4 0.4 91.2 2.2 0.4 
• 
. 
100 
5.0 2.5 0.7 86.0 5.8 
0.1 0.6 79.4 5.8 14.3 
1.5 1.5 47.0 50.0 
14.6 1.1 3.6 78.9 
1.0 3.0 10.0 4.0 82.0 
50.0 50.0 
100 
93.3 
6.1 1.1 1.7 
16.3 I 
"'(Land use categories key in appendilt A) 
r-
61 62 
6.7 
/!5.6 5.5 
85.0 
72 
8.0 
1.8 
83.7 
, 
I 
74 
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Table 2-3--Percentage of actual land use occupying land use boundary areas 
Actual Land Use 
ategory Sample 
Number * Size 11 12 13 14 15 16 19 21 41 42 61 
11 71 83.2 7.6 2.4 3.2 1.4 2.0 0.2 
12 37 26.1 56.7 7.9 3.1 5.1 0.3 0.8 I , 
13 16 9.1 20.3 58.3 1.1 9.7 1.5 \ 
14 2 100 J 
15 6 11.7 88.3 i 
16 19 1.3 93.9 1.8 3.0 I 
19 10 6.0 93.3 .7 
21 10 3.5 94.8 1.7 
41 7 13.6 5.0 1.0 4.0 76.5 
42 2 100 I 
61 3 100 ._. I 
*Land use categories key in appendix A 
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uses listed along the top of the matr.ix (land-use category numbers are 
those listed in the CARETS working version of the land use classification 
system for use with remote-sensor data). A high percentage figure for 
matching categories in the table is an indication of few errors in 
interpretation or mapping. Category 13 (industrial land), for example, 
presented few interpretation problems accordin); to the modified working 
version of the USGS classification system. Ninety percent of the land 
in the designated sample industrial areas contained industrial land use, 
with insignificantly small amounts of residential, commercial and urban 
uses. The percentage for matching categories indicates that individual 
results for each sample area should be checked thoroughly to determine 
the cause of the error, whether of poor land use category definition, 
interpreter error, or error in mapping. Both the organization and 
interpretation of table 2-3 are similar to those of table 2-2, except 
that the percentages are recorded separately for each of the two halves 
of the boundary area, as each may be treated as a category area. Thus, 
a boundary area between categories 12 and 13 would be recorded in the 
same manner as one category 12 and one category 13 area would be in 
table 2-2 under the separate headings for each category. The total 
recorded sample sizes are thus twice as large as the number of boundary 
areas visited. In this manner, information concerning the composition 
of the fringe sections of the category areas could be obtained and com-
pared with similar format information from the core of the category areas. 
Many of the same problems reappeared in the boundary area matrix 
presented in table 2-3. A noticeable difference between the two tables, 
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however, was that the percentages for the noncategory areas appeared to 
be larger in the boundary areas than in the corresponding category core 
areas. This difference was to be expected in view of the merging that 
normally takes place in contact zones between concentrations of land use 
types. Readily apparent in analyzing the causes of the anomalies was 
the relation between the extreme difficulties in delimiting commercial/ 
residential and commercial/industrial zones and the problems examined 
above under the table 2-2 discussion. The other apparent anomalies were 
all due to single and unique interpretation mistakes. 
Another type of statistic gathered from the field-mapping notebooks 
does not appear in the tables: a test, based on the scale drawings, made 
to determine the boundary correctness for each boundary area visited. 
For the 92 boundary areas observed, the boundary from the aerial photos 
had been interpreted correctly in 57 cases (62 percent of the time). 
In 15 cases (16 percent of the time),minor Doundary corrections should 
have been made; and in 20 cases (22 percent of the time) the boundaries 
were totally incorrect. The error ratios may be somewhat misleading, as 
many of the boundary araas were selected from positions that were diffi-
cult to interpret to allow scrutiny of particular classification problems. 
In addition, the sampling procedures were not randomized, and at least 
some of the boundary errors resulted from incorrect category 
classifications. Nevertheless, these statistics show that 78 percent of 
the boundaries were where they should have been. 
Finally, the percentage-mix statistics were further analyzed to pro-
vide the kind of information required to make accuracy statements on the 
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basis of th~eshold values introduced to dichotomize the data. The data 
were rep-etitively anlllyzed fo~ th~eshold values of 100 pe~cent, 90 pe~-
cent, 67 percent and anything greater than 0 pe~cent; the results of this 
analysis appear in table 2-4 for catego~y areas and table 2-5 for 
, 
boundary arets • 
• The f~rmulafiDn of these statistics was quite simple. lfhen the 
sample area contained a greater percentage of correctly interpreted land 
use than the threshold value, the interpretation of the sample area was 
considered to be correct, and it was thus considered in the determination 
. 
of accuracy on a hit-or-miss basis. With a threshold value of 67 percent, 
29 of the 32 category 11 (residential) areas observed were found to be 
interpreted correctly, for a 90 percent "accuracy" statistic. Averages 
of these percentages, adjusted for the sample size, were also computed 
for each threshold value, and appear at the bottom of the appropriate 
columns. 
Two conclusions can be drawn from these tables: (1) no matter what the 
threshold value, boundary areas appeared to be more difficult to interpret 
than category areas and more rigorous threshold values tend to cause poorer 
accuracy statistics; and (2) field verification results presented I 
1 
in this format are so far removed from the original data that it is ; ~ 
impossible to use them for analytical purposes in the fashion that the 
percentage-mix figures were used. 1 I , 
1 j 
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Table 2-4--Category area accuracy analyses 
Correct sample percentages observed according 
.. 
to the following threshold values 
u 
Sample 
Category size Any % 67% 90/~ 100% 
11 32 100 
"" 
90 68 63 
,v 
12 29 79 59 52 45 
13 12 92 92 83 83 
14 5 80 80 40 40 
" 
u 
15 14 93 79 71 64 
16 18 100 89 78 72 
17 4 100 100 100 100 
18 12 92 92 75 65 
21 21 81 81 72 67 
22 2 50 50 50 0 
41 14 86 79 64 64 
42 10 90 80 80 70 
52 2 50 50 50 50 
c' 
u 
53 6 100 100 100 100 
54 3 100 100 67 67 
61 9 100 78 67 44 
62 1 100 100 a a 
74 4 100 75 75 75 
i· Adjusted percentage 
averages 91 81 69 63 
F 
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Table 2-5--Boundary area accuracy analyses 
Sample 
Category Size 
.-
11 71 
12 37 
13 16 
14 2 
15 6 
16 19 
19 10 
21 10 
41 7 
42 2 
61 3 
Adjusted Percentage 
Averages 
Correct-Sample Percentage Observed 
According to the Following Threshold 
Values 
Any % 67% 90% 100% 
93 82 70 63 
81 49 38 27 
81 56 50 31 
100 100 100 100 
100 83 83 83 
100 95 84 79 
100 90 90 80 
100 90 80 80 
100 87 57 43 
100 100 100 100 
100 100 100 100 
92 76 66 58 
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Analysis of the Field-Verification Data 
In the field, 198 category areas were visited, and sites were 
observed for all 18 of the categories fouud to be present in this section 
of the CARETS region. The statistics in table 2-2 reveal the type of 
category and noncategory mixing resulting from the use of the minimum-
area recording unit and the problems introduced by the other sources of 
error. The appearance of anomalies in this table, in the form of high 
percentages of noncategory areas present within a particular category, 
indicate either a weakness in the classification system or an error in 
interpretation and mapping. Where apparent problems existed, the 
original field notebooks were checked thoroughly to determine an 
explanation. By analyzing the data in this manner, it was possible to 
identify several problem areas. The large mixture of categories present 
in commercial areas (12) suggests that more use should be made of the 
urban mixed category (18) or tnat the commercial and services category 
should be redefined. A large amount of open land (19) is found in 
transportation areas (15), especially at freeway intersections, and it 
is difficult to sort out residential areas (11) from forestland (41) in 
which many houses have been constructed. In addition, the field 
investigation revealed that some of the category area problems could be 
resolved only by persistent field visits. Many "industrial parks" 'ire 
primarily commercial (12) and not industrial in nature, and open land and 
extractive scars mU3t frequently be directly observed to ensure proper 
identification, as between areas "under-construction" and operating sand 
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or gravel pi ts . The reader may draw his own conclusimls concerning the 
usabIlity of the statisti"s that have been presented. 
Aerial Photography Change Detection 
The accurate detection of change from high-altitude aircraft 
photography involves a very tedious process that is some respects is still 
in a developmental state. Because of the large size of the Central 
Atlantic region and the limited time available, the change detection of 
GARLTS has suffered. Although CARETS change detection 'lork has not 
been field checked, a comparison of an intensive change detection experime.nt 
using LANDSAT icagery and high-altitude aircraft photography in the Norfolk 
area (the results of ,~hich will be presented later) with that conducted 
for Norfolk as part of CARETS using only high-altitude aircraft photography, 
reveals that considerably less change in the latter <;as detected. 
The method of detecting land use change for CARETS consisted 
primarily of comparing for changes the 1972 photography of an area ,dtc. 
the 1970 photomosaic of the same area overlaid by the 1970 land use map. 
This method may be useful for rural areas <;here changes are fel' and obvious, 
but it appears to be insufficient for urban or dynamic areas W'here change 
is great and may be subtle. 
Because of these problems, this report <;ill summarize the land use 
detection procedures for urbanized areaS developed by the USGS Geographic 
Applications Program's Census Cities project as it would apply to CARETS 
land use change between 1970 and 1972. Although highly time consuming, 
these procedures appear to comprise the most accurate manual method 
and are particularly apt for detecting land use changes in urban areas. 
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Before conducting a change detection study, necessary photography 
and materials must be prepared. Photography for the two different time 
periods is required along with the photomosaic mapping bases and land 
use transparencies covering the area to be examined. Also necessary are 
l-km2 grid templates on positives film transparencies at the same scale 
as the photography (1:120,000), the grid of which serves as the basic 
unit of observation, enabling a block by block comparison. 
The l-km2 grids are positioned on the 1970 and 1972 film trans-
parencies so that two or more grid cells enclose an area common to that 
enclosed by grid cells on the 1970 mosaic. Then using a hand lens, the 
interpreter compares areas of land use within each grid cell. The land 
use overlays are first checked with the 1970 photography to insure 
agreement. Then valid changes in land use categories are identified by 
superposition of photography (1970 over 1972) if scales are similar or 
juxtaposition otherwise. 
When making change assessments, several types of change are 
identified: 
1) change within a land use area from that use to another; 
2) change in or at land use boundaries; 
3) change in category involving no boundary changes (may 
result frore original misclassification); and 
4) change in land use due to omission not mapped originally. 
Caution should be exercised, however, when identifying areas of land use 
change to insure that possible differences in appearance or signature of 
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the same feature at two different times are not identified as changes. 
This possibility may result from differences in the time of year, sun 
angle, quality of photography, and scale of the photography. 
Land use change boundaries are first marked on the 1970 photography 
overlay. Changes are noted by markj.ng the former land use digits first, 
followed by a dash and the digits of the new land use. Thus a polygon or 
area marked by a (21-11) has changed from cropland or pasture to urban 
residential. Once all changes have been identified and marked on the 
photo overlay, th,=y are carefully transferred to an overlay registered 
to the photomosaic and 1970 land use overlays. 
INTERPRETATION AND GOMPILATION FROM LANDSAT TMAGERY 
LANDSAT imagery is available in several formats, and like high-
altitude photography, its quality varies greatly depending upon 
atmospheric conditions, time of year, and processing. CARETS interpreters 
have found that the best form of imagery for land use mapping is the 
color composite transparency. This was used in the land use mapping of 
CARETS at a scale of 1:250,000. Color composite transparencies or prints, 
however, are very expensive relative to black and white imagery, and for 
that reason this report will also provide aids for land use mapping using 
the less expensive formats. 
In preparing overlays for the mapping of CARETS from LANDSAT data, 
the decision ,~as made to use the format of the USGS 1:250,00-scale 
topographic sheets slightly modified by attaching the CARETS portions of 
the Charlottesville and Roanoke sheets to the Washington and Richmond 
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sheets (figure 2-2). The margins of the overlay sheets \,ere then traced 
directly from the topographic maps onto appropriate sized sheets of 
frosted acetate drafting film. 
Before 'registering the overlay to a LANDSAT transparency, the 
transparency, in half frame format, was placed in a clear acetate pro-
tective sleeve and kept from slipping with register pins. To register 
an overlay to a LANDSAT transparency. the transparency was first placed 
over the topographic sheet on a light table, brought as closely as 
possible into register with it, and then taped to the map. The overlay's 
margins were registered with those of the map and the overlay taped onto 
the LANDSAT transparency. With the overlay secure on the transparency, 
the topographic map was removed and the overlay was ready for compilation 
and mapping. 
Since at least two or more LANDSAT half frame transparencies are 
needed to map the area of the topographic sheet, the registration process 
must be repeated for every change in transparency. In CARETS the 
registration was facilitated by numerous sharp boundaries between land 
and water. In areas where such boundaries do not exist, registration 
may be much more difficult. 
Interpretation 
The manual interpretation of land use from LANDSAT consists 
primarily of identifying and marking the boundaries between differing 
land uses on an overlay. This often entails the separation of different 
spectral signatures, identification of specific features by shape or 
size, or the determination of the land use characterized by a specific 
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texture or pattern. In interpreting LANDSAT images in the form of color 
composite transparencies, one can readily identify some features or land 
uses, although other features may be interpreted more easily witb a 
knowledge of the area being mapped. The land use mapping of CARETS from 
LANDSAT imagery was conducted using only color infrared transparencies 
and 1:250,OOO-scale topographic sheets as reference sources. 
The quality of photographically processed LANDSAT color composites 
is not always uniform. The color of the same kind of land use may vary 
from one transparency to another or from one processing to another. 
\;ater bodies and forests are perhaps the most easily identifiable land 
types. Water bodies appear black or a shade of blue when affected by 
sedimentation~ Forest areas appear as a dark shade of red, whereas 
other shades of red indicate other vegetated areas--wetland, agricultural, 
or urban. 
Urban land may be identified by light to dark bluish-gray tones 
and by linear patterns indicating streets and roads. Large, often 
geometrical areas of red surrounded by urban signatures may indicate 
parkland, cemeteries, or other open urban land. Features of black or dark 
blue in urban areas are likely to represent extremely high density 
buildings, areas of heavy industry, or rai~road yards. The size, shape, 
and location of such IIblack lt areas may aid in their identification. 
Short linear features extending out into the water indicate the presence 
of docks and piers and the possibility of warehouses being nearby. 
Commercial strips appear as blue-gray linear patterns, with commercial 
nodes at their intersections. 
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Residential urban areas, because of their great diversity, are 
represented by numerous different spectral signatures. High density 
residential areas in the central city appear dark blue and are 
indistinguishable from surrounding commercial and industrial areas. 
Less dense residential areas appear as blue mixed with red and white. 
Large treeless tracts of single family residences have distinctive 
signatures, which under some processing, appear to be a light, grainy 
beige, similar in color to agricultural land, but differing by being 
too large and unbroken by forests to represent field patterns in CARETS. 
The boundaries between these residential areas and forest is normally 
sharper than that between agricultural and forest land. Older and 
wooded residential areas are often very difficult to distinguish from 
forest land. It is also extremely difficult to distinguish betweer-
suburban and adjacent agricultural lands. 
Agricultural land in CARETS may appear as any combination of colors 
from white to gray to pink to brown to red. Most CARETS rural land that 
is not in forest is in agriculture. Such land is often best identified 
by field shapes and patterns. 
CARETS nonforested wetlands, most commonly occurring in coastal 
lands and on flood plains, appear on a LANDSAT color composite as 
muted purple or brown (depending on the processing). Often such 
wetlands are penetrated by numerous winding streams. Salt marshes 
present the problem of being inundated during high tides, but are more 
easily detectable during low tides. 
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Barren land is often hard to differentiate from agricultural land, 
extractive lands, or land under construction, but is easiest to 
recognize as a distinct white signature. Sand bea"'-les are easily 
detectable as narrow white stripS along the edge of coastal land. Many 
of these categor:i_es identified on LANDSAT imagery, such as railroad yards, 
airports, highways, and single-family residential areas, are in fact 
Level III categories, but cannot be interpreted with any degree of 
regularity. 
Black and white enlargements are easier to produce and much less 
expensive, b~t they are more difficult to work with and present problems 
that color images do not. 
Interpreting LANDSAT imagery, using black and white prints at 
1:250,000 scale, may be facilitated by comparing prints from two different 
bands, preferably bands 5 and 7. Band 5 is sensitive to the longer wave-
lengths (red) of the visible spectrum, between 600 and 700 nm. Black and 
white prints of ban~ 5 provide the greatest contrast between forest and 
cleared land and the greatest resolution in urban land use. Band 7, 
sensitive to wavelengths between 800-1100 nm in the near infrared, is 
beneficial for enhancing water areas, and penetrating atmospheric haze 
and pollution. Wetlands are difficult to resolve using an individual 
print of either band, but may be distinguished with relative certainty 
by comparing both bands. 
Imagery of an area from two different seasons also facilitates 
interpretation. Features that blend together in one seaSon may easily 
stand out in the next. Recently harvested and plowed agricultural fields 
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contrast strongly with forest areas in the fall but reflect radiation 
of similar wavelengths to forests in the summer. Snow aids in detecting 
cleared land in the winter. Wetland areas, which are difficult to 
interpret on LANDSAT imagery but vary depending on season, moisture, and 
temperatures, can be most easily mapped by comparing prints from three 
or four different seasons. 
Seasonal tone differences are subject to discrepancies caused by 
variations in photo processing and daily atmospheric differences. 
Therefore, it is necessary to compare several LANDSAT images for any 
interpretation, and no one signature can be ascribed to a single land 
I 
-1 
1 
A breakdolvu of Level I classifications and resulting signatures for I 
black and white enlargements is shown in table 2-6. 
<.' For optimum interpretations in a single season, fall imagery provides 
tbe greatest resolution for spectral bands 5 and 7. rhe atmospheric 
conditions at the time of the LANDSAT pass and the quality of the repro-
duction, however, have the most significant effect on the capabilities 
of anyone print. 
Analysis of LANDSAT/Level I Land Use Mapping Accuracy 
The determination of accuracy for the Level I LANDSAT-derived land 
use map was based on a check of 30 randomly sampled points throughout the 
Norfolk test site using the existing UTM grid as it appears on the 
Norfolk and Virginia Beach photomosaic sheets. Pairs of one to three-
digit nonrepeating random numbers "ere extracted from a table (Rosander, 
1951) and applied to this grid as though they "ere UTM grid values. 
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Table 2-6--Image signatures by land use category for LANDSAT visible 
and near infrared black-and-white imagery 
BAND 5 BAND 7 
Land Use 
Signatures season I Signatures season 
URBAN med to dark gray fall : light gray fall 
center city only (Oct.) I linearity or solidity (Oct. ) 
Road Eatterns to Eattern 
AGRICULTURE very light fall very light gray winter gray, drainage white, field 
field patterns drainage patterns 
dark gray winter dark gray winter FOREST 
or med gray 
HATER med gl'ay all dark gray to all 
variates to light black 
gray near shore solid 
\.JETLAND lack of drainages winter dark gray all gray-w/standing black 
water 
BARE LAND white all light gray all 
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Point 4045000 mN., 366000mE., UTM Zone 18, represents the origin of the 
sampling area. 
Each sample point was plotted on a 1:250,000-scale reduction of the 
Norfolk and Virginia Beach photomosaics and then transferred to its 
corresponding position on the 1: 100, OOO-scale. Level II land 
use maps, and the 1:250,000 scale, LANDSAT-derived land use maps. Having 
been extensively checked and revised for accuracy, the Level II map was 
assumed to be ground truth. In this example, then, LANDSAT accuracy, at 
Level I, is a function of the number of LANDSAT land use polygon inter-
pretations that are the same as aircraft land use polygon interpretations. 
Researchers found that of the 30 randomly sampled points, 26 were 
correctly identified using LANDSAT, and thus the LANDSAT land use inter-
pretation was determined to be approximately 87 percent accurate. 
Table 2-7 compares LANDSAT and aircraft interpretation results for the 
30 sample points. 
A separate accuracy figure for the Level I land use map derived 
from LANDSAT image-cy was also determined using an aligned stratified 
sampling procedure. The method employed was that of comparing LANDSAT 
and aircraft land use data at the points of intersection of a 1-km grid 
overlayed on each land use map. The Level II high-altitude aircraft map at 
1:100,000 was compared with the Level I LANDSAT map at 1:250,000, and 
l-km grids, corresponding to the UTM coordinate grid with the origin at 
404,500 m north and 367,000 m east, Zone 18,were superimposed 
on both maps. Every intersection was sampled to insure a uniformly 
distributed sample of 1989 points across the Norfolk test site. 
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Table 2-7--Comparison of Level I LANDSAT and aircraft 
interpretation for 30 sample points 
SAl1PLE SITE LANDSAT 1972 LAND 
USE - 1:250,000 
AIRCRAFT 1972 LAND 
USE - 1:100,000 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Key to Level I categories: 
1 - Urban and built-up 
2 - Agriculture 
4 - Forest 
5 - Hater 
6 - Nonforested I<etland 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
4 
4 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
5 
2 
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By this sampling procedure, 1521 or 76.5 percent of the pobts 
sampled Here mapped with the same Level I classification on the maps 
deriv",,, from LAl,DSAT imagery as those derived from the high-altitude 
aircraft photography. Of. the classification differences that occurred, 
the mos t significant I<ere of three types: (1) areas interpreted as 
agricultural land from the high-altitude aircraft photography but as 
urban land from the LANDSAT imagery; (2) areas interpreted as forest 
from the photography but as agricultural land from the imagery; and 
(3) areas interpreted as agricultural lane! from the photography but as 
forest from the imagery. A complete comparison is presented in table 2-8. 
CARETS researchers mapped these differences to shm< the orientation 
of discrepancies in re,spect to the test site and to each other. The 
major concentration of interpretation differences forms a Hide belt 
along the urban/rural fringe. Researchers examined these points on 
the data base to identify the criteria for the interpretation decision 
at each scale and to determine the types of errors resulting in 
interpretation differences. 
fur eac!l site researchers recorded one of four possible reasons for 
discrepancy and produced maps shoHing the distirbution of each source of 
error. They found four possible sources of error or explanations for the 
discrepancies betHeen the maps from aerial photography and LANDSAT 
imagery: (1) sampling points falling on a boundary betHeen tHO land 
uses were arbitarily assigned one of t'tvO uses, and discrepancies 
resulted when assigned uses differed betl<een the tNO maps; (2) land use 
parcels mapped from the aerial photography "ere belol< the minimum mapping 
size for the LANDSAT-derived map; (3) multiple land covers occurred on 
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Table 2-8--Comparison of Level I LANDSAT and Level I aircraft interpretations at 1-km 
grid intersections 
LANDSAT LEVEL I 
Total. 
1 2 4 5 6 7 alc 
1 324 27 31 19 0 2 403 
2 78 347 74 1 0 0 500 
4 48 87 613 If 2 0 754 
5 18 4 10 186 12 1 231 
6 4 5 22 17 35 2 85 
7 1 0 0 2 0 13 16 
Total 
LANDSAT 473 470 750 229 49 18 1,989 
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the same land parcel, but the predominant aircraft photography signature 
(aud thus the classification) differed from the predominant signature for 
the same parcel on the LANDSAT imagery; and (4) interpreters misclassified 
land use from the LANDSAT imagery. 
Examples of these problem areas can be seen in figures 2-3, 2-4, 
and 2-5. From this information, the location of the greatest inconsis-
tencies in the LANDSAT and aircraft land use maps and the reasons for 
these occurrences were identified. Table 2-8 presents a comparison 
of the number of classification differences with the cause for the 
discrepancies. 
The greatest number of interpretation diffprences resulted from 
the method of selecting points on the aircraft land use maps for com-
parison with the LANDSAT. The boundaries between land use on the air-
craft maps frequently did not correspond exactly to the boundaries on the 
LANDSAT maps. By comparing points on the aircraft maps with points on 
the LANDSAT maps, one could detect differences that did not actually 
result from interpretation problems, but rather from those of registra-
tion. Forty percent of the pOints of discrepancies in interprptation 
between LANDSAT and aircraft source materials were due to thi problem 
of sampling. These samples ,.ere distributed fairly evenly across the 
region, "xcluding the areas of the Dismal Swamp and Back Bay where no 
r~al interpretation differences occurred. See figure 2-6. 
The second cause for discrepancies between LANDSAT and aircraft 
interpretations resulted from the generalization due to the minimum 
mapping unit at the different scales. Areas as small as 4 ha (10 acres) 
can be interpreted at 1:100,000 scale, whereas with LANDSAT imagery at 
D 
1:250,000 scale, the smallest area one can map is 25 ha (60 acres). This 
difference in minimum mapping area accounted for 20 percent of the 
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Areas of Interpretation Differences on ERTS Image 
5 0 5 10 km. MM _ 
Figure 2-3--LANDSAT image 1:250 ,000. Ar eas outlined are examples of ar eas where 
interpre t ation disc repancies occurred. 
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Areas of Interpretation Differences on ERTS Level 1 Map 
76°15 'W 
/ I , 
/ 76°00' W 
I ERTS LEVEL I LAND USE 
CLASSIFICATION 
36°SS 'N - pP'--' ,~ 
~\ CATEGORV ~ Urban&8ui ltUp I Airports IS) A~rjculturc 2 
Crop l and & PaHure 21 
Rangeland 3 
Forest l and 4 
Water 5 
Reservo irs 53 
Bays & Estuari es 54 
Non- Forestf'd \.let land 6 
Bar ren land 7 
Beaches 74 
5 0 5 IOkm 
L _ _ __ _ 
Fi9ure 2-4 
ERTS leve l I land Use Ma p. Areas ou tlined are examples of areas where in ter pretation discrepancies occu rred. 
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A~EAS OF INTERPRETATION DIFF ERENCES ON AIRCRAFT MAP 
AIRCRAFT MAP (LEFT) PAIRED WITH AIRCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY (RIGHT) 
'-----' 
I 1/ .. 
'"----' 
11/ .. 
1. Area in discrepancy with 
the ERTS ffiap due to the 
point selection technique . 
See Figure 2-4 , number 1. 
'---' 
I K .. 
L.............J 
I KM 
3 . Area in discrepancy with 
the ERTS map due to a 
multiplicity of land uses 
with differing 
signatures on ERTS and 
aircraft sources . 
See Figure 2- 4, number 3 . 
'----' 
I ~" 
'"----' 
I ~" 
2 . Ar ea in discrepancy with 
the ERTS map due to the 
larger minimum mapping 
size on ERTS . 
See Figure 2- 4, number 2. 
L.......-I 
I KM 
4 . Area in discrepancy with 
th~ ERTS map due to ac tual 
~ ' ~classificat ion of the 
ERTS . 
See Figure 2- 4, number 4 . 
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I interpretation differences. These differences were also distributed 
I 
across the total area with the exception of the Dismal Swamp and Back Bay, 
which are areas of only one land use type. See figure 2-7. 
The third factor affecting interpretation differences, accounting 
for a significant number of the differences in the urban-suburban fringe 
areas, consisted of interpretation differences caused by the presence of 
more than one category of land use in a mapping unit with differing 
spectral characteristics on aircraft photography and LANDSAT imagery. 
An example of such would be a tree-covered residential area, classified 
as forest from the LANDSAT imagery and residential from the aircraft 
photography. The interpretations of the data disagreed, yet neither 
could be considered incorrect, since each j"' 'pretation reflected 
adequately the information portrayed on eac ective scene. Twenty 
percent of the interpretation differences were attributable to the 
problem of differing dominant signatures. See figure 2-8. 
The final cause for interpretation differences was actual misinter-
pretation of the LANDSAT imagery. The majority of these errors occurred 
in the regions of gradation from suburban to agricultural land use. 
LANDSAT imagery cannot resolve isolated land use patterns and must rely 
on surrounding color tones. Where gradations occur between these tones, 
texture becomes important. Between the suburban and small farm areas, 
there are very few tone and texture differences, and the LANDSAT imagery, 
which is more sensitive to vegetative signatures, cannot distinguish 
,etween a dispersed settlement pattern and dissected agricultural fields. 
Nineteen percent of the interpretation differences were actual interpre-
tation errors. See figure 2-9. 
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LOCATION OF INTERPRETATION DIFFERENCES DUE TO DIFFERENCES OF MIN]}lln1 MAPPING SIZE 
Approximate east-west scale 
5 0 5 10km. 
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Figure 2-7--linrectified computer-generated map showing points of interpretation differences 
on LANDSAT and aircraft land use maps due to the larger minimum mapping size of 
LANDSAT imagery at 1:250,000. 
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Figure 2-B--Unr~ctified computer-generated map showing points of interpretation difference on LANDSAT and aircraft land use maps due to a heterogeneous mixture of land uses at a site with differing dominant signatures on the LANDSAT and aircraft sources. 
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~~o significant spatial patterns were apparent in the ~nalysis of 
interpretation differences. In the suburban fringe area, the LANDSAT 
interpretation was generalized to the most intensive land use, wherea3 
the high-'altitude photography provided greater detail, allowing each 
parcel of land use to be extracted. At the periphery of this region 
the LANDSAT system was inadequate for resolving boundaries between urban 
and built-up and agricultural land. LANDSAT t~as found to have the 
greatest error along this border. 
With the exception of urban-rural fri.nge areas where multiple land 
uses are intermixed, most Level I land uses can be accurately interpreted 
using LANDSAT imagery. The areas that cause trouble for LANDSAT are 
those in which different land uses are so small and heavily intermixed 
that boundaries between them cannot be drawn. Although the Level I 
classification is fairly broad and generalized, it does not account for 
possible mixtures of different Level I categories. These unclassifiable 
areas seem to be most prevalent on the urban-rural fringe and help 
explain many errors and discrepancies. 
Comparison of CARETS and Published Data Sources 
Although a comparison of land use area summaries derived from CARETS 
data with those obtained from published sources does not definitively 
address the issue of CARETS data accuracy, it may reveal a similarity 
betweeu remote sensor data and that derived from other sources or a lack 
of accuracy in one of the data sources. Unfortunately, data sets com-
parable in categvry definition, area covered, and year compiled to 
CARETS data are difficult to find, and only a limited number of categories 
could be compared in this study. 
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A eomparison of CARETS and published measurements of the total area 
of urban land use in the Norfolk test site was not possible for a lack 
of compatible land use classifications. Published figures for certain 
Level II land uses comparable to the CARETS categories were available. 
Table 2-9 presents the areas in hectares of residential, commercial, and 
industrial land in the Norfolk test site as measured from r.a~TS 1970 
land use maps (at a scale of 1:50,000 by the Canada Geogral'!?~'" !:aformatiar; 
System) and from a 1965 land use map compiled at a scale of 1:19,200 by 
the Southeast Virginia Planning District Commission (SEVPDC). One can 
assume that the SEVPDC's data are more accurate for 1965 than the CARETS 
data for 1970 because the former were compiled by planners more familiar 
with the area and because the measurements were derived from a much 
larger scale map. 
Given the rapidly expanding nature of urban residential areas in the 
test site and the 5-year time differential, the two data sources for 
residential land use compare fairly well. Such is not the case, however, 
for commercial and industrial land use. For the commercial category, 
the CARETS figures greatly exceeded those published, but for the 
industrial category published figures greatly exceeded those for CARETS. 
.,'" 
The explanation for this may rest either in interpreter error or in 
differing definitions of the land use categories. The sums of industrial 
and commercial land use areas from CARETS and published sources, are 
similar enough to suggest that extensive industrial areas were classified 
- '-," 
as commercial on the CARETS maps. Small, difficult-to_identify industries 
in commercial areas or misclassified industrial park areaS might help 
c 
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Table 2-9--Residential, conunercial, and indl!3trial land use, Norfolk test site 
Residential land use 
Commerical land use 
Industrial land use 
Commercial and Industrial 
land use 
Area in Hectares 
HCdsured from CARETS 
1970 Land Use Maps 
22,066 
3,943 
1,536 
5,479 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY, 
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Area in Hectares 
Measured from SEVP!1C 
1965 Land Use Map 
17,459 
1,734 
3,575 
5,310 
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explain part of this discrepancy as might warehousing and storage 
facilities associated with an industry, which CARETS interpreters 
considered commercial, but the SEVPDC may have classified as part 
of a closely associated manufacturing plant. 
The U.S. Census of Agriculture for 1969 provides the most up-to-
date published data set for comparison with CARETS agricultural data. 
The total area in farms for Virginia Beach and Chesapeake in 1969 was 
reported to be 49,336 ha of which 7,&77 ha were cropland, and the 
remaining farmland (41,459 ha) consisted of woodland, woodland pasture, 
and all other land (i.e. roads, homesteads). The total area of farm-
land as shown in table 2-10 compares favorably with cropland and pasture 
area totals derived from aircraft (48,475 ha) and LANDSAT (48,047 ha) 
data. The comparison between LANDSAT and aircraft data and the Census 
of Agriculture's total farmland excluding woodland and woodland pasture 
for 1969, however, is not quite as favorable • 
.. 
There are several possible explanations for the differences between 
the CARETS and published data sets. The time factor is important: to 
consider. Agricultural census data were compiled in 1969, whereas air-
craft and LANDSAT data were compiled from 1970 photography and 1972 
imagery, respectively. Also, the Census of Agriculture figures were 
derived by using a sampling questionnaire, whereas CARETS data were 
obtained by area measurement from a land use map. Finally, CARETS crop-
land and pasture data include all parcels of nonagricultural land smaller 
than a square, 200 m on a side, representing the minimum mapping 
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Table 2-10--Agricu1tura1 and forest land use, Chesapeake and Virginia Beach 
CARETS 1970 CARETS 1972 Published Aircraft Data LANDSAT Data Data in Hectares in Hecta~es 
Agricultural land use 48,475 48,047 49,336* 
41,459*;' 
Forest land use 75,479 74,669 76, 829~'(** 
;'Tota1 cropland and other farmland including woodland, and woodland 
pasture derived from the 1969 U.S. Census of Agriculture 
**Tota1 cropland minus woodland and woodland pasture 
***Includes all areas having at least 50 woody stems per acre, derived from 
1965 Forest Service Survey 
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unit of 2 mnt--roads, homesteads, and small ~1oodlots, in contrast 
to the Census of Agriculture's more detailed breakdo~ of agricultural 
land use. 
Comparison of CARETS and published forest area data for Chesapeake 
and Virginia Beach presents similar problems. The most recent forest 
survey of the test site was completed in 1965 by the U.S. Forest Service, 
,I j 
when the total forest land area was found to comprise 73,574 ha. These 
forest land (defined as areas having at least 50 woody stems per acre) 
statistics ,vere compiled from U. S. Department of Agriculture's 1964 
1:20,000 aerial photography. They compare favorably with CARETS aircraft 
(75,479 ha) and LANDSAT (74,669 ha) statistics. 
Change Detection Procedures Using LANDSAT Imagery 
October and December 1972 LANDSAT imagery was used to test the 
sensor's applicability for detecting land use change and to provide a 
prototype for a change detection study for all of CARETS. The basic 
procedure involved overlaying a 1970 land use map on a l:lOO,OOO-scale 
color infrared 1972 LANDSAT transparency covering the Norfolk area and 
then mapping areas appearing to have changed on drafting film overlying 
a photomosaic of the same area. The interpreter used 1970 and 1972 high-
altitude photography of the area to verify the detected change. 
First, the LANDSAT image and the 1970 Level II land use overlay were 
compared to discover unexpected hues and tones, i.e. areas that might 
have changed. If a possible change were noted, the interpreter determined 
the nature of the change and the classification Level (I, II, III) to 
whir.h it could be discriminated. The interpreter then compared the 1970 
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and 1972 photography to verify the change and the correctness of the 
interpretation. Actual changes were mapped on the second overlay with 
black pencil and identified in accordance with established CARETS mapping 
procedures. "False" changes, suggested by the imagery but not actually 
occurring, were mapped on the same overlay in orange pencil. All of the 
land use polygons were given identification numbers and "from-to" change 
maps were prepared for 1970-72 at Levels I and II. Level I and II 
chanbe areas that could not be identified on LANDSAT images without 
recourse to supplementary high-altitude aerial photography were also 
noted. The change areas were then measured by dot planimeter and 
summarized in appropriate categories. 
Some of the observations regarding LANDSAT as a tool for change 
detection are listed below: 
1) Areas undergoing heavy construction are identifiable to 
Level III. The use of spring-time imagery (April-May) will 
reveal if these areas are plowed fields, which did not appear 
to be the case on either the September or December imagery used. 
2) On the October and December imagery, many of the agricultural 
fields (probably stubble) reflected a blue-gray spectral 
response similar to inhabited urban areas, accounting over-
whelmingly for the false changes that were mapped. These 
problems may be "seasonal" and capable of being resolved with 
early summer imagery. 
3) Older residential areas with heavy tree cover appear on 
LANDSAT images as forest. 
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4) At Level II, institutional, commercial and industrial categories 
cannot be separated on LANDSAT images. 
5) Many urban changes are difficult to observe unless the land is 
disturbed at the time of the imaging. For example, some urban renewal 
projects were started and completed in the 2-year time span, and 
although the change was slightly noticeable on LANDSAT, it would not 
have been mapped without the attendant aircraft photography. 
6) A masking device 5 cm2 is useful in interpreting changes. 
7) All category 19 (urban open and other) areas should be checked for 
completion of construction changes at the later date as a matter Jf 
course, since it is more difficult to detect the completion of the 
construction than its start. 
Table 2-11 presents the areas of land use change derived from this 
LANDSAT change detection experiment. Total Level I and Level II land use 
changes in the Norfolk test site included 3,916 ha (9,676 acres) or 39.2 km2• 
This figure compares favorably with the amount of change detected for the 
years 1959-70 from photography, but it greatly exceeds the amount of change 
detected using aircraft data alone in the subsequent CARETS change detection 
study. This difference is probably best explained by the thoroughness of 
the LANDSAT change detection study, measurement errors in one study or the 
other, or the differences in the expertise of interpreters. Interpreters 
did not map Level II change for 1959 to 1970. 
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Table 2-ll--Results of 1970-72 land use change analysis using 
LA}IDSAT and high-altitude aircraft photography 
I Hectares Acres 
1-----------+----1---1----1 
Percent 
I a. Area analyzed (Norfolk test site) 198,564 490,644 
I b. Total aircraft-verified land use change, Level I 
c. Aircraft-verified change correctly 
identified on LANDSAT, Level I (h&i) 
d. Percent of Level I change correctly 
identified with LANDSAT 
e. Total aircraft-verified land use 
chang .. , Level II (including that 
which changed at Level I) I I f. Aircraft-verified change correctly 
I
I gh.' :::::::i:: ::v:~:A:~a:::e:o::e::~:k) 
identified with LANDSAT 
Aircraft-verified change correctly 
identified on LANDSAT, to Level II, 
between Level I categories 
1. Changes identified on both aircraft 
and LANDSAT at Level I only 
j. Total aircraft-verified land use chang~ 
occurring at both Levels I and II (e&i) 
k. Aircraft-verified change correctly 
identified on LANDSAT, to Level II 
within Level I categories 
1. Percent of test site total area invol_ 
ved in aircraft-verified change 
[(j~a) x 100] 
In. "False change (erroneously indicated 
by LANDSAT interpretation) 
2.924 7,225 
2,652 6,553 
3,216 7,947 
2,944 
1,952 4,823 
700 1,730 
3,916 9,676 
292 722 
6,432 15,893 
90.7 
69.8 
2.0 
'---------------,---------'---_-'-___ 0.-.._-+ 
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Of the 2,924 ha (7,225 acres) of Level I land use changes, 2,652 ha 
(6,553 acres) or 90.7 percent were visible and idencifiable on the 
LANDSAT imagery. 
Further analysis of the statistical summaries reveals that inter-
preters correctly identified 1,952 ha (4,823 acres) of Level II change 
occurring from one Levell category to another, and 292 ha (722 acres) 
of Level II change within Level I categories. Moreover, investigators 
detected 616 ha (1,521 acres) of land use change from LANDSAT imagery, 
the precise nature of which could not be identified '~ithout reference 
to supplementary high-altitude aircraft photography. An additional 356 ha 
(880 acres) of change actually occurred but did not appear on the 
LANDSAT imagery in any identifiable form. 
Using LANDSAT data CARETS interpreters could identify successfully 
some classes of changes but not others. Interpreters identified change 
from forest to agricultural land and from forest and agriculture to 
urban land uses at Level I. They also successfully identified the 
following Level II changes: from cropland and pasture and heavy crown 
cover forest to urban residential and urban open and other (19). Many 
changes from urban open to residential, however, required high-altitude 
8 ai~craft photography for positive identification. Interpreters could 110i; detect 
&me change on the LANDSAT imagery, including change from heavy to light 
crOlm cover forest, and change from nonforested wetlands to reservoirs. The 
size of these areas appears not to be a factor in the difficulty of 
their detection. 
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Interpretation of change in this fashion required 88 man-hours, 
of which approximately 32 were devoted to the interpretation and initial 
mapping process and the remainder to the preparation of graphics 
(Alexander, 1973). 
I i Computerized Data Handling and Analysis 
Compv~er manipulation of the CARETS graphic data base has been the 
focus of the project's data handling plan. Procedures for data handling 
and an~lysis revolve around the use of the Datagrid digitizer. The 
digitizer is a high precision coordinate measuring unit that converts geo-
graphical data (e.g. CARETS land use maps) into digital form for computer 
applications. The general concept is shown in figure 2-10. Map data 
are digitized into a computer format, stored in an appropriate form, 
processed in a central computer and output requested in either tabular 
or plotted line form. There are four primary hard.7ilre components in this 
information system: the input device (digitizer), storage device (tape, 
disc, or cards), a processiag.capabi1ity (programmed computer with data 
enquiry link), and output device (plotter). 
The CARETS project as part of its broad research orientation has 
attempted to explore available technology in the graphic-based information 
system field. At present, the system is still being developed, though 
several selected data sets have been analyzed by the Canada Geographic 
Informat';. System (CGIS) and are presented in this report. The 
procedures used by the CGIf. are summarized as follol~S: 
1) A scribe is produced from original line maps showing only 
boundary information. The scribe is then mounted on a drum 
scanner and from that a scan tape is produced. 
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GRAPHIC-BASED INPUT DEVICE 
INFORMATION: 
" 
DIGITIZER 
" MAP DATA 
.k-"--
STORAGE DEVICE 
MAG T1JJ?ES, DISC, CARDS 
.,\, 
PROCESSING CAPABILITY 
COMPUTER AND SOFTw.ARE 
* 
OUTPUT DEVICE 
PLOTTER & PRINTER 
J, 
DATA OUTPUT 
i. e. AREA SU~'7.IES 
~. 
'--' 
c' 
", 
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Figure 2-10--Procedural configuration of data handling and analysis 
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·i 2) From the line map, a numbered overlay is produced. This 
overlay is simply a sheet of drafting film on which each 
polygon is given a unique number. 
3) The numbered overlay is placed on the scribe and both are 
placed on the digitizer table. The comer points are digitized 
as well as one point. in each polygon. This produces a digitized 
tape that is input to the data editing procedures. 
4) The numbered overlay and the line map are combined and 
the classification data are extracted. They are transcribed 
onto classification data forms that are then keyed to the 
magnetic tape. 
5) The digitizer and encoder data are spooled from several 
minitapes onto the larger tape. The spool tape is sorted so 
that the digitizer and classification data for a polygon 
appear a', adjacent records. The output of a sort operation 
is input to an edit routine. 
6) The edit routine performs the normal type of checks on 
the classification data and checks to see that the digitizer 
data are valid. It produces two data sets, one containing 
records of rejected maps and the otber containing records oE 
accepted map$. If an error is detected in the map at any 
point, the entire map is rejected. An error listing is 
produced for the rejected maps, and corrections are made 
and input to an update routine, which produces an updated 
rejected map tape that is again edited. This cycle continues 
until all maps have been accepted. 
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7) The accepted maps are input to a compare program that 
makes use of the second classification tape and the edited 
tape and compares the records one for one to determine if 
the classification data have been extracted correctly. 
8) All data records are output to a dat~ set organized by \ 
map number. A listing is produced indicating those records 
whose classification data were not identical. The updating 
procedure at this point is relatively simple requiring a 
choice of one of the two records. These correction cards 
are input to another update program that flags the correct 
record. Once these operations a.e complete the data are 
ready for data reduction. 
The entire effort seeks to provide the user community with a 
demonstration of an information system capable of cataloging, inventorying, 
correlating and analyzing map data. This computer-based approach then 
provides a powerful tool for the user planning and management function. 
For further information concerning the USGS Geography Program's 
land use interpretation and compilation procedures, see Wiedel and Kleckner, 
1975. 
,-
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CHAPTER 3 
LAND USE ANALYSIS 
The mapping, measuring, and analyzing of land use, the cornerstone 
set of activities in the CARETS project model, have consumed a major 
portion of the project's time and energy. This chapter presents the 
results of original land use measurements derived from the high-altitude 
aircraf:: data base, along with discussion highlighting the significance 
of such data in analysis of the region's economic and environmental 
characteristics. 
':he analysis of land use in the Norfolk test si1:e begins with a 
discussion of statistical summaries and land use area measurements for 
the test site. This chapter then discusses the land use changes detected 
from 1959 to 1970 and presents a more thorough examination of the 
predonanant land uses, trends in land use, and land use change as 
detected from 1970 to 1972 from high-altitude aircraft photography. 
AREA MEASUREMENT AND STATISTICAL SUMMARIES 
Land use area summaries and percentages for the Norfolk test site 
(excluding bays and estuaries) are presented in table 3-1. The same 
statistics for the four constituent cities (including bays and 
estuaries) are presented in tables 3-2 and 3-3. With 42.3 percent of the 
area, forest forms the predominant land use, followed by agriculture 
with 27.4 percent of the total, urban and built-up with 22.9 percent, 
nonforested wetlands with 4.4 percent, nonestuarine water with 
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Table 3-1--Norfo1k test site Level 1I l~nd use summary, 1970* 
i 
I 
1 
1 
LAND USE CATEGORY HECTARES ACRES % OF TOTAL ; i 
i 
-, 
URBAN & BUILT-UP 1 41,276 101,992 22.9 I 
Residential 11 22,066 54,525 12.2 i 1 j 
I 
Commercial 17 3,943 9,744 2.2 i Industrial 13 1,536 3,795 0.9 , 
Extractive 14 87 214 0.05 j! 
t: 
Transportation 15 3,049 7,535 1.7 
-, 
Institutional 16 4,630 11,441 2.6 
Strip & Clustered 17 1,671 4,129 0.9 
Settlement 
-'.fJ) 
Nixed 18 27 66 0.01 
Open & Other 19 4,267 10,543 2.4 
AGRICULTURAL 2 49,463 122,nZ 27.4 
Cropland ,. Pasture 21 49,415 122,104 27.4 
Orchards 22 35 87 0.02 
Feeding Operations 23 13 31 .01 
FOREST 4 76,263 188,443 42.3 
Forest-Heavy Crown 41 72,661 179,544 40.3 
Cover 
Forest-Light Crm'ffi 42 3,601 8,899 2.0 
Cover j 
:.rATER (EXCLUDING BAYS 3,988 9,853 2.2 ~ 1 & ESTUARIES) 5** I 
Streams & Hatert,ays 51 1,229 3,036 0.7 I 
Lakes 52 1,444 3,569 0.8 
j 
I j 
Reservoirs 53 528 1,305 0.3 I Other Hater 55 786 1,943 0.4 
NONFORESTED HETLANDS 6 7,878 19,466 4.4 j \o/etland (vegetated) 61 7,570 18,704 4.2 
Hetland (bare) 62 :;08 762 0.2 
~ 
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LAND USE CATEGORY 
BARREN 7 
Barren (Sand otber 
than beaches) 72 
Barren (beaches) 74 
Other 75 
Total Area less Bays 
and Estuaries 
Total Land Area 
Bays and Estuaries 54** 
Table 3-1--(continued) 
HECTARES 
1,434 
34 
1,374 
26 
180,302 
176,314 
18,262 
ACRES % OF TOTAL 
3,543 .8 
83 .02 
3,394 .77 
66 0.01 
445,519 100.0 
435,666 
45,125 
*Data derived from CARETS land use maps digitized by the Canada Geographic 
Information System 
**Bay and estuary area summaries lack accuracy due to the inclusion of water 
areas outside the Norfolk test site. 
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Table 3-2--Level II land use by citi"s, l-.orfolk test site, 1970 
Norfolk Portsmouth Virginia Beach Chesapeake 
I 
1 , 
, I 
! 
! 
I 
1 
I 
\ 
: \ 
. " I 
, 
I , 
:i 
C 
r 
, , 
" 
l.O 
t 
..,. 
Acres 
1 33,234 
11 18,664 
12 5,221 
13 979 
14 
15 3,142 
16 2,729 
17 
18 
19 2,499 
2 449 
4 
5 
21 
22 
23 
41 
42 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
4l,9 
522 
479 
43 
5,734 
20 
107 
5,607 
Hectares 
13,450 
7,553 
2,113 
396 
1,272 
1,104 
1,011 
182 
182 
211 
194 
17 
2,321 
8 
43 
2,269 
Acres 
15,208 
9,630 
1,518 
1,283 
45 
662 
728 
270 
1,072 
1,993 
1,993 
1,415 
864 
551 
8,788 
133 
6,712 
1,943 
Hectares 
6,155 
3,897 
614 
519 
18 
268 
295 
109 
434 
807 
807 
573 
350 
223 
3,557 
54 
2,716 
786 
Acres Hectares 
33,609 
17,561 
2,186 
21 
169 
2,401 
5,313 
575 
66 
5,317 
53,676 
53,589 
87 
56,272 
54,102 
2,170 
34,359 
2,594 
648 
871 
30,246 
13,602 
7,107 
885 
9 
68 
972 
2,150 
233 
27 
2,152 
21,723 
21,687 
35 
22,773 
21,895 
878 
13,905 
1,050 
262 
352 
12,241 
Acres Hectares 
19,941 
8,670 
819 
1,512 
1,330 
2,671 
3,284 
1,655 
66,104 
66,073 
31 
130,234 
124,099 
6,135 
6,097 
442 
2,901 
194 
2,560 
8,070 
3,509 
331 
612 
538 
1,081 
1,329 
670 
26,752 
26,740 
13 
52,706 
50,223 
2,483 
2,467 
179 
1,17l , 
79 
1,036 
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Norfolk 
Acres Hectares 
6 413 167 
61 413 167 
62 
i 
72 
74 
75 
TOTAL AREA 40,352 16.330 
~.' ,,"" '.'~"--
f.'; u (.1 C.I (: 
Table 3-2--(continued) 
Portsmouth Virginia Beach Acres Hectares Acres Hectares 
1,047 424 15,132 6,124 
370 150 15,132 6,12l, 
677 274 
3,543 1,434 
83 34 
3,394 1,374 
66 27 
28,451 11,514 196,591 79,560 
~_l. "'-.=" _c.-: '.......:. :. -~_ 
( c' 
Chesapeake 
Acres Hectares 
2.874 1,163 
2,789 1,129 
8~ 34 
225,250 91.159 
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Table 3-3--Percentages of 1970 land use by land use category 
Land uses Norfolk Portsmouth Virginia Beach ChesaEeake 
1 URBAN 82.4 53.5 17.1 8.9 
11 Residential 46.3 33.8 8.9 3.8 
12 Commercial 12.9 5.3 1.1 0.4 
13 Industrial 2.4 4.5 .01 0.7 
14 Extractive 0.2 .08 
15 Transportation 7.8 2.3 1.2 0.6 
16 Institutional 6.8 2.6 2.7 1.2 
17 Strip & cluster 0.9 0.3 1.5 
18 Nixed 
.03 
19 Open & other 6.2 3.8 2.7 0.7 
0 AGRICULTURAL 1.1 7.0 27.3 29.3 4 
21 Cropland & past1lre 1.1 7.0 27.3 29.3 
22 Orchards .04 
23 Feeding operations .01 
4 FOREST 1.3 5.0 28.6 57.8 
41 Heavy cro~m cover 1.2 3.0 27.5 55.1 
1,2 Light crmm cover 0.1 1.9 1.1 2.7 
5 \\'ATER 14.2 30.9 17.5 2.7 
51 Streams & waterways 1.3 0.2 
52 Natural lakes .05 0.3 1.3 
53 Reservoirs 0.3 0.5 0.4 .09 
54 Bays & estuaries 13.9 23.6 15.4 1.1 
55 Other 6.8 
6 NONFORESTED WETLANDS 1.0 3.7 7.7 1.3 
61 Vegetated 1.0 1.3 7.7 1.2 
62 Bare 2.4 .04 
7 BARREN LAND 1.8 
72 Sand other than beaches 
.04 
74 Beach 1.7 
75 Other 0.3 
Source: CARETS 1970 Virginia Beach and Norfolk land use sheets as digitized by 
Canada Geographic Information System. 
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2.2 percent, and barren lands (mostly beach and dunes) with 0.8 percent • 
Within the Norfolk test site as a t~hole, a great amount of rural or open 
land still exists to accommodate urban expansion. 
A somewhat different picture, however, is presented within the four 
separate cities shown in tables 3-2 and 3-3. The land use in Norfolk is 
82.4 percent urban, with comparatively small amounts of forest or 
agricultural lands. Partially as a result of the 1968 annexation of land 
from Chesapeake, Portsmouth has only 53.5 percent of its territory in 
urban uses,30.9percent in water bodies (which provide some potential for 
exprulsion in the form of fill operations), and only 7 percent and 
5 percent respectively in agriculture and forest land. Chesapeake, the 
largest and least populated of the test site cities, has 91.1 percent of 
its land in nonurban uses, 29.3 percent in agriculture and 57.8 percent 
in forest. Finally, Virginia Beach has 17.1 percent of its land in urban 
uses (amotmting to 20.2 percent if bays and estuaries are excluded). 
Agricultural land comprises 27.3 percent of the total; forest, 28.6 per-
.,ent; wetlands, 7.7 percent; and bays and estuaries, 15.4 percent. 
The statistical summaries used in the analysis of land use and land 
use change in the Norfolk test site have been derived from various sources. 
The same political jurisdictions, therefore, may have different area 
values, depending on the source. Part of the data compiled and processed 
by the Geography Program has been digitized by the Canada Geographic 
Information System, which has developed the capability to overlay and 
retrieve multiple data sets. Investigators have applied the "polygon" 
method of measuring the entire areas of the land use faces as mapped 
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rathar than the "grid cell" approach by l~hich the predominant land use of 
a certain sized grid cell is assigned to the entire area of the cell. 
I 
For the entire Norfolk test site, researchers overlaid the maps of 
Level II land use with those of census tracts. The resulting land use 
area summaries by census tract are presented in appendix E. Although 
investigators have not tested the accuracy of the digitized statistics, 
the figures thus derived for political areas are close to those published 
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1973) and presented in table 3-4. 
Differences are probably best explained by the existence of water bodies, 
parts of l~hich mayor m?:y not be counted as part of the land area. 
Limited access to digitizing facilities has forced the CARETS pro-
ject to use another means of area measurements for some purposes: ._ the 
dot grid or dot planimeter. This is a sampling method'operationall} 
simpler and perhaps faster thar, the. polar planimeter and grid planimeter; 
the dot planimeter is theoretically accurate, but the size and shape of 
the area being measured affect the accuracy of the measurement. The 
larger and more compact the area measured, the more accurate- the measure-
ment is likely to be. One study of dot planimeter measurement revealed 
that a minimum of 100 points or dots per area is necessary to result in 
an accuracy of approximately 1.5 percent deviation from the true area 
(Yuill, 1970). Many of the polygons measured by dot planimeter were 
smaller than 100 dots (1,000 acres or 400 hal, and such measurements may 
be considerably less accurate than that accomplished by dig,itizer. It is 
also likely that land uses occupying more extensive areas will be more 
accurately counted than those for smaller areas. In this report, 1970 Level ---..- " 
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11 land use data derived from aerial photography and 1972 Level I LA}IDSAT 
derived land use data have been digitized and measured automatically, as 
have 1970-72 land use change areas. Land use change from 1959 to 1970, 
hOiqever, has been measured manually by dot planimeter. 
LA}ID USE CHANGE TRENDS, 1959-70 
As in most areas under the influence of urbanization, 
the Norfolk test site has undergone and is undergoing significant and 
extensive changes in land use. Tables 3-5 and 3-6 provide an overview 
of the Level 1 land use change ,qithin the study area between 1959 and 
1970. Of the 184 km2 of change detected, nearly 90 percent occurred in 
only four sets of changes: 43.5 percent of land use change involved 
conversion from agricultural to urban land use, 18.5 percent from forest 
land to urban, 17.9 percent from forest to agriculture, and 10.3 percent 
from agriculture to forest. In all, 9.6 percent of the area in the 
Norfolk test site changed from one Level I land use category to another. 
No doubt this percentage would be much higher if one considered changes 
within a Level I category, as from one urban land use to another. 
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 reveal the location of areas of change detected 
for the II-year period. The greatest areas of no Level I change are in 
the urban cores of Norfolk and Portsmouth, where change that has occurred 
has been from one urban and built-up use to another. Only 3 km2 or 1.63 
percent of the total change detected was from urban to nonurban uses. 
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Table 3-5--Norfolk-Portsmouth SHSA land use change Level I 1959-70 
(in km2 derived by dot count) 
Land Use in 1970 
URBAN (1) AGRICULTURE (2) FOREST (4) HATER (5) 
2 1 
AGRICULTURE (2) 80 19 1 
FOREST (4) 34 32 2 
lvATER (5) 
l-lETLA,.'IlD ( 6) 2 1 5 
TOTAL (1970) 116 35 25 3 
.--::------~.-" .. "'''--' .. _--
C" 
lIF.TLAND __ (:~ I TOTAL (1959) I 
, 
I 3 , 
100 I 
i 
2 70 
3 3 
8 
5 184 
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Table 3-6--Percentage* of 1959-70 land use change in Level I categories 
Percentage of total change to 1970 land uses 
URBAN AGRICULTURE FOREST 
URBAN 1.1 .5 
AGRICULTURE 43.5 10.3 
FOREST 18.5 17.4 
WATER 
HETLAND 1.1 .5 2.7 
TOTAL 63.1 19.0 13.5 
t'Percentages rounded to the nearest .1 percent 
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WATER 
( , , . 
.5 
1.1 
1.6 
r WETLAND 
1.1 
1.6 
2.7 
c: 
TOTAL 
1.6 
54.3 
38.1 
1.6 
4.3 
99.9 
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Fi gure J - I-- This map depicts areas for which Level I land use change occurred in the ?eriod 1959- 1970 . 
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Figure 3-2--This map depict.s areas for y;hich Level I land use change occurred in Lh.:l period 1959-1970. 
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The change,from agricult.ural and forest to urban land uses, 62 per-
cent of all change, has occurred to the greatest extent within the areas 
compl:ising Vil:ginia Beach and POl:tsmouth. Huch of this change has heen 
to l:esidential and commel:cial uses and l:eflects the population incl:eases 
of the 1960's. 
The change from fOl:est land to agl:icultul:e exceeded the change from 
agriculture to forest land by 13 km2• These changes occurred predominately 
in the southern rural half of the study area. In the southwest cornel: of 
Chesapeake, land use changes to and from forest and agriculture were the 
only changes detected. Foresting operations and drainage of land in the 
Dismal Swamp can be readily detected as can the scattel:ed clearing of 
land for agl:iculture and the afforestation of abandoned fields. 
Some of the 3_km2 change from water to wetlands may actually be 
"false change." Tidal or salt marshes may be extremely difficult to 
delineate due to changes in their appearance on photography taken at 
different tidal stages. Such change detection that has not been field 
checked may be suspect. 
The greater part of the water to wetlands change consists of the 
Craney Island Disposal Area, a rhomboidal-shaped area extending out into 
Hampton Roads, used for dumping of spoils from channel dredging in the 
harbor. Operated by the u.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the CrcUley Island 
construction project was begun in 1954 as an extension of the existing 
Cl:aney Island, a previously filled area which is the site of the 
u.S. Naval Fuel Depot. Before construction could begin, the Federal 
Government had to obtain title to all the submerged land to be filled, 
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including leased and public oyster bottoms and the right, if necessary, 
to dredge bottomland on the south shore of Hampton Roads with compensation 
for oyster grOlqerS losing crops as a result. By 1957, the levees, 
2.5 m above mean sea level, surrounding the Craney Island site were com-
pl~:ed and the pumping of substantial amounts of dredge spoils behind the 
levees began. The 1,012-ha area is predicted to be filJ,~d by 1978, but 
the fill area is not expected to be ready for intensive use until 1985. 
The eventual use of the area is unknown, although the Virginia Division 
of State Planning and Community Affairs has drafted two altenlate plans 
for the area. One plan calls for mixed industrial, commercial, residential 
and industrial uses, whereas the other proposes the construction of an 
airport, port facilities and a recreational area. The amount of bare 
wetlands detected in 1970 represents the progress of the project to that 
time (Virginia Division of State Planning and Community Affairs, 1971a). 
Extensive land filling operations have been conducted in the Norfo1k-
Portsmouth harbor throughout the 20th Century. Between 1955 and 1965, 
the 37-ha site of the Portsmouth ~mrine Terminal was filled from 
material dug in the construction of the Midtown Tunnel connecting Norfolk 
and Portsmouth. An additional 14 ha of land will be created by the 
filling of the water between the finger piers immediately upstream on the 
Elizabeth River from the Portsmouth Marine Terminal. Another fill 
operation is planned for Norfolk, which will create land for the Norfolk 
International Terminal. 
A final land use change detected during the period from 1959 to 1970 
was the change from nonforested wetland to forest in the Back Bay area 
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of Virginia Beach. Nearly surrounding Back Bay is a fringe of coastal 
marsh, part of which lies adjacent to the barrier beach, protecting the 
bay from the Atlantic. High tides and high waves result in oceanic over-
wash carrying sand over the dunes and depositing it into the marshland, 
eventually creating new dry land. By this process, the barrier beach 
moves westward and along with it the vegetation succession on the over-
l.ash terrace, from low salt marsh to high salt marsh to scrub and closed 
grassland. The development of shrub forest in the former high salt marsh 
might well explain the land use change from wetland to forest {Dolan and others, 
1973). Man's stabilization of dunes along this barrier beach, however, 
has greatly restricted overwash and thus the overwash phenomenon may not 
adequately explain the detected change. 
LAND USE 1970 
Urban and Built-Up Land Use (Classification category 1, Level I) 
Urban and built-up land in the Norfolk study area comprises 
41,276 ha (101,992 acres) or 22.9 percent of the total area. The 
variation in urban land use is considerable as shown h. tables 3-2 and 
3-3. For 1970, in absolute urban area, Virginia Beach ranked highest 
among the four test site cities with 13,602 ha (33,609 acres) followed 
closely by Norfolk with 13,450 ha (33,234 acres). Portsmouth was found 
to have 6,155 ha (15,208 acres) of urbanized land, and Chesapeake, 
8,070 ha (19,941 acres). Figure 3-3 presents the urbanized portion of the 
Norfolk test site which is defined by the U.s. Bureau of the Census as 
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an area consisting of a central city, or cities, and surrounding closely 
settled territory (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972). According to the 
CARETS land use map, Norfolk's urban land uses comprise 82.4 percent of 
the city's total area, Portsmouth 53.5 percent, Virginia Beach 17.1 percent, 
and Chesapeake 8.9percent. None of these data sets, however, reflect the 
total picture of urbanization in the study area. The separate urban land 
uses must be examined and related to the whole. 
Residential Land Use 
(Classification category 11, Level II) 
Residential land use is by far the most extensive and ubiquitous. 
For all cities except Chesapeake, more than half the urban area is in 
residential use. The less urbanized the city within the Norfolk test 
site, the greater the percentage of residential land use within its 
urbanized territory. If "strip >:nd cluster" land use (Circular 671, 
Level II Category 17, most of which is generally residential in nature) 
were reclassified as residential for Chesapeake, that city's residential 
area would exceed 60 percent of its urban and built-up area. 
The nature of residential areas, however, also varies extensively 
among the different cities of the Norfolk test site. Table 3-7 displays 
net density (persons per residential acre) for the constituent cities in 
1965 and projections into the future. Norfolk's housing has the greatest 
density, followed by Portsmouth, Virginia Beach and Chesapeake. As the 
source for the 1970 residential area summaries on table 3-1, the CARETS 
land use maps reveal a considerably greater residential area and lower 
density than the figures provided by Southeast Virginia Planning 
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I Table 3-7--Projected residential areas and densities for Norfolk test site (1965-85) • , 
l 
Net Density Chesapeake Norfolk Portsmouth Virginia Beach SI1SA Area I 
_Ii Persons / res. I. 
I acre-1965 7.5 25.3 17.8 11.2 15.4 
i t PROJECTED: 
1970 7.7 25.5 17.8 12.1 15.7 I 1975 8.0 25.8 17.8 13.1 16.1 ! 1980 8.3 26.2 18.4 14.2 16.7 I 1985 8.6 26.7 19.0 15.3 17.4 
l RESIDENTIAL I AREA IN 1 
I ACRES*: 
1965 10,836 12,421 7,148 12,702 43,107 1975 16,195 13,187 7,411 15,718 52,511 1985 21,254 13,988 7,708 20,337 63,287 
RESIDENTIAL 1 , 
I AREA INCREASE: I 
t 1965-75 5,359 766 263 3,016 9,404 1975-85 5,059 801 297 4,613 10,776 
* 1 acre; .405 hectares 
Source: Southeast Virginia Planning District ConuIlission, 1972. 
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District Commission (1972) in all cities, except Chesapeake. For 
Chesapeake, the 1970 density is approximately the same as that reported 
for 1965 and its area is bet,~een that reported for 1965 and that predicted 
for 1975. The discrepancy may lie in the amount of residential land 
projected for the year 1970. 
To understand the present residential land use in the Norfolk test 
site, a koowledge of the growth and development of residential land within 
the most densely populated areas can be of great value. Early settlement 
in Norfolk occurred near the harbor at the juncture of the Elizabeth 
River and Eastern Branch in the present downtown area. The city's rate 
of growth in area was fairly slow. In 1874, when Norfolk became a city, 
its area included 3.4 km2 (1.3 mi2) and it had a population of over 
10,000. Through annexation of territory to the north in 1890, 1902, 1906, 
and 1911, the land area of the city increased to 23.3 km2 (9 mi2) and 
included most of the peninsula between the Lafayette and Elizabeth Rivers. 
With the increased population resulting from wartime activities in the 
city, Norfolk accomplished its largest annexation of 59.6 km2 (23 mi2) 
and all of its western half in 1923 (Norfolk City Planning Commission, 
1967). The greatest rapid increase in housing occurred in the World 
War II years (1940-1945) when dwelling units in the city increased from 
38,753 to 48,067. Some of the increased population spilled across the 
corporate limits; and in the Tanners Creek and Washington areas, the 
number of dwelling units increased from 3,699 in 1940 to 11,411 in 1946. 
To accommodate the increased population, temporary public housing pro-
jects were constructed. After the war, much of the temporary housing 
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remained because it was occupied to capacity and no adequ~te housing 
existed to replace it (University of Virgini~ 1947). Encouraged by 
Federally-guaranteed mortgages and improved highways, a post-war housing 
construction boom spread residences fu),ther eastward into Princess Anne 
County. In 1955, Norfolk annexed additional territory to the east, and 
in 1959 it annexed i~l last territory to bring it to its present size. 
Between 1950 and 1960, Norfolk's population increased by 91,000. 
Takin8 advantage of the 1949 Federal Housing Act, Norfolk became 
one of the early cities to initiate a redevelopment program to replace 
485 acres of urban blight, much of it residential slums. The first phase 
began in 1951 with the replacing of inner city delapidated housing dating 
back to the 19th century. Another phase began in 1958 and involved the 
renewal of the downtown area, including the construction of a new civic 
center (Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing Authority, 1960). In 1960, 
Norfolk had 5,296 units of public housing (Norfolk Redevelopment and 
Housing Authority, 1967). 
Yet the problem of blighted housing is still present. The Model 
Cities residential areas of Berkely, Brambleton, Hunterville, and Ghent 
with 11.9 percent of Norfolk's population and 7.1 percent of its area 
have one and two story, single and multiple family dwellings. Ninety-two 
percent are older than 25 years, and a majority were constructed in the 
19th century. Among the physical problems of these residential areas are 
narrow streets, inadequate parking, poor traffic conditions, poor 
lighting, lack of open recreation space, and poor surface drainage. 
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The development of residential areas in Portsmouth directly 
parallels that of Norfolk with the similar response of annexation when 
population reached beyond its corporate limits. The original settlement, 
as in Norfolk, occurred in the present downtown area, directly across the 
Elizabeth River from Norfolk, along and back from the waterfront. The 
Naval Shipyard was established south of the original settlement, but 
did not become a part of the city until the 1960 annexation. In 1894, 
, 
, -,' 
territory along the Elizabeth River, north of the original settlement, 
was annexed, and Horld Har I encouraged the growth of housing, which 
resulted in a 1919 annexation of land west of the city. Portsmouth's 
population grew from 26,000 in 1910 to 51,000 in 1917 to an estimated 
57,000 in 1918 (City of Portsmouth, 1968). By 1928, a wide range of new 
housing had developed surrounding the urban core and the Naval Shipyard. 
Horld Har II and the expansion of naval activities resulted in the 
initiation of one of the country's first public housing developments 
where thousands of publicly financed temporary housing units were 
constructed. Twenty-two thousand of these units remained occupied 
following the war. "The overall effect of this 'war impact' was to 
create an 'overused' high density core residential area, which was to be 
separated and divided from future suburban middle class neighborhoods 
by a wall of temporary wartime housing and other governmental actions" 
(City of Portsmouth, 1968). 
The housing boom continued follm.ing the war, with the growth of 
middle class suburban residences to the west, including the replacement 
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of some of the temporary housing. The annexation of 1960 doubled the 
area of Portsmouth, yet the city was still very densely populated. 
After 1960, the supply of new housing grew slowly. Hore housing was 
constructed west of the city in Norfolk County, and part of this area 
of growth was annexed in 1968. 
The housing problems of Portsmouth's inner city are numerous. 
Although the northern part of this area is being revitalized, its eastern 
part is an area of extensive blight. It has poor housing, heavy traffic, 
and the Navy Yard isolates it from the rest of the city. Other problems 
include narrow streets, narrow lots, no off-street parking, owner neglect, 
obsolescence, hasty wartime conversion to multiple-family use, and 
debris-filled vacant lots and open ditches (city of Portsmouth, 1968, 
p. 37). 
The growth of residential areas and to some extent the condition of 
housing throughout the urbanized portion of the Norfolk test site are 
reflected in table 3-8, which reveals the ages of housing. For Norfolk 
and Portsmouth, the greatest period of housing growth occurred from 1940 
to 1959, whereas that for Virginia Beach and Chesapeake occurred from 1950 
to 1970. 
Ao overall picture of housing and occupancy of housing units in 1970 
is displayed in table 3-9. From this table, one can conclude that most 
year-round structures are ow~er-occupied, single-unit residences that do 
not lack plumbing facilities. The greatest amount of multiple-unit 
residences with 10 or more units are in Norfolk and Virginia Beach, and 
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Table 3-8--Age of housing in the urbanized portion of the Norfolk test site 
Number of all year-round housing units built 
Date Norfolk Portsmouth Virginia Beach Chesapeake 
Constructed (urban part) (urban part) 
1969-March 1970 1,615 754 3,122 966 
··U 
1965-68 6,074 2,217 10,176 4,169 
1960-64 8,213 3,543 13,375 5,372 
1950-59 24,967 8,921 13,676 7,463 
~u 1940-49 22,318 10,538 3,845 3,453 
Before 1940 27,802 10,496 3,270 4,41r 
; ;.) TOTAL 90,989 36,469 47,464 25,863 
Source: u.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972b 
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Table 3-9-Norfolk test site 1970 housing and occupancy characteristics 
Percentage of total EOEulationi Units Units in I Year- lacking 
round some 1 unit 10 or more City Negro In group Under 62 and housing or all 
structures unit quarters 18 older units pl"mbing structures 
Norfolk 28 15 31 9 91,000 1,949 49,929 5,354 
Portsmouth 40 2 36 10 36,466 1,254 25,585 681 
Virginia Beach 9 7 39 5 47,393, 1,845 27,256 1,124 
Chesapeake 23 1 39 8 25,861 1,710 21,806 145 
-
--
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972b 
O'imer Renter 
occupied occupied 
units units 
37,193 423 I 
19,078 308 
30,865 975 
18,098 838 
,---
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the greatest amount of renter-occupied housing exists in Chesapeake and 
Virginia Beach. Many of the multiple-unit housing structures in Norfolk 
I 
I' 
l 
and Portsmouth are owner-occupied row houses; Virginia Beach possesses 
a greater number of more recently constructed rented apartment units. 
The condition of housing in the Norfolk test site is presented in 
,able 3-10. Not available in the 1970 Census of Housing, these data show 
not only the amount and condition of urban housing but also that of rural 
areas. These rural conditions are best represented by the figures for 
Norfolk and Princess Anne Counties. Although the city of Norfolk had 
more delapidated and deteriorating housing than any other political 
jurisdictions, rural Princess Anne (9.1 percent) and Norfolk (5.6 percent) 
Counties exceeded the city of Norfolk (3.9 percent) in their percentages 
i 
of delapidated housing. Portsmouth and Norfolk led the study area in I I , , 
percentage of deteriorating housing with 15.1.4 percent and 12.75 percent, I 
respectively. Since 1960, urban renewal programs have eliminated some of 
the worst housing, but the remaining housing in poor condition, both 
urban and rural, is a serious problem. 
On-base military residences in the test site comprise a total of 
10,140 housing units. Table 3-11 shows the breakdown of housing units by 
military bases. More than half of these units are located on Ft. Story 
I 
'] I 
I 1 1 
I 
, , 
; 
I 
I l I I 
I l i 1 I , J 
1 
Army Base, and over 30 percent are on two naval bases. An additional 600 1 , 
units of housing are presently under construction at Little Creek Naval 
Amphibious Base in Virginia Beach. l 
Closely associated with military bases and transient populations are i: 
I 
mobile homes. The number of mobile home units, as reported in the 1970 Ir , I 
! 
, 
I , 
I 
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Table 3-10--Th.elling unit analysis - 1960 
--.- I somm DETERIOP.ATING I DILAPIDATED 
: Pith all L k' I·acking Hith all Lacking Lacking! ac long other • TOTAL pl.umbing only Plumbing only other . DWELLING TOTAL facili- h plumbing TOTAL Facili- het plumbing TOTAL UNITS ties ot facili- ties facili-lV'ater ties water ties 
Norfolk 87,555 72,930 69,397 841 2,692 11,169 7,322 1,017 2,830 3,!'56 
Portsmouth 33,349 27,171 25,576 521 1,074 5,051 3,112 488 1,451 1,127 
South Norfolk 7,167 5,166 4,824 40 302 1,326 898 59 369 675 
Virginia Beach 25,279 21,307 20,477 94 733 2,317 1,254 105 958 1,255 
Chesapeake 31,088 14,264 12,543 136 1,285 2,317 880 173 1,264 1,452 
Norfolk County* 13,921 10,936 9,712 301 923 1,721 666 64 991 1,264 
-
Princess Anne 
County** 21,268 14,264 12,543 136 1,285 2,317 880 173 1,264 1,452 
TOTAL 179,631 146,619 136,164 2,081 8,374 23,931 13,680 1,907 8,344 9,081 
-
.- ----
-
-_. 
--- ---- - --- - - -----
*Norfo1k county merged lOith the city of South Norfolk to form the c:i.ty of Chesapeake in 1963. 
**Princess Anne County merged ,oith city of Virginia Beach in 1963. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1961. 
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Table 3-1l--Mi1itary housing in the Norfolk test site, 1972 
LOCATION 
NORFOLK:!'-. _______ _ 
Set<e11 Point Naval Station 
VIRGINIA BEACH 
Oceana Naval Air Station 
Little Creek Naval Amphibious Base 
Fort Story 
Camp Pendleton 
Dam Neck Naval Weapons Training Facility 
PORTSMOUTH 
Naval Shipyard 
Naval Hospital 
CHESAPEAK~E __ _ 
St. Julian Creek Ammunition Depot 
TOTAL 
HOUSING UNITS 
2.162 
534 
1,032 
5,564 
600 
41 
170 
19 
18 
10,140 
- ". 
Source: Southeart Virginia Regional Planning District Commission 
(from information derived from 5th Naval District Naval 
Facilities Command) 
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Census of Housing, are: Norfolk - 950 units, Portsmouth - 133 units, 
Virginia Beach - 1,644 units, and Chesapeake - 1,064 units. Virginia 
Beach dominates this category, not only because of its large transient 
military population, but also for its position as a major oceal. resort. 
Clearly the Level II category "residential land use" is not 
sufficient in detail to describe many of the characteristics of 
residential land mentioned above which represent critical data needs 
in urban planning and management. Some of the more detailed information, 
for example single versus multiple-family dwellings, dwelling unit 
density, and housing quality, could be added by more detailed analysis 
of remote sensing source materials, carried to Level III, Level IV, 
or beyond. 
Commercial ana Industrial Land Use 
(Classificat;on categories 12 and 13, Level II) 
Commercial and industrial land use in the Norfolk test site will be 
discussed jointly. Although the commercial and service category (12) 
covers a broad range of economic activities, these are very often related 
closely both geographically and economically to industrial enterprises. 
Both types of land use comprise relatively small proportions of ~he total 
test site: commercial--3,943 ha (9,744 acres) or 2.2 percent of total 
area; and industrial--l,536 ha (3,795 acres) or 0.9 percent of the total 
land area. 
Among the separate cities, Norfolk I<as found to have over twice as 
much land devoted to commercial and service use, 2,113 ha (5,221 acres) 
or 12.9 percent of its total area, as its closest competitor, Virginia 
Beach, with 885 ha (2,186 acres) or 1.1 percent of its total area. 
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Portsmouth has 5.3 percent of its land in commercial uses, but only 
614 ha (1,518 acres), and Chesapeake has 331 ha (819 acres) or 0.4 per-
cent of its total area in commercial land uses. 
The greatest concentrations of commercial property occur in the 
central business districts of Norfolk and Portsmouth with the older 
established retail and business centers. The Norfolk central business 
district was reported to have 65,928 m2 (709,668 ft2) of retail floor 
space, and downtown Portsmouth, 34,898 m2 (375,654 ft2) of the same 
(Southeastern Virginia Planning District Commission, 1962). The Virginia 
Beach central business district is much smaller and is elongated along 
Atlantic Avenue, parallel to the ocean. This area thrives from both the 
resort business in the summer and that generated by the local population 
in the off season. This area also prospers from the other resort-related 
businesses, including hotels, motels, restaurants, and recreation. 
With the extensive suburbanization of the Norfolk test site and the 
establishing of shopping centers readily accessible to suburban 
populations, the central business districts have had to struggle in the 
attempt to maintain business. The Norfolk and Portsmouth central business 
districts thrived during World War II, but following the war the basic 
problems of these areas became manifest. In Norfolk, the downtown area 
was in a serious state of blight, being both rundown and inaccessible. 
An urban renewal program was initiated that cured many of the downtown 
areas' ills and that has made the downcown retail area more accessible 
and more desirable. 
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The grm<th of shopping centers has accompanied the suburbanizat:i.on 
process and reflects rapid residentj.al growth in recent years. The 
earliest shopping center in the Norfolk area was constructed in the 
mid-1940's, and though a congested shopping area today, it continues to 
produce high retail sales. The greatest number of shopping centers are 
located in Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Virginia Beach at the intersections 
of major highways. 
Five regional shopping centers, 11 community centers, and 64 
neighborhood shopping centers were reported for the Norfolk test site 
in January, 1972 (Virginia-Pilot and Ledger Star & Southeastern Virginia 
Planning District Commission, 1972). Of the five regional centers, 
three were in Norfolk, one in Virginia Beach, and another in Portsmouth. 
All except one were planned centers which opened and had significant 
additions after 1959. Of the smaller community shopping centers, four 
were in Norfolk, three in Portsmouth, three in Chesapeake, and one in 
Virginia Beach. One of these opened as early as 1957; six opened 
between 1960 and 1963; and the remaining four opened after 1967. 
Sixty-four neighborhood and special interest facilities were 
reported for the test site, 30 in Norfolk, 19 in Virginia Beach, 9 in 
Chesapeake, and 6 in Portsmouth. The great majority of those in Norfolk 
and Portsmouth opened during the 1950's, thoughin Chesapeake and Virginia 
Beach all but 3 of 28 centers opened in 1959 or later. 
During 1972 and 1973, 10 new shopping centers were scheduled to 
open, 1 regional center, 6 community centers, and 3 neighborhood centers. 
Of these 10, 7 were in Virginia Beach, 2 in Portsmouth and 1 in Chesapeake. 
l' 
i ! t 
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Approximately 164,800 persons were employed in commercial and 
service activities in the Norfolk region (including Nansemond County 
and the city of Suffolk) in 1970. This number is not as large as 
that of most metropolitan areas relative to basic employment because 
the Norfolk area's large military population consists of more single 
people and less family groups than an equally sized civilian population. 
Military employees generally have smaller incomes and obtain many of 
their services and do much of their shopping at military base commis-
saries and exchanges of which the area has a total of 18 (Virginia 
Division of State Planning and Community Affairs, 1971b). 
The growth forecast for commercial and service land use between 
1975 and 1985 in the Norfolk study area is shown in table 3-12. 
Virginia Beach and Chesapeake are expected to experience an increase 
of nearly 280 ha (691 acres), whereas Norfolk and Porthsmouth's commer-
cia1 land use is expected to increase by only 115 and 50 ha, respectively. 
As population growth continues within northern Virginia Beach and 
Chesapeake, an increase in commercial land use will meet the increasing 
demands for goods and services. 
The recent trend in wholesale commercial land use as well as indus-
trial (particularly light industrial) has been to locate in suburban 
areas near major highways and railroad lines and in concentrations 
within specially zoned industrial parks where utility requirements can 
be met. These parks may consist entirely of either warehousing or indus-
trial enterprises, but often they contain a mixture of the two. These 
areas are easily identifiable from high-altitude photography, but the 
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DATE 
1975 
1985 
1975-85 
1975 
1985 
1975-85 
Source: 
Table 3-12--Cornrnercia1 and industrial land use forecast for the Norfolk test site 
NORFOLK PORTS~IOUTH VIRGINIA BEACH CHESAPEAKE TOTAL 
Hectares Acres Hectares Acres Hectares Acres Hectares Acres Hectares Acres 
CONI1ERCIAL LAND USE 
1,046 2,585 275 680 533 1,317 556 1,374 2,265 5,597 
1,161 2,869 326 806 842 2,081 833 2,058 3,161 7,811 
115 284 50 124 279 689 276 682 751 1,856 
INDUSTRIAL LAl~D USE 
1,478 3,652 470 1,161 469 1,159 2,071 5,117 4,487 11,087 
1,614 3,988 561 1,386 723 1,787 2,559 6,323 5,457 13,484 
136 336 92 227 253 625 488 1,206 969 2,394 
Southeast Virginia Planning District Commissi~n, 1969a 
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differentiation between industrial and commercial use is extremely 
difficult. In most cases industrial parks have been classified as 
commercial and services (12). Category areas field checked an~ found to 
be industrial, however, were so classified. 
Industrial land occupies considerably less area than commercial 
land in the Norfolk test site. The CARETS 1970 land use map of the 
Norfolk area reveals that Portsmouth has the greatest amount of industrial 
land with 1,519 ha (1,283 acres) or 4.5 percent of its total area. 
Of this, however, 307 ha (758 acres) comprise the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard, which is engaged in industrial activities. Industrial land use 
in Norfolk amounts to 396 ha (979 acres), which is exceeded by 
Chesapeake's 612 ha (1,512 G.~r"s). Virginia Beach has only 9 ha 
(21 acres) of industrial land use. 
Industry has not played a large role as employer in the Norfolk test 
site. In fact, in 1970 only 24,774 persons were engaged in manufacturing, 
approximately 3.4 percent of the test site's total labor force (Virginia 
Division of State Planning and Community Affairs, 1971b). 
Both light and heavy industry in the Norfolk test site are 
concentrated along the numerous navigable water bodies and rail lines 
in the northwest quarter of the region. In many instances these industries 
are related to the port activities. Even those industrial plants 
built after Horld lvar II have for the most part followed this pattern 
of development, and these new plants, with a fe,,, exceptions, have 
limited themselves almost entirely to locations within Norfolk or 
Portsmouth (Southeastern Virginia Planning District Commission, 1962). 
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Industrial development has long been lacking in Virginia Beach and 
Chesapeake (outside of South Norfolk) as a result of a lack of facilities, 
utilities and services required for industry. 
Three large intensively developed industrial concentrations exist in 
the Norfolk test site: Norfolk, Portsmouth, and South Norfolk in 
Chesapeake. South Norfolk industries, located primarily along the water-
front, are involved in boat building and repair, the manufacture of 
agricultural chemicals, food processing, and steel fabrication. 
Portsmouth's basic industry is shipbuilding and repair, but the city's 
industries also manufacture chemicals, wood products, apparel and peanut 
butter. Norfolk's indust:y exists in two zones, an inner zone of CDncen-
trated industry and an outer ring of miscellaneous manufacturing. The 
major manufacturers (with employment of 50 or more) are listed in 
table 3-13. Although a variety of manufacturing does exist, food 
processing dominates the number of plants, with 8 out of a total of 33 
manufacturers. Five plants manufacture metal products, and four plants 
maPufacture apparel and textile products. The largest single manufac-
tur'.ng employers in Norfolk are an automobile assembly plant and a 
newspaper. 
Only three major industries are listed for Virginia Beach in 1971 
in the "Industrial Directory of Virginia," 1972, and only one of them, a 
steel fabricating plant, was in existence before 1950. The other two, 
a bakery and a manufacturer of ready mixed concrete, were established in 
1966 and 1968, respectively. 
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Table 3-13--}mjor manufacturing establishments in the city of Norfolk 
NAME 
Air-A-P1ane Corporation 
Allegheny Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., Inc. 
American Bank Stationary Co. 
American Cigar Co., Div. of American 
Brands, Inc. 
Anjay Fashion Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Atlantic Furniture Mfg. Ce., Inc. 
Baker Sheet Metal Corp. 
Ballard Fish and Oyster Co. 
Baltimore Bakery, Inc. 
Bemis Company, Inc. 
Berkeley Ma~hine Works & Foundry Co. 
Best Ever Ice Cream 
Birtchered Dairy, Inc. 
Champale Products Corp. 
Colonna's Shipyard, In~. 
Dixie Jute Bagging Corp. 
F.S. Royster Guano Co . 
Ford Motor Co. 
General Foam Plastics Corp. 
Globe Iron Construction Co., Inc. 
Guide Publishing Co., Inc. 
Hall-Hodges Co., Inc. 
J.H. Miles Co., Inc. 
J.G. Gill Go., Inc. 
Kotarides Baking Co., Inc. 
Landmark Communications, Inc. 
M & B of Norfolk 
McGrath Coat Co. 
Virginia Tent and A,.uings Co. 
loJ'eaver Fertilizer Co., Inc. 
J. G. Wilson Corp. 
PROJECT 
Refrigeration and air conditioning uni(s 
Soft drinks 
Blankbooks and looseleaf binders 
Tobacco stemming 
Woments suits and coats 
Wooden upholstered furniture 
Sheet metal ,.orks 
Fresh and frozen seafood 
Bakery products 
Textile bags 
Iron and nonferrous castings 
Ice Cream and frozen deserts 
Milk and Ice Cream 
~Ialt liquors 
Shipbuilding and repairing 
Textile bagging 
Fertilizers 
Motor vehicles 
"Gena foam lT plastics for insulation 
Fabricated structural steel 
Newspapers 
Fabricated structural steel 
Fresh and frozen seafood 
Roasted coffee 
Bakery products 
Ne,.spapers 
Wire products 
Apparel 
Tent-a,.uings 
Nitrogenous fertilizers 
Metal doors, sash & trims 
c.,) e 
Ap'proximate Employment 
~7 March, 1972 
50-99 
100-249 
50-99 
50-99 
50-99 
50-99 
50-99 
100-249 
50-99 
',00-249 
100-249 
:'0-99 
10(,-249 
50-99 
100-249 
100-249 
100-249 
Over 1,000 
500-999 
100-249 
50-99 
50-99 
100-249 
50-99 
100-249 
Over 1,000 
50-99 
50-99 
50-99 
50-99 
100-249 
~r Employment is given as a range in order not to reveal actual figures. The cut-off point for inclusion in 
the listing is 50. 
8 
From: Virginia Division of State Planning and Community Affairs, Data Summary Norfolk City, 1973, pp. '16-18. 
Sources: Virginia Employment Commission; Virginia State Chamber of Commerce, Industrial Directory of Manufacturing 
in Virginia, (Richmond: Virginia State Chamber of Commerce, 1972); Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of Industrial 
Development, unpublished material. 
-'.' .-;. 
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The future expansion of industrial land in the N~rfolk test site, 
as projected by the Southeast Virginia Regional Planning District 
Commission, is presented in table 3-1 The greatest growth between 
1975 and 1985 is expecTed to occur in Chesapeake and Virginia Beach with 
much less growth occurring in Norfolk and Portsmouth. Those manufacturers 
announcing plans to locate in the study area since 1970 include boat 
building and repair, meat processing and packaging, machinery assembly, 
pre finished panelling and molding and others (Virginia Division of State 
Planning and Community Affairs, 197Ib). The decision to establish a Volvo 
assembly plant in Chesapeake is likely to have a large impact on that 
city. 
Extractive Land Use 
(Classification category 14, Level II) 
lVith only 87 ha (214 acres) or .05 percent of the total, extractive 
land use is the second smallest in area of the Level II land use 
categories. CARETS interpreters detected extractive land only in 
Portsmouth and Virginia Beach with 18 ha (45 acres) and 68 ha (169 acres), 
respectively. 
The detection of extractive sites, especially of the type existing 
in the Norfolk test site presents several problems. Sand or gravel 
operations often appear on high-altitude aircraft photography as areas 
under construction. Also, sand and gravel excavations may be too small 
to map or may fill with water and appear as artificial impoundments. 
Several abandoned pits, filled with water, occur along the Norfolk-
Virginid Beach toll road. Because of the difficulty in identifying 
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extractive operations, the revision of the USGS land use classification 
(Anderson and others, in press) classifies such extractive areas along 
with areas under construction and fill operations as barren land. 
The Norfolk test site is located in the coastal plain province, 
which is underlain basically by unconsolidated sand and clay strata. 
Sand mixed with gravel also occurs in low ridges and along the rivers. 
Construction materials are thus readily available in many parts of the 
area. The location of extractive sites may depend upon the quality of 
the sand, clay, or gravel or the availability of undeveloped land that 
can be used for extraction. 
The extraction and production of unprocessed and processed sand is 
significant in Virginia Beach where several companies run operations. 
In 1969 Virginia Beach ranked as the second Virginia county or city 
producer of sand and gravel (Virginia Division of State Planning and 
Community Affairs, 1973a). Since many of these operations are belO!, 
minimum mapping size, the amount of extractive land use mapped may not 
reflect the true amount of land in such use. 
Transportation.~ Communications, and Utilities 
(Classification category 15, Level II) 
Transportation and communication are vital to all urban areas. 
A transportation advantage often results in original settlement, provides 
access to and from a populated area, encourages commerce, and 
attracts industries to an urban area. Transportation thus sustains 
the life of a city, permits it to expand outward, and always has direct 
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and indirect consequences on the land use surrounding its arteries, 
terminals, and route intersections. The Norfolk study area first 
developed as a port, and its role as a port and as the world's largest 
concentration of naval facilities is still primary. Yet also important 
are its railroad and highway links which perform transportation functions 
at which the port has not been successful. 
The limitation of this report to a discussion of areas south of 
Hampton Roads is somewhat arbitrary. Newport News and Hampton, north of 
Hampton Roads, although separated from the Norfolk test site are really 
part of the same economic region, and now that they hRve been connected 
to Norfolk by a bridge-tunnel, are becoming even closer to Norfolk and 
Portsmouth. They s'tare similar economic characteristics in an unusually 
high military concentration, a dependence on the port and bulk shipments, 
the limited role of manufacturing in their economies, the limitations 
inherent in relation to their regional hinterland, and in an unusual 
dispersal of centralized functions (Norfolk City Planning Commission, 
1967). 
The same water bodies that have served the Norfolk area so advan-
t~~eously have also until very recently acted to divide the area and 
limit access from one city to the other. Not until the 1952 completion 
of the Downtown Tunnel were Norfolk and Portsmouth connected by road. 
In 1957, the Hampton Roads Bridge Tunnel connected Norfolk and Hampton 
for the first time. The Midto,;u Tunnel, completed in 1962, provided 
better access between Norfolk and Portsmouth. And in 1964, the 
Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel was completed, connecting the Norfolk area 
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with Virginia's Eastern Shore, as well as providing a shorter route 
between northern States and Florida. Transportation problems were not 
all cured, but the area was united by road. 
Transportation and communication land use in the Norfolk study 
area in 1970 amounted to 3,049 ha (7,535 acres) or 1.7 percent of the 
total land area. Of this, 1,272 ha (3,142 acres) were in Norfolk, 
972 ha (2,401 acres) in Virginia Beach, 538 ha (1,330 acres) in 
Chesapeake, and 268 ha (662 acres) in Portsmouth. The transportation 
and communications category basically includes highway interchanges, 
terminal facilities, railroad stations, parking lots, airports, seaports, 
docks, shipyards, and watercourse control structures. It is likely, 
however, that more transportation land use was not mapped than was 
mapped because of the existence of streets, roads, highways, parking 
lots, railroad rights of way, and other linear features or transpor-
tation facilities below minimum mapping size or inseparably mixed with 
other land uses. 
The area measurement of parking lots in the central business 
districts of Norfolk and Portsmouth has revealed that parking lots com-
prise up to 14 percent of commercial areas of Norfolk and 6 percent of 
commercial areas of Portsmouth. In suburban shopping centers, the per-
centage of parking lots is much higher. Norfolk's Hilitary Circle 
Shopping Center, the area's largest regional center, was found to have 
49 percent of its area in parking lots in 1970. 
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Researchers found the percentage of areas classified as residential, 
but actually consisting of streets to vary greatly among sample sites. 
The NVPDC reported 7,322 ha (18,093 acres) of land in streets within the 
test site in 1965. In a Geography Program study, researchers found 
residential, grid-patterned streets to comprise 7 to 10 percent of the 
total for residential areas sampled, and one rece~tly constructed 
suburban residential area in Chesapeake with curving streets, cuI de sacs, 
and no sidewalks to have 16 percent of its area in streets. 
Seven trunk line railroads and 53 major truck line carriers serve 
the Norfolk area. The railroads include the Chesapeake and Ohio, 
Norfolk and Western, Penn Central, Southern; Seaboard Coast Line, and 
the Franklin and Danville. All are linked by the Norfolk and Portsmouth 
Belt1ine Railroad (Virginia Division of State Planning and Community 
Affairs, 1973b). 
Besides the Norfolk Municipal Airport, where a l500-foot main runway 
extension and a new passenger terminal complex have recently been completed, 
the Norfolk study area has two smaller noncommercial airfields in 
Chesapeake: The Chesapeake-Portsmouth Airport and the South Norfolk 
Airport. 
The highway system of the Norfolk study area is of great importance 
to the economic development of the region. Interstate Highway 64, 
connecting Richmond and Norfolk is the only interstate highl<ay extending 
to the ocean between New York City and Charleston, South Carolina. 
Connected to Hampton by the Hampton Roads Tunnel, the Norfolk section of 
this highl<ay is scheduled for completion in 1975. A second parallel 
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tunnel is now under construction, and 1-264, 1-464, and 1-564 will act 
ae feeder highways to the north, west, and south. The other major 
highway in the study area is the Norfolk-Virginia Beach toll road, 
connecting 1-64 in Norfolk with Virginia Beach. This road not only 
serves to transport vacationers to Virginia Beach's resort areas, but 
parallels the band of relatively recent suburban housing and population 
growth between the two cities. 
Institutional Land Use (Classification category 16, Level II) 
The mapping of institutional land in the No.~olk test site, only 
included those areas containing structures or development uniquely 
associated with the functions of the institutions. A high school's track 
or football field would be classifieli as institutional, "hereas a wooded 
area, a golf course, or an airfield on a military base would be c1assi-
fied as forest, urban open, and transportati<>n, respectively, rather than 
as institutional. The 4,630 ha (11,441 acres) or 2.6 percent of the 
Norfolk test site that are classified as institutional do not, therefore, 
represent the total land area Cloned and controlled by institutions. 
A better idea of this total as well as an indication of the dominant 
influence of military bases (by far the largest component of institutional 
land use) is the total of 9,116 ha (22,509 acres) of military owned land, 
amounting to 5.2 percent of the total of the study area. This extensive 
amount of military land listed in table 3-14 contains many of the differing 
rural and urban land uses, and is extremely significant because it is 
relatively uninfluenced and uncontrolled by municipal or Stat~ government. 
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Table 3-l4--Najor military installations in the Norfolk test site 
Jurisdiction 
Chesapeake 
KorfoH. 
Porcs,nouth 
Vil:ginia Beach 
Total Test Site 
Total Area of 
Bases in Hectares 
2,754 
1,097 
GlO 
4,455 
9,116 
Percentage of 
Area 
3.1 
S.O 
11.0 
6.6 
5.2 
Installations 
Army Nike Site 
Fentress Naval AuxilIary 
Air Statior' 
U. S. }laval COUllDur,ications 
Stat.ion 
Naval Operations Base 
Naval Hospital 
NRval Shipyard 
Dam Neck Naval Weapons 
Training Fadll'ty 
Fort St,)ry 
Lirtle Creek Naval Amphibious 
Base 
Camp Pendlet')n (JIlatiOIl2.' 
Guard) 
Oceana Naval Air Station 
Source: Southeastern Virginia Planning District Commission, 1969b. 
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Also ~ilitary property occupies city land that is not taxable. For example, 
oyer 40 percent of Norfol k' s net land area ",ith improvements is not subj ect 
to the city's real estate taxes (llorfolk City Planning Commission, 1967, p. 25). 
On the other hand, parts of the developed or undeveloped military 1and~ hold 
the potential for being declared surplus by the miH.tary and offered for sale 
to one of the cities. For example, the U. S. Army declared the Earnpton Roads 
Ar!C.y Terminal surplus, and the city of Norfolk acquired the base as the site 
for a major containerized Fenera1 cargo facility (Norfolk City Planning 
Commission, 1967). 
The 1971) institutional land use as delinited froD high-altitude aircraft 
phr.to?,raphy for the four constituent cities of the Horfolk test site is 
rrcsented in table 3-15. 
'--' 
Table 3-15 
INSTITUTIOliAL LAUD USE, 1970 ;-,: 
Norfolk Portsmouch Virginia Beach Chesapeake 
Ilectl.lreF- 1,104 295 2,150 1,081 
Acres 2,729 728 5,313 2,671 
~, of total land 
ldthin city t:.. 8 2.6 2.7 1.2 
1 
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Virginia Beach has the most institutional land. Norfolk, ho,;ever, 
has the highest percentage of institutional land use ",Uh 6.8 percent. 
These statistics might differ considerably for Portsmouth, if the Naval 
Shipyard there ",ere classified as insitutional rather than industrial. 
As the largest military area in Portsmouth, the Naval Shipyard covers 
344 ha (850 acres) or 4 percent of the city I s total area. This base has 
324 .;ermanent buildings. 53 km of railroad tracks, 48 km of paved streets 
and 9.6 km of pier space (Breese and Hammer, 1968). 
Hany important institutions are too small to be mapped at a scale of 
1:100,000, but aI'1ong those large enough are schools, colleges and univer-
sities, end hospitals. 
Strip and Cluster Land Use 
(Classification category 17, Level II) 
One task of the CARETS project has been testing the useahility of the 
USGS Circular 671 land use classification, both for "'hat can be detected 
successfully using reI1'.ote sensor data and for the kind of data users desire. 
The strip and cluster category was designed to identify linear urban devel-
opment along transportation arteries and for use in smaller cities and tom's 
vhere the mixed nature of the land use makes separate land uses indistinguish-
able. Interpreters can detect such land use "'ith relative ease, but reviewers 
have criticized this category for being a land use pattern rather than a 
use. The proposed reviSion of Circular 671 he's eliminated the strip and 
cluster category. 
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This category comprised 1,671 ha (4,129 acres) or 0.9 percent of the 
total land area in the Norfolk test site. Interpreters found the most 
extensive strip and cluster development to occur in Chesapeake (1,329 ha, 
3,284 acres) "ith lesser amounts in Virginia Beach (233 ha, 575 acres) 
and Portsmouth (109 ha, 270 acres). Interpreters found none of this 
pattern in Norfolk. 
The strip and cluster pattern, as mapped by the CARETS project, is 
basically a rural phenomenon that consists primarily of residences 
mixed with some small commercial or institutional enterprises. As 
mentioned previously in the discussion of residential land use, much 
of the strip and cluster areas of Chesapeake could (and perhaps should) 
have been classified as residential. 
Mixed Urban Land Use (Classification category 18, Level II) 
The urban mixed category is one designed for areas within large 
cities (a population greater than 50,000) where a single land use does 
not predominate or where several uses exist but are too small to be 
separated. In the Norfolk test site only 27 ha (66 acres) of such 
land have been mapped. Interpreters identified mix~d urban land only 
1 
in Virginia Beach, and this area is basically commercial mixed with other uses. 
Open and Other Land Use (Classification category 19, Level II) 
The urban "open and other" land use category, 19, is a "ide category 
including all land within an urban setting that is not developed with 
structures and does not fit into one of tbe nonurban categories such as 
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water, forest, barren, wetlands, or agricultural. Open and other land 
may be I,ell developed as in the case of cemeteries or fOl:mal g~.rdens or 
intensively used as in the case of parks, ski areas, or golf courses. 
This category also has included those urban areas under construction, a 
temporary condition that is reflected in the great amount of land use 
change in I,hich category 19 is involved. Because category 19 generally 
implies the amenity of urban open space, the proposed revision of USGS 
Circular 671 has removed areas under construction from category 19 and 
reclassified them as barren land. 
Interpreters detected a total of 4,267 ita (10,543 acres) of open and 
other land in the Norfolk test site for 1970, amounting to 2.4 percent 
of the total area. Virginia Bear.h, with 2,152 ha (5,317 acres) had more 
than twice the amount of open land as its nearest competitor, Norfolk, 
with 1,011 ha (2,499 acres). One can partially explain this greater amount 
by the number of golf courses and outdoor recreational facilities associated 
with a popular Atlantic coast resort and with military bases built when 
pJ,enty of open land was available. Chesapeake and Portsmouth were found 
to have 670 ha (1,655 acres) and 434 ha (1,072 acres), respectively. 
Of their total land areas, 6.2 percent of Norfolk 3.8 percent of Portsmouth, 
2.7 percent of Virginia Beach, and 0.7 percent of Chesapeake have been 
classified as open and other. 
Largely because of areas under construction included in this category, 
the involvement of open and other land in land use change has been high. 
l~ith the Level I scheme, the use of "under construction" as 
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part of an urban category is quite valuable for change detection, since 
most areas under construction will eventually be converted to one of 
the urban categories. 
Agricultural Land Use 
(Classification categories 21-24, Level II) 
Although experiencing rapid urbanization, the Norfolk test site is 
extensively engaged in agriculture. Agricultural land use in 1970 
occupied 27.4 percent of the total test site area with 49,463 ha 
(122,222 acres). Only a small part of this is located in Norfolk or 
Portsmouth; much of the land classified as cropland and pasture in 
Norfolk (182 ha, 449 acres) and Portsmouth (807 ha, 1993 acres) may not 
be engaged in agriculture, but may be abandoned farmland being held for 
speculative purposes. The U.S. Department of Agriculture does not keep 
statistics for these t"o cities. Although considerable agriculture-to-urban 
land use change did occur in peripheral areas within the present city 
boundaries of Norfolk and Portsmouth between 1959 and 1970 (see figures 
3-1 and 3-2), interpreters did not detect change within the cities between 
1970 and 1972. 
This discussion of agricultural land use will therefore concern the 
cities of Chesapeake and Virginia Beach, which in 1970 had 26,752 ha (66,104 
acres) and 21,723 ha (53,676 acres), respectively or 29.3 percent and 
27.3 percent of their total land areas. 
Agricultural land in Chesapeake and Virginia Beach is declining. 
Between 1959 and 1970 the Norfolk test site experienced a net decline in 
agricultural land of 65 km2 (see table 3-5). 
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According to the U.S. Census of Agriculture for 1969, the land in 
farms in Chesapeake totalled 28,059 ha (69,333 acres),which is somewhat 
less than that accounted for on CARETS land use maps, and a decrease of 
1,056 ha (2,609 acres) from that reported in 1959. In Chesapeake, the 
1969 Census of Agriculture reported 378 farms averaging 74 ha (183 acres) 
and having an average value per farm of $107,016. The number of farms 
in Chesapeake has dropped rapidly each census reporting year (every 5 
years) since 1935 when it reported 1,267 farms. Between 1964 and 1969, 
farm income decreased 22 percent; value of crops declined 25 percent; 
and the value of livestock sold decreased 9 percent. Most of the 
decreases in croil sales, however, resulted from a sharp decline in the 
growing of nursery and greenhouse products. Approximately 35 percent 
of Chesapeake's farms in 1969 were classified as part-time enterprises. 
Agriculture is still of considerable importance in the economy, however, 
since the annual value of farm products reported ir, 1969 .. as over 
$6 million (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972a). 
f Chesapeake leads Virginia in the sales of nursery and greenhouse 
products, and ranks sixth in value of vege('ables sold. The CARETS land 
use data base for Chesapeake had too coars,' a resolution to detect any 
of this nursery or greenhouse land, .. hich would be included in 
category 22. CARETS interpreters detected 35 ha (87 acres) of category 
22 land, .. hich also includes orchards, for Virginia Beach. Chesapeake 
is also one of the leading corn and soybean producing areas. 
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The principal sources of cash farm income are nursery and greenhouse 
products, milk, soybeans, corn, vegetables, poultry, hogs, cattle, and 
wheat (Virginia Cooperative Crop Reporting Service, 1972). 
The 1969 Census of Agriculture reported that land in farms in the 
city of Virginia Beach totalled 21,241 ha (52,486 acres) as compared to 
the CARETS sum of 21,723 ha (53,676 acres). This amounted to a 3,196-ha 
(7,897-acre) decrease in farm acreage from that reported in the Census of 
Agriculture for 1959. Nevertheless, the value of all farm products in 
1969 averaged nearly $8 million. Meat animals brought in the most money 
with 26 percent of the cash farm income. Dairying created the second 
highest cash farm income. Virginia Beach ranks second in the State of 
Virginia in income from nursery and greenhouse products, which contributed 
16 percent of Virginia Beach's total farm income in 1969. 
The composition by percentage of all farms in 1969 in Chesapeake 
and Virginia Beach is shown in table 3-16. Virginia Beach has a greater 
percentage of cropland harvested, whereas Chesapeake has a greater per-
I 
centage of woodland and woodland pasture. Table 3-17 presents the cu1ti-
vated areas for all major crops in the two cities. In Chesapeake and 
Virginia Beach, soybean cultivation iR the greatest in area, followed by 
corn and wheat in Chesapeake and wheat and corn in Virginia Beach. !<lith 
the exception of tqheat, hay, and small grains, the maj or crops of these 
cities are row crops,which generally result in greater soil erosion than 
cover crops. 
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Table 3-16-- Farrr~and uses by percentage in 1969 for 
Chesapeake and Virginia Beach 
Chesapeake Virginia Beach 
Cropland Harvested 55.9% 70.2% 
Cropland Pasture 6.2 2.5 
All Other Cropland 10.0 10.7 
Hood land and Hoodland Pasture 17.8 l3.s 
All Other Land 10.1 3.1 
t 
Source: u.s. Bureau of the Census, 1972a 
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Table 3-17--Areas of pr'tncipa1 crops in Chesapeake and Virginia Beach 
Chesapeake 
Crop 1960 1970 1971 1972 
Hectares Acres Hectares Acres Hectares -Acres Hectares Acres 
Corn 7,800 19,300 5,300 13,000 5,700 14,200 5.500 13,500 
Wheat 1,100 2,600 2,300 5,700 2,500 6,200 2.600 6,500 
Peanuts 100 200 0 0 50 105 50 115 
w Soybeans 7,000 17,400 9,600 23,600 9,100 22,500 9,000 22,200 
I 
'" w 
Virgini.3!..Jleach 
Crop 1960 1970 1971 1972 
Hectares Acres Hectares Acres Hectares Acres Hectares Acres 
Corn 5,000 12,300 3,900 9,700 4,100 10,200 3.700 9,100 
\fueat 1,800 4,500 4,300 10,600 4,800 11,800 4,700 11,500 
Soybeans 6,400 15,800 9,800 24,100 8,900 22,000 8,800 21,800 
Source: Virginia Cooperat.ive Crop Reporting Service, 1972; figures reported in acres. 
,-
t ' 
~ " .. , ' ~'_' ,'d ___ ~ •. <"""~ ;', _ __ _ """""_a ~'""~, _ __ _ ~~~.c,-,--._..A.......".. -'_ .... , -w "'" __ ~ _____ - -.~,-,"",,"'~ ..... 
A relatively recent trend that has had a significant impact within 
the Norfolk test site has been mechanization. Not only has the practice 
resulted in an increase in farm and field size but also a decrease in 
the total number of farms and the abandoment of patches of farmland 
too small for the economical use of machinery. Mechanization has also 
given farmers the capability of growing two cash crops every year. 
CCJrn, for many years a major crop, has a late harvesting date, t~hich 
interferes with attempts at double cropping. As a result, a large part 
of the area formerly in corn has been converted to a soybean/winter-
wheat rotation (U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, 1966). The 
data in table 3-17 reflect this trend. Since 1960, the area planted in 
corn has decreased, whereas that planted in wheat, especially in Virginia 
Beach, has rapidly increased. 
Another practice affecting agriculture in the region is a large 
increase in the use of pesticides and fertilizers. In the past 10-year 
period, the use of pesticides and fertilizers in Chesapeake has doubled 
(Personal correspondence ",ith E. Taylor, agricultural extent ion agent, Chesapeake). 
f 
Figures presented earlier have revealed the importance of livestock 
to agriculture in the Norfolk test site. In 1972, The Virginia 
Cooperative Crop Reporting Service reported 2,800 head of cattle (1,100 
of which were milk cows 2 years or older) and 4,500 hogs for Chesapeake. 
The areas of agricultural land devoted to feeding operations, according 
to the CARETS 1970 land use maps, included only 13 ha (31 acres) 
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in Chesapeake ~qd none in Virginia Beach. Table 3-16 shows that the 
percentage of total land in farms devoted to pasture in 1969 was 6.2 per-
cent for both Chesapeake and Virginia Beach. 
Soil capability is a vital aspect of agriculture anywhere. 
Table 3-18 lists the areas of cropland as classifie by soil capability 
and presents an insight into the quality of Chesapeake and Virginia 
Beach agricultural land. Chesapeake and Virginia Beach have nearly 
equal areas of cropland, yet the amount of high quality Class I soil 
in Chesapeake is only 121 ha (300 acres) as opposed to 6,443 ha (15,921 
acres) in Virginia Beach. Wetness is the major problem of nearly all 
of Ches~peake's cropland and over 70 percent of that in Virginia Beach • 
The other limitations, susceptibility to erosion and soil droughtines@, 
are minor in comparison. 
Forest La.nd Use 
('~lassification categories 41 & 42, Level II) 
As the predominant land use in the Norfolk test site, forest land 
covers a large portion of Chesapeake and Virginia Beach. Most of the 
f 
discussion of forests will focus on these two cities because forest 
statistics have not been kept for the more urbanized Norfolk and 
Portsmouth. 
Available information concerning forest areas and ownership in 
Chesapeake and Virginia Beach is presented in table 3-19. According to 
"Virginia's Timber,1966"(Knight and McClure, 1967), a very small portion 
of the commercial forest land in these two cities is publicly owned. 
In Chesapeake, only 2.7 percent of the forest (1,539 ha - 3,800 acres) 
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Table 3-18--Chesapeake and Virginia Beach 
land capability classes and areas 
Chesapeake Vir!linia Beach 
Class Hectares Acres Class Hectares Acres 
1 122 300 1 6,443 15,921 
2\1 1,950 4,819 2E 894 2,210 
3l·j 18,242 45,077 2\1 5,092 12,581 
4\01 4,249 10,498 3\'/ 13,837 34,190 
7H 704 1,740 
2S 40 100 Total 26,266 64,902 
85 349 863 
Total 25,657 63,397 
Capability classes 
Class 1: ,.,ell drained, level or nearly level, productive, easy to work 
Classes 2-4: capable under good management of producing adapted plants, 
, cultivated crops, pasture plants, and forest trees 
Classes 5-7: not suitable for cultivated annual or short lived crops; but 
can be used for orchards, pasture, forest trees, or wildlife 
Class 8: practically no agricu1~ura1 value 
Unfavorable soil conditions resu1tin!l 1n limitations or hazards to 
agriculture 
E: dominant prob1em--susceptibility to erosion 
H: problem with poor drainage, high water table and/or subject to overflow 
S: droughty soils, t:esu1ting from saadiness, shallowness, or slowly 
permiab1e subsoil 
The seriousness or intensity of limitation determines the capability class. 
Source: Virginia Conservation Needs Inventory Committee, 1970 
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Table 3-19--Forest area and owners!':!;: in Chesapeake and Virginia Beach 
Chesapeake Virginia Beach 
'-' Hectares Acres Hectares "cres 
---
Total commercial forest, 1957* 56,983.5 140,700 26,122 64,500 
Decrease in commercial fo~est, 
1957-65 770 1,900 6,561 16,200 
Total conunercia1 forest, 1965** 56,214 138,800 19,561 48,300 
Publicly owned 1,580 3,900 1,377 3,400 
Forest industry owned 8,140.5 20,100 1,053 2,600 
·L 
Farmer owned 14,215 35,100 8,059 19,900 
l1isce11aneous privately Olmed 32,238 79,600 9,072 22,400 
Hooded farmland - 1969 Census of 
Agriculture 4,860 12,000 2,880 7,112 
CARETS aircraft total forest, 1970 52,706 130,234 22,773 56,272 
Heavy crOlOm cover 50,223 124,099 21,895 54,102 1 
I Light cro,.Y'n cover 2,483 6,135 878 2,170 I 
_ .. J 
*Source: Knight and HcClure, 1967. 
**Source: u.s. Forest Service, Virginia District, 1965. 
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is publicly otOned, existing on military installations. Approximatel, 
41 ha (100 acres) of forest land is in parks or other areas unavailable 
for commercial use. Virginia Beach pOfl."sses 19,561 ha (48,298 acres) 
of commercial and 2,673 ha (6,600 acrell' of productive reserved forests, 
includin~ State-owned property, most notably Seashore and False Cape 
State Parks. The rest of the publicly llwne.) l:md (2.9 percent of 
Virginia Beach's total forest) is held by militdry in3tallatio,.s, the 
Back Bay Wildlife Refuge, and watershed development areas (Virginia 
Division of State Planning and Community Affairs, 1973a). 
The privately owned forests are held by the forest industry, 
farmers, and "miscellaneous" owners, 'l;vhich mil ht include investors, 
specl'lators and housing developers. These figures, though the most 
recently published and available, are somewhat out of date. The city 
of Portsmouth annexed some Chesapeake forests in 1968, and the Dismal 
Swamp forests have recently become public. 
The 1969 Census of Agriculture lists considerably smaller sums of 
wooded farmland, 4,860 ha (12,000 acres) for Chesapeake and 2,800 ha 
(7,112 acres) for Virginia Beach. 
CARETS Level II forest summaries are the most up-to-date. Although 
not revealing ownership, they are probably most reliable in that the 
forest category represents one of the more easily detectable land ·-over 
features on color infrared photography. Forest patches bELOW the minimum 
recording size (200 m on the ground) and measurement inaccuracies explain 
most deviation from the actual amount of forest. A change detection study 
will oJ.10w for the updating of information without conducting a new survey. 
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LANDSAT can as well be a valuable tool in gathering information 
relating to forests. Researchers found a difference of only 5,960 ha 
(14,716 acres) when comparing forest acreage derived from LANDSAT with 
that obtained from high-altitude photography for October 1972. 
The net decline in forest growth revealed in table 3-19 cannot be 
explained by the commercial harvesting of trees. Although foresting 
operations have decreased, the net forest loss has resulted from the 
clearing of land for other reasons, particularly conversion to agri-
cultural use, highway construction, and urban development. CARETS 
change detection studies show that 45.7 percent of forests cut between 
1959 and 1970 in the Norfolk test site have been converted to agricul-
tura1 uses. Between 1970 and 1972, 46.6 percent of forest lands cut 
were converted to pasture and croplands, although 30 percent were converted 
to the urban category Itopen and other, tI including area(t under con-
struction. 
Forest types in the Norfolk test site are shown in figure 1-4 and 
are~s of forest types in Chesapeake and Virginia Beach are presented in 
table 3-20. Two basic forest types are characteristic of the Virginia 
tidewater: (1) the loblolly pine-hardwoods and (2) the bottomland 
hardwoods. The loblolly pine-hardwood forest developed as a response to 
. ..-:--
. ~ 
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Table 3-20--Areas of principal forest tv~es in 
Chesapeake and Virgini~ ~each, 1966 
Forest Tl::pe 
Loblolly Pine 
Oak-Pine 
Oak-Hickory 
Oak-Gum Cypress 
Forest Tl::pe 
Pond Pine 
Oak-Hickory 
Oak-Gum-Cypress 
Chesapeake 
Hectares 
8,757 
11,336 
12,116 
23,944 
Virginia Beach 
Hectares 
1,049 
17,954 
1,220 
Source: Knight and ~cC1ure, 1967 
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21,637 
28,010 
29,939 
59,166 
Acres 
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shifting agriculture and the abandonment of fields, the frequency of 
forest fires, and the clear cutting of forests. Being shade intolerant, 
pines c.o not grO,-1 ~~ell in the shade of other trees but thrive on 
abandoned fields or forest areas cleared by cutting or fire. With the 
loblolly pines «ell established, tolerant hardwoods, capable of growing 
in the shade of the pines, become mixed ,;fth the pines and unless stopped 
by cutting or fire will eventually dominate the forest. The more 
established agriculture of the present and the better control and 
prevention of fires has resulted in less natural growth of loblolly pines 
and more of the associated hard~~oods (Gottmann, 1968). 
The bottomland hardwoods, which thrive under moist lowland conditions, 
comprise the forests of the Dismal S~~amp. Trees in these forests include 
a mixture of hardwoods (black gum, tupelo and red maple) and some soft-
,;oods (l~hite cedar and cypress). Originally some 1,554 km2 (600 mi2) 
2 in extent, the Dismal SI~amp has been reduced to a less than 777-km 
(300-mi2) area in southern Virginia and northern North Carolina. Much 
of the lost s,;amp has been drained and its soils converted into farmland. 
Proposals have been made to drain the entire swamp for conversion to 
agricultural use. 
As early as the 18th century, the value of the Dismal SI~amp forests 
has been appreciated. In 1760, the first canals were dug to help trans-
port harvested wood. Hhite cedar, abundant in the sl.amp, was prized 
for its use for gunp01vder, charcoal, saw timber, and shingles (Gottmann, 1968) • 
The inaccessability of much of the area has helped to protect the forests, 
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and although frequently susceptible to fires, the boggy ground has pre-
vented the spread of fire. The two corporations that owned much of the 
swamp during the recent past engaged in lumbering operations only on a 
limited scale, cutting only trees of marketable size, leaving the others 
standing (Gottmann, 1968). 
In January 1973, the Union Camp Corporation, through the Nature 
Conservancy, donated 19,840 ha (less than a fourth) of the Dismal 
Swamp, including Lake Drummond, to the United States Department of the 
Interior Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, which has established 
a national wildlife refuge on the property. The same year the Bureau 
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife designated the 85,000 ha or remaining 
viable wetland as the Great Dismal Swamp Study Area in l<hich research 
is being conducted to determine the desirability and feasibility of 
protecting and preserving the ecological, scenic, recreational, histori-
cal and other resource values of the sl<amp. 
Of the Great Dismal Sl<amp Study Area, the portion lying in Chesapeake 
is approximately 28,200 ha or 33.0 percent of the total s>/amp. This area 
consists of 27,000 ha of forest, 35.5 percent of the total forest area 
in the Norfolk test site. The Great Dismal Swamp study area also 
includes most of Lake Drummond. The Chesapeake portion of the study 
area comprises approximately 15.6 percent of the nonestuarine area 
of the Norfolk test site. 
The creation of a natural wildlife refuge in the Dismal Swamp will 
contribute to the preservation of the bottomland bog forest. Yet as 
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farms have claimed a large part of former swamp, many view residential 
expansion near the s,qamp as a great threat to its continued existence. 
If trends continue as they have in the recent past, less forest will be 
clear cut for commercial purposes in Chesapeake and Virginia Beach, but 
urban expansion will result in a decrease in the forest resources of the 
area. 
Water (Classification categories 51-55, Level II) 
Water and water supply are important to any area, particularly for 
the Norfolk test site because of the area's role as a port and water-
based resort area and the ecological importance of the water bodies 
that nearly surround and deeply penetrate the area. Water is one of 
the more easily detected land uses on color infrared film because water 
absorbs infrared rays. On the film, water normally appears as a dark 
shade of blue. USGS Circular 671 (Anderson and others, 1972) lists 
five Level II categories of water: 51, streams and waterways; 52, natural 
lakes; 53, reservoirs or artificial impoundments; 54, bays and estuaries; 
and 55, other water. 
All five categories are represented in the Norfolk test site, but 
the predominant water type is the bay and estuary. Including only that 
estuarine water within census tracts, the area of bays and estuaries 
amounts to 18,262 ha (45,084 acres) or 9.2 percent of the area of the 
Norfolk test site. Table 3-3 reveals that Virginia Beach has the most 
estuarine water, followed by Portsmouth, Norfollt, and Chesapeake. 
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CARETS interpreters detected 1,050 ha of streams and waterways in 
Virginia Beach and 179 ha in Chesapeake consisting primarily of fresh-
water streams and canals. A minimum mapping size of 2 wm was established, 
prohibiting the mapping of some important streams narrower than the 
minimum of 200 m on the ground. Also included in this category is 
the Albemarle and Chesapeake Canal, part of the link in the Intracoastal 
HateI1vay connecting the Chesapeake Bay and Albemarle Sound. 
The area of natural lakes in the Norfolk test site is larger than 
that of reservoirs but only because of Lake Drummond in the Dismal 
Swamp, which occupies an area of 1,175 ha (2,901 acres) in Chesapeake. 
The water of Lake Drummond, stained dark by tannic acid from decaying 
vegetation, is totally free of bacteria. Its depth fluctuates, but it 
is fairly shallow, with approximately 90 percent of its area 3 m deep 
or less, and much of its area 1 m deep or less. No streams flow into 
Lake Drummond. Rather, it receives its water from precipitation, 
surface runoff, or seepage through the peat layers of the swamp. It is 
drained by a 5.6-km long ditch feeding into the Dismal Swamp Canal, 
which reportedly uses 11,256,200 liters (3 million gallons) of water from 
the lake whenever the canal locks are manipulated to allo,; for the 
passage of vessels. During drought periods, the drainage of Lake 
Drummond has been severe, and the Dismal Swamp Canal, used primarily for 
recreation rather than commerce, has been forced to close temporarily. 
The problem of Lake Drummond and the Dismal Swamp Canal is one that the 
Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge is attempting to face through 
extensive studies of the area. 
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Interpreters detected water in reservoirs or artificial impoundments 
in all four constituent cities but predominantly in Virginia Beach, which 
,.as found to have 352 ha (871 acres). The reservoir category represents a use 
that has been steadily increasing. According to CARETS change detection 
studies, 152 ha (376 acres) of agricultural land, forest, urban open and 
other land, and nonforested wetlands changed to reservoirs be~.,een 1970 
and 1972. ~mny of these reservoirs have been built as a part of city 
",ater supplies for use in recharging ground water supplies and for storage 
of surface runoff and water received from outside the area. 
The final ",ater category to be discussed is category 55, "other." This 
catego~ was found only in Portsmouth and consists of the 786 ha 
(1,943 acres) of ",ater impounded .. ithin the levees of the Craney Island 
disposal area. This water has been steadily decreasing and will 
eventually disappear as the area is filled in. 
Nonforested \.Jet1ands 
(Classification categories 61 & 62, Level II) 
The discussion of nonforested wetlands in the Norfolk test site will 
be brief due to the previous discussion of the Craney Island fill project 
and the environment impact study of the Back Bay area to be presented in 
chapter 4. 
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A total of 7,878 ha (19.466 acres) of nonforested wetlands were 
measured from the CARETS 1970 land use maps, comprising 4.4 percent of 
the Norfolk test site. Existing in all four cities, these I.etlands 
predominatly occur in Virginia Beach with 6,124 ha (15,132 acres). 
Chesapeake was found to have 1,163 ha (2,874 acres), Portsmouth, 424 ha 
(1,047 acres), and Norfolk, 167 ha (413 acres). 
These I.etlands, many of Hhich are tidal marshes, occur on the fringes 
and in the islands of the bays and estuaries, on the flood plains of 
streams, and in other poorly drained interior lands. 
As in most urbanized areas, the nonforested Hetlands in the 
Norfolk area are declining in size. Between 1970 and 1972, 76 ha (188 
acres) of I.etlands were converted to reservoirs in Virginia Beach and 
Chesapeake. CARETS change detection maps reveal that betHeen 1959 and 
1970,200 ha (494 acres) had changed from nonforested Hetlands to urban 
uses, and 100 ha (247 acres) Here drained for agricultural use. Along 
I,ith flood plains, some marsh areas have been used for the dumping of 
industrial I,astes. Also betl.een 1959 ar.d 1970, 500 ha of nonforested 
Het1ands changed into forested areas, Hhich could have resulted from the 
draining of areas or the lowering of the Hater table. 
The nonforested Hetlands of the Norfolk test site are predominantly 
vegetated. Portsmouth's Craney Island artificial fill area is the large 
exception, and Chesapeake is the only other city Hhere interpreters detected 
nonvegetated wetlands for 1970. These nonvegetated Hetlands consisted of tl'O 
separate mud flats along Southern Branch of the Elizabeth River. The nonvegetated 
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wetlands pose an inter~retation problem caused by cyclical or periodical 
innundation by stream flow or tidal action. 
Barren Land 
(Classification categories 72-75, Level II) 
With .8 percent of the total area, barren land forms only a small 
portion of the land use of the Norfolk test site. Detected only in 
Virginia Beach, barren land totalled 1,434 ha or 3,543 acres, of which 
1,374 ha consisted of beach, 34 ha of sand other than beach, and 27 ha 
of "other" barren land. 
The location of much of this barren land is along the coastal fringes 
of Virginia Beach from west of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel to Cape 
Henry and the barrier beach south of the most intensely urbanized area 
of Virginia Beach. Narrower beaches in Virginia Beach and Norfolk have 
widths below the minimum mapping size and were thus not mapped. Sand 
other than beaches consists basically of small isolated patches of 
unvegetated dunes and sand ridges west of beaches. The~e are located in 
the same area as some of Virginia Beach ' s sand excavations. 
A discussion of the barrier beaches comprising most of the barren 
land in the Norfolk test site and the consequences of man's attempts to 
stabilize them will ba presented in the section of this report concerning 
coastal and wetland environmental problems. 
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LAND USE CHANGE, 1970-72 
The CARETS project conducted two 1970-72 change detection studies 
for the Norfolk test site, the different methodologies of ',hich are 
explained in chapter 2. The results of the more thorough and reliable 
change detection study are shown in tables 3-21 and 3-22 which include 
change that could be identified only to Level I using LANDSAT and that 
identified to Level II. 
The transitory nature of many areas classified as urban "open and 
other," (19) resulted in a great amount of change in this category between 
1970 and 1972. Table 3-21 shows that, of the 3,916 ha bf land that changed, 
616 ha or 15.7 percent of the total changed from an open land use and that 
1,216 ha or 31 percent changed to an open land use. Of the areas changing 
to the "open and other" category, 60 percent changed from cropland and 
pasture and 35 percent changed from heavy crown cover forest. 
Agricultural land was also highly involved in change between 1970 and 
1972. Though showing a gain of 204 ha (504 acres) of agricultural land 
converted from forest, table 3-22 reveals a total decrease of 1,376 ha 
(3,401 acres) of farmland. Of this change, 1,256 ha changed to urban uses, 
84 ha reverted to forest, and 36 ha became residential land. In two years, 
the Norfolk test site experienced a net loss of 1,172 ha of agricultural land. 
An examination of tables 3-21 and 3-22 reveals that many of the change 
trends of the 1959 to 1970 period are continuing. U"ban land continues to 
expand at the expense of the open space that surrounds it. 
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i Table 3-21--Land use change 1970-72 for the Norfolk test site derived 
1 from LANDSAT imagerY and high-altitude photography: Levels I & II ;, 
I % I i l_ of ,I 
I From: Land use category To: Land use category Hectares Acres Total change 11 , I. I I' I 
I Residential (11) Open and other (19) 104 257 2.7 ! I Institutional (16) Residential (11) 16 40 0.4 ;) Open and other (19) Residential (11) 432 1,067 11.0 
Open and other (19) Commercial (12) 108 267 2.8 
Open and other (19) Institutional (16) 20 49 0.5 
Open and other (19) Strip and cluster (17) 8 20 0.2 
Open and other (19) Light crmm cover j forest (42) 8 20 0.2 
1 
Open and other (19) Reservoirs (53) 40 99 1.0 
-J 
; 
Agriculture (2) Urban (1) 396 979 10.1 
-1 
Agriculture (2) Extractive (14) 8 20 0.2 , , 
Agriculture (2) Forest (4) 84 208 2.1 
Cropland and pasture (21) Residential (11) 84 208 2.1 
Cropland and pasture (21) Commercial (12) 16 40 0.4 
Cropland and pasture (21) Strip and cluster(17) 24 59 0.6 
Cropland and pasture (21) Open and other (19) 728 1,799 18.6 
Cropland and pasture (21) Reservoirs (53) 36 89 0.9 
Forest (4) urban (1) 96 237 2.5 1 
Forest (4) Extractive (14) 8 20 0.2 I 
Forest (4) Agriculture (2) 104 257 2.7 I Heavy crown cover 
forest (41) Residential (11) 84 208 2.1 
Heavy crown cover 
, 
i1 
forest (41) Commercial (12) 108 267 2.8 l 
Heavy crm.J'n cover 1 forest (41) Open and other (19) 240 593 6.1 j 
Heavy crown cover 
forest (41) Cropland and pasture (21 100 247 2.6 
Heavy crmm cover Light crOlffi cover 
,\ forest (41) forest (42) 304 751 7.8 ; , 
Light crOlm cover I forest (42) Open and other (19) 56 138 1.4 
I' .. 
J j 
*Detailed breakdmffi of item j, table 2-11. ,I J 
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From: Land use cate or 
Ivater (5) 
Bays and Estuaries (54) 
\,ater other (55) 
Vegetated I<etlallds (61) 
Vallct.ICed \·retlands (61) 
TOT~~ CHANGE 
Table 3-2l--(contb'~ed) 
To: Land use cate or Hectares 
Urban (1) 8 
Open and other (19) 64 
Unvegetated ,;etlands (62) 532 
Open and other (19) 24 
Reservoirs (53) 76 
3,916 
3-70 
I 
C) 
I % of 
Acres Total chan e ) I 
1 20 0.2 I 158 1.6 I 
1,315 13.6 I I , 
59 0.6 i 
188 1.9 : II I' -
9,676 99.9 
1 j 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
~ , 
, 
1 
• ! 
• ; .1 
~ 
" 
;:::, 
e 
D 
D 
Table 3-22--Land use change 1970-1972 for the Norfolk test sitp.: 
Level I only * 
From Land Use To Land Use Hectares Al..:res 
% of total 
Category Category Level I change 
Urban (1) Forest (4) 8 20 0.3 
Urban (1) Hater (5) 40 '19 1.4 
Agriculture (2) Urban (1) 1,256 3,104 43.0 
Af;liculture (2) Forest (4) 84 208 2.9 
Agriculture (2) i Water (5) 36 89 1.2 
Fore,st (4) : Urban (1) 592 1,463 20.3 
Forest (4) Agriculture (2) 204 504 7.0 
Hater (5) : Urban (1) 
I 
72 178 2.5 
\~ater (5) Wetlands (6) 532 1,315 18.2 
\oIetlands (6) Urban (1) 24 59 0.8 
Wetlands (6) Water (5) 76 188 2.6 
TOTAL 2,924 7,225 100.2 
*Derived from data presented in table 3-21 
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CHAPTER 4 
ENVIRONMENTAL TI1PACT APPLIC.TIONS 
Effective land use planning is the key to environmental protection 
and enhancement. Land use planning requires an understanding of the way 
environmental and socioeconomic processes work to produce distinctive 
patterns of land and water use. The CARETS project has produced a sub-
, , 
stantial data base of land use, land use change, geologic, and hydro-
" 
logic information for investigating the interrelationships among these 
processes. This chapter stresses the relationships bet"een land use and 
environmental changes in parts of the Norfolk test site. For example, 
the demands of urban centers for recreational land and the need for 
waste disposal are considered in concert l'ith changes in land use and 
environmental quality observed in the coastal zone. Chapter 4 concerns 
three broad environmental/land use planning applications of CARETS data: 
(1) air quality impact of land use, (2) surface geologic and hydrologic 
factors affecting land use, and (3) coastal and wetland environmental 
problems associated with land use. 
AIR QUALITY IMPACT OF LAND USE PATTERNS AND CHANGE TRENDsl/ 
1/ 
- Reed, Hallace E. and John E. Lewis, Land Use Information and Air Quality 
Planning, v. 7 of CARETS final report. 
-----
----
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l~ith the implementaticn of the Clean Air Act of 1970 and several 
subsequent Supreme Court decisions spelling out the intent of the act, 
air quality planners need to evaluate more effectively the impact of 
land use goals on present and future air quality. Furthermore, these 
planners must be able to respond with plans that accommodate existing 
activl.cies and pressures for regional growtn within the framework of 
deadlinEs for achieving national air v"lality standards. Although most 
air quality control regions are not equipped with instruments and 
personnel to handle effectively the air quality problem, land use data, 
predictions of emission characteristics, local meteorological infor-
mation, and techniques for measuring and estimating pollutant 
concentrations are potentially available to them. These data and 
estimating techniques provide local air quality planners the basis for 
reevaluating earlier strategies and implementing plans for reducing 
excessive levels of pollution. They also provide the opportunity to 
examine alternative control strategies involving such nondegradation 
concepts as: prohibiting emission increases in any area; permitting 
nonsignificant deterioration to occur up to fixed limits throughout a 
region; determining on a case-by-case basis the significant deterioration 
that will result from a land use change; and establishing a zoning program 
permitting various densities of emission in different areas of a region. 
The interrelationships among land use strategies and air quality 
are evaluated by identifying present and future land use pattern 
relationships, identifying the air pollutants, as associated with land 
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use types, and determining the impact of specific pollutant concentra-
tions on various land uses. Air quality levels can be reduced or 
maintained by employing a number of strategies depending on the relation-
ship of these variables within a region. Table 4-1 is a listing of 
strategies that can be used individually or in combination. 
Norfolk Example: Land Use and Sulfur Dioxide Concentrations 
The Norfolk area was selected as a test site for evaluating the air 
quality impact of land use patterns and the role of timely land use data 
in assisting in the development of alternative air pollution control 
strategies. This area is situated on the coastal plain of Virginia at 
the entrance to the Chesapeake Bay and contains the only stretch of ocean 
frontage easily accessible to much of central Virginia and northern North 
Carolina. Local air flows and pollutant dispersion are most influenced 
by a nearly flat topographic profile; extensive water surface in ,qetlands, 
I 
rivers, and estuarine embayments; proximity to the open Atlantic Ocean; 
and an extensive mixture of agricultural and forest lands. Sulfur dioxide 
is a major pQllutant in this area resulting from the types of fuel oil 
used for heating and power generation, the high sulfur inputs and other 
area manufacturing processes, the patterns of shipping and other traffic 
flow, and the age of many area plants and processing technologies. 
The Virginia State Air Pollution Control Board, charged with imple-
menting air quality controls, had little time and money for collecting a 
wide range of land use and physical information on the Norfolk area. In 
preparing its initial inventory of sulfur dioxide emissions, the board 
l 4-3 } 
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Table 4-l--Land use strategies fJr air quality planning 
I. Source Modifications 
A. Emission Controls 
1. Change in type of activity and processes 
2. Change in fuel and other process inputs 
3. Installation of emission control devices 
B. Emission Timing 
1. Change in timing of emissions 
c. Emission Location 
1. Change in the spatial distribution of stationary and mobile 
sources with respect to air flow and receptor patterns 
II. Air Flm. Modifications 
A. Air Flow Modifications 
1. Changes in surface roughness 
2. Changes in surface albedo 
3. Changes in transpiri.ng surface pattern 
4. Changes in local precipitation 
5. Changes in thermal diffusivity 
III. Receptor Modifications 
A. Receptor Acitivities 
1. Change in the activities and processes impacted 
B. Receptor Contact 
1. Change in air contact through structural and air conditioning 
modifice:tions. 
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1 
used available land use information to determine the location of large 
point sources and to identify a grid system of areas "ith relatively 
homogeneous densities and types of activities that could be used as the 
basis for estimating area source emissions. Point ~ource emissions for 
annual and seasonal periods "ere reported by various firms and institutions 
or "ere estimated from the timing, scale, and type of activity of the 
source. The board found that the region, as a whole, did not exceed 
primary standards, "hich are the most stringent of EPA requirements. 
To reduce concentrations in specific locations, how'ever, an area-wide 
emissions reduction strategy and air quality sampling program "ere 
adopted, focused primarily on controlling local point sources. 
Instituted in July 1972, this program requires that all sources emitting 
specific quantities and types of pollutants provide detailed information 
concerning types, levels and timing of activities, as "ell as physical 
conditions such as stack height, pollutant exit velocities, and tempera-
tures that affect emission levels and diffusion. 
Once the Board had developed a basic control strategy and an j 
implementation plan for sulfur dioxide levels in the Norfolk area, it assigned to 1 
1 
its Region VI, in Virginia Beach, the task of expanding, detailing, and ! 
1 implementing either this or some alternative strategy that it might develop. Land use, emission, and meteorological data were used to 
evaluate effectively the adopted and alternative strategies. The Norfolk 
area's physical, land use, and air flow characLeristics provided an 
excellent context for evaluating the usefulness in air quality planning 
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of an experimental national land use information system being developed 
by the United States Geological Survey, Geography Program (GP). GP 
supplied Region VI staff with CARETS l:lOO,OOO-scale Level II land use 
maps compiled from high-altitude aircraft photography. 
Researchers overlaid the CARETS 1970 Level II land use map with an 
area-source emissions estimating grid previously constructed by the Air 
Pollution Control Board. This grid consists of varying sized cells of 
homogeneous land uses and land use densities. Researchers then calculated 
the area and percentage of different Level II land uses for each grid cell. 
Using the CARETS photomosaic and Southeastern Virginia Planning District 
Commission records, they broke down residential areas into Level III categories 
of 1m" medium, and high density housing and plotted the Level III 
residential locations by grid cellon the Level II map. 
On the basis of the updated land use analysis and change in traffic 
patterns, researchers developed an estimated average annual ,,,inter 1972 area 
source emissions inventory. They placed area source information into a 
diffusion model, producing maps (figure 4-1) depicting estimated annual 
sulfur dioxide emissions in the Norfolk-Portsmouth SMSA for 1972. 
The iso:.ines on this map connect values for the centroids of the grid cells. 
Figure 4-1 reveals the concentration of such land uses as industrial, 
commercial, transportation, institutional, and high density residential, 
which emit large quantities of sulfur dioxide. These uses are surrounded 
by lower density residential areas, 'tvater, and nonurban uses. Emission 
levels in tons per day along with stack heights, exit temperatures, and 
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( 
other characteristics needed for diffusion estimating procedures were 
d-~erUiined from 1972 emission registration forms or from the board r s 
1971 inventory. 
High annual emiesions from point and area sources reflect high 
concentrations of industrial, commercial, ~nd residential activities 
ill central Norfolk alld PortsNouth (figure 4-1). To the east, lower 
emissions reflect the mix of low density housing, ~'Jater, ugric1lltural, 
sporadic commerical, transportation, aud industrial l<luci use. 
Fiu,ure 4-2, the 1985 annual emission pattern, reflects esti.t'rtated 
mlpacts of currently adopted control programs, rules governing existing 
point and area sources, and anticipated patterns of residential grmvth. 
In figure 4-2 this pattern has been plotted over the current land use 
base, indicating the expected urban expan3ion into nonurbanized areas. 
lIlorfolk Exar,lp1e: Sulfur Dioxide Control Strategies 
The emission and physical characteri,stics of the Norfolk area and the 
political realities facing area planners in 1972 m:Ide a source 
emissions control strategy seem to be the easiest to inplement. 
This strategy required limited land use and meteorological information 
to identify sources and predict gent!ral diffusion patterns. It \\1as also 
clearly in line ,,,ith the goal of reducing total natiomdde emissions 
regardless of spatial pattern. 
Hith the Federal Goverm,ent undertaking control of mobile 
emission sources, State and regio~nl action has been directed 
t01;ard controlling the emissions of point and area sources. Such 
control is being accomplished through establishing rules permitting emission 
levels directly related to levels of materials processed or fuels burned 
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by various activities. E"ch activity is expected to achieve theRe 
emission levels through installing pollution control equipment. By 
1972 three alternate land use strategies "ere proposed: 
(1) to reorganize tue spatial pattern of emission sources and receptors; 
, ) 
(2) to develep land uses modifying regional and local air flot·]s; and 
(3) to change the timinf' of varioas activities in the area. 
In vie,·, of legislatively established ti"le limits, these strategies appeared 
to be either feasible or tOG costly. 
The board t s initial analysis and sa;l1pling indicate that sulfur 
dioxide concentrations are beloH national standards throughout most of ~.:. 
the region. By contrulling the emissions of selected point sources, 
the initial strategy could eas1.1y accommod3.te region2.1 ~oals for ~ropth 
and land use as long as one could assume that emissions of nm'! or 
chanGec land uses ~·muld be allmved to deteriorate surrounding air Cluality 
no more than the limits set "by national secondary stande.rds. 
The 1973 court decisions and changes in EPA regulations h.we forced 
a reevaluatioll oi this initial f;trategy. This reevaluation is focused 
on dealing \lith a rangE. Jf environmental goals, includinfj growth and I 
eCOl1Ol<1ic stability. Such goals may result in land use patterns signifi-
cantly deterioratlllg the quality of air ,round all but the largest emit tors i I 
in the region. These raajor sources must, of course, reduce their emissions j 
to meet primary and secondary standards as soon as possible and install ! 
tr.e best available control eqUipment at some future date. 
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Spatial patterns and levels of activities may be most affected by 
the adoption of one or more of the nonsignificant deterioration-oriented 
strategies suggested by EPA in July 1973: region-wide emissions freeze; 
limited emissions increase; case-by-case analysis; or emission density 
zoning. To accomplish these strategies requires a clear definition of 
significant deterioration in any part of the region. With such a 
aefinition, priorities must be established indicating which activities 
in any area will be required or permitted to reduce or expand their 
emissions. 
Study results reveal that the projected expansion of area sourC8S 
throughout the region will result in measurable deterioration in sulfur 
dioxide levels. If the existing sampling program verifies that signifi-
cant deterioration is occurring in the vicinity of recently built area 
sources, then encouraging patterns of area source growth in the southern 
and western portions of the regions would be expected to redt total 
regional concentrations associated with area sources. Such a land use 
3trategy for air quality control should be balanced against the costs 
and problems it may create for achieving other environmental goals. 
The problems involved in evaluating the effectiveness and equity of 
alternative land use strategies to achieve or maintain air quality goals 
for the Norfolk area demonstrate the need for improved land use, air 
quality, and meteorological data along with extensive estimating of 
pollutant concentrations under varying assumptions of land use patterns 
and definitions of significant deterioration. In addition, the political 
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viability of land use strategies to achieve air quality goals versus 
strategies to achieve other environmental goals must be assessed. 
Of most immediate significance for the objectives of the CARETS 
investigation, the Norfolk air quality impact study demonstrated the 
utility of the land use/environmental impact model for air quality 
applications. I'urtharmore, Level II land use data at l:lOO,OOO-maI,ping 
scale, when augmented by the Level III residential categories of "low 
density, medium density, and high density" proved adequate for the 
estimation of air quality levels. 
GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL FACTORS AFF~CTING 
LAND USE PATTERNS AND CHANGE TRENDs!/ 
.1berived from "Description and Physical Properties of Earth Materials 
in the Portsmouth-Norfollc Area," compiled by Sherman K. Neusche1, USGS, 
1972. 
In urban areas undergoing rapid change and facing the pressures of 
intense land use competition, a knowledge of landforms, earth materials, 
and hydrology is a necessity for sound land use planning. Aware of the 
ueed, the CARETS project is having maps of surficial geology produced, 
which are keyed to the 1:100,000 photomosaics and land use maps. They may 
be manually overlaid on the CARETS land use, census tract, or hydrology 
maps and eventually dig;.tized and overlaid automatically on other data 
sets. 
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Surficial geology has a particularly strong site influence on 
agriculture, engineering works, and all. tho "urban and built-up" land 
uses. This section is designed to illuminate relationships between 
land use and surficial geology in the Norfolk test site, examine land 
use problems resulting from surface @fN10gic and related hydrologic 
factors, and discuss the suitability of the land into which urban areas 
might expand. 
The Earth Materials Map of the Portsmouth-Norfolk Area, Southeast 
Virginia (figure 4-3), reflects the underlying geological terrain of a 
coastal plain having characteristic 101< altitude and relief, with north-
scuth trending ridges. The low relief, high water table, and coastal 
location produce extensive areas of wetlands and attendant problems of 
drainage and flooding. The ridges and escarpments forming the areas 
of greater relief contain mnch of the area's construction materials, 
sand and gravel, vital for urban construction. 
The Earth Materials Map, though derived from existing geological 
and soil survey data, does not present the information in the conven-
tiona1 formats of those data sources. Rather, the map units are 
intended to be quickly and easily interpretable by plf.nners and others 
who require a regional-scale perspective on the suitability of various 
parts of the area for specific land uses. The following discussion 
elaborates on the 14 "earth materials" units into which the Norfolk test 
site has been divided. 
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Earth material unit 1, "sand and gravel, sand" is concentrated 
!... •• 
primarily in the test site's northern urban areas, along the Diarrond 
Springs Escarpment ';;:d Oceana Ridge and along the fringes of the eastern, 
southern, and "estern branches of the Elizabeth River. This category 
includes the rest overall land in the test site for most uses. Soils devel-
oped in this unit are Hell-drained, friable, sandy loarns, Hhich form 
the most productive agricultural lands in the test site. The water table 
is generally 0.61 - 1.4 m beloH the surface. These soils also have the 
best adaptability to irrigation and to earth Horks in wet periods and 
are the most suitable as a source of topsoil. With the exception of 
areas in southern Virginia Beach that are intensively farmed, this land 
is predominantly in urban uses. Its good drainage makes it the most 
suitable earth material in the area for foundations. The cities of 
Nor:olk. and Portsmouth were first established on this land and many of 
the industrial, commercial, and transportation facilities associated 
Hith the harbor are located here. 
Unit 1 is also the test site's most suitable source of construction 
materials. Though sand is someHhat more IOidespread, the gravel found 
in former beach ridges is the only source of gravel within the area. 
Importing a bulk material like gravel can substantially increase its 
cost and thus the cost of an)' construction project needing it. 
Earth mat~rial t.mit 2, "silty sand, II consists of former barrier 
beaches, near-shore deposits, and higher areas adjacent to the present 
drainage. These lands are moderately Hell drained, with a seasonably 
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of land use change via remote sensing techniques aids in developing 
relationships betlveen short-term uses of man f s environment and the 
maintenance of long-term environmental quality. 
Land Use Policy and Planning Assistance Act 
The Land Use Policy and Planning Assistance Act presently before 
Congress proposes to provide Federal technical assistance through grant-in-
aids to the States to assist them in deve,:.oping and improving their 
capacity tor land use planning and management. 'fhe major purpose of the 
Act is to assist the States in development of planning processes. The 
Act requires the States to develop land use programs that concentrate on 
five categories of critical areas. These five categories are: (1) areas 
of critical environmental concern (e.g. beaches, floodplains, significant 
wildlife habitats, historic areas); (2) key facilities (e.g. major air-
port.s, highway interchanges, recreational facilities, and facilities for 
the development, generation, and transmission of energy); (3) large 
scale development (e.g. industrial parks or major subdivisions); (4) 
public facilities or utilities of regional benefit (e.g. solid waste 
disposal or se"age systems); and (5) land sales or development projects 
(e.g. major recreational or second homesite developments in rural areas). 
All in all, the act's fundamental purpose is to encourage land use 
decision making at the State and local levels as well as bolster land use 
planning and management of areas that are of more than local concern--
Hetlands, coastal zones, floodplains, power plant siting, open space, and 
strip mining. Remote sensing provides an important tool in developing 
land use planning and management capabilities. 
ORIGINllJ] PAGEl 1fS 
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Urban Transportation Planning Program, 1969 
The U. S. Department of Transportation's Urban Transportation 
Planning Program has sought to promote the development of transportation 
systems embracing various modea of transport. To accomplish this objective 
the States are authorized to develop long-range highway plans and programs 
that are formULated with due consideration to their probable effect on 
the future development of urban areas. Land use studies are important 
elements in the transportation planning process. The U.S. Department of 
Transportation (1969) defines the type of land use study reqaired if 
States are to comply with Federal funding requirements: 
1) The land use study should incorporate a wide variety of 
undertakings, all of which are aimed at providiug an accounting 
of the current land use activity structure of the sl:udy area 
and the most probable or desirable future structure. 
2) The land use study should include the following items for the 
entire study area: 
a) an inventory of the location fu.d intensity of existing 
land use activities, including vacant land; 
b) an analysis of past trends to aid in determining land 
consuIT,ption Lates and the most likely location patterns 
of households and business firms; and 
c) the distribution of an area-wide forecast of population 
and economic activity to small areas. 
3) The land use data needed as a base for developing the forecast 
may be obtained from field surveys, local planning egencies, 
5-61 
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other secondary sources, or a combination of these (remote 
sensing provides an additional data source.) 
CONCLUSION 
The perspective that came from close involvement with the user 
institutions, particularly the Southeastern Virginia Planning District 
Commission, greatly enhanced the value of the study to the Federal agency 
sponsors and research team. On the one hand, a close-up view of the local 
and regional planning process illustrated the complexity of that proces~ 
and the considerable size and variety of its required data inputs, of 
"hich land use is only one. Planning budgets are small, and budgets for 
remote sensing and land use data are even smaller. 
On the other hand, a"areness of data needs deriving from a variety 
of Federal and State programs is fostering improved cooperation and 
coordination among the many agencies whose policies and jurisdictions 
impact on the Norfolk-Portsmouth area. This investigation, involving 
a topic (land use) that cuts across the interests of so many goverrmental 
and administrative bodies, provides an example of such cooperation. 
One can conclude from this study that land use and land cover data 
derived from remote sensing sources have important roles to play in 
regional planning and in a number of environmental study appH.cations. 
The establishing in the future of a regional land use and environmental 
monitoring system such as that demonstrated by the CAP~TS project, by 
an operational agency, would seem to bave significant value to the 
5-62 
agencies having land and resource planning and management concerD~. Such 
a system would have even more value if it could provide the increased 
detail indicated by the user agency responses, and if data could be 
delivered quickly and in formats that are truly compatible with the user 
agency requirements. 
I 
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Appendix A 
LAND USE CATEGORIES IN THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOLOGICAL 
TEST SITE DATA BASE 
Level I Categories and 
Map Notation Used 
1 - URBAN & BUILT UP 
2 - P.GRICULTUPAL 
4 - FOREST LMID 
5 - KATER 
6 - NONFORESTED WETLANDS 
7 - BARREN LAND 
A-I 
Level II Categories and 
Map Notation Used 
ll-Residential 
l2-Co~~ercial and services 
l3-Industrial 
l4-Extractive 
IS-Transportation, co~unications, 
and utilities 
16- Institut ional 
I7-Stril' and clustered settlelJ1ent 
IS-Mixed 
19-0pen and other 
2l-Cropland and pasture 
22-0rchards, groves, bush fruits, 
vineyards, and horticultural areas 
23-Feeding operations 
24-0ther 
41-f-leavy crown cover (over 40%) 
42-Light crmm cover (10% to 409,) 
51-Strep.ms and waterIVays 
52-Lakes 
53-Reservoirs 
54-Bays and estuaries 
55-Other 
61-Vegetated 
62-Hare 
72-Sand other than beaches 
74-Beaches 
75-0ther 
, 
- -----~ .... -
., 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Appendix B 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
LAND USE AND LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR 
USE WITH REMOTE SENSOR DATA 
Urban or Built-up Land 
Agricultural Land 
Rangelan'; 
Water 
Wetland 
Barren Land 
Tundra 
Perennial Snow or lee 
ORIGINAl., FA 
OF POOR GE IS QUALlTl1 
11 
12 
13 
14 
LEVEL II 
Residential 
Commercial and Scrvi"en 
Industrial 
Transportation, Commun-Lc.at!Utlh and 
Utilities 
15 Industrial and Commercial Complexes 
16 Hixed lirban or Buil t-up Land 
17 Other Urban or Built-up Land 
21 
l2 
23 
24 
31 
32 
33 
41 
42 
43 
51 
52 
53 
54 
61 
62 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
81 
82 
83 
8~ 
85 
91 
92 
Cropland "ad Pasture 
Orchards, Groves, Vineyards, Nurse.rie:' 
and OrnamBntal Hcrticultural Areas 
Confined Feeding Operations 
Other Agricultural Land 
Herbaceous Rangeland 
5hrub and Brush Rangeland 
Mixed Rangeland 
Deciduous Forest Land 
Evergreen Forest Land 
Mixed Forest Land 
Streams and Canals 
Lakes 
Reservoirs 
Bays and Estuaries 
Forested Hetland 
Nonforested Wetland 
Dry 'i,,1 t Flats 
Beaches 
Sandy Areas Other than Beaches 
Bare Exposed Rock 
Strip Hines, Quarries, and Gravel Pits 
Transitional Areas 
Mixed Barren Land 
Shrub anJ Brush Tundra 
Herbaceous Tundra 
Bare Ground Tundra 
Wet Tundra 
~Ul,ed Tundra 
i'e """nidI SnO\;f ields 
Glaciers 
7/75 A-2 
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Appendix C 
PROPOSED LEVEL III CATEGORIES FOR USE \<lITH THE USGS LAND USE 
CLASSIFICATION SYSTE:.! III THE CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOLOGICAL TEST SITE 
(Preliminary for Review and Testing) 
James R. Anderson, Ivan L. Hardin, ;-li11iam B. Mitchell 
Office of the Chief Geographer 
U.S. Geological Survey 
This is a preliminary example of h01{ a land use cateeorization at Level III 
can be made for use with Levels I and II of "A Land Use Cl<,.ssificat:!.C'n 
System for Use with Remote Sensor Data" (USGS Circular 671). The Level III 
categories have been designed to make maximum use of remcte sensing data 
but may not be identifiable solely by the use of remote senGor data. 
Number 
Code 
1 
Categories 
Urban and Built-up Land 
11 Residential 
111 Single-fa~ily household units 
112 ~:ul ti -fa.r.ily household units 
113 Group quarters 
114 Residential hotels 
115 Mobile home parks or courts 
116 Transient lodgings 
119 Other 
12 Commercial and Services 
121 Wholesale trad.e areas 
122 Retail trade areas 
123 Business, professional, personal services 
124 Cultural, entertainment, end recreational activities 
125 Other 
13 Industrial 
131 Mechanical processing 
132 Heat processing 
13 Chemical processing 
134 ~abrication and assembly 
135 Food processing 
136 Other 
"1.4 Extractive 
141 Stone Qu~rries 
142 Sand and gravel pits 
143 Open pit or strip mining 
11;4 Oil, gas, sulphur, salt, and other wells 
145 Staft mining 
149 Other 
A-3 
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Appendix C (cont'd) 
15 Transportation, Communications and Utilitie~ 
151 Highways, auto parking, bus telwinFJls, motor freight 
152 Railroads and associated facilities 
153 Airports and associated facilities 
154 Marine craft facilities 
155 Telecommunications, radio and television facilities 
156 Elp.ctric, gas, >Tater, sewage disposal, solid waste 
159 other 
16 Institutional 
161 Educational facilities 
162 Medical and bealth faCilities 
163 Re~igious facili~ies 
164 Military areas (built-up areas only) 
165 Correctional facilities 
166 Governmental administration and services 
169 otber 
17 Strip and Clustered Settlement 
(No further breakdown recommended at Level III) 
18 Mixed 
(No further breakdown recommended at Level III) 
19 Open and etber 
191 Improved (sucb as golf courses, cemeteries, parks, etc.) 
192 Unimproved 
199 other 
Agricultural Land 
21 Cropland and Pasture 
211 
212 
214 
219 
Cropland from whicb ne" crops, close-sown or hay crops 
bave been or will be barvested 
Cropland lying idle, baving crop failure or being used 
for soil improvement crops or conservation purposes 
Pasture 
other 
22 Orchards, Groves, Bush Fruits, Vineyards and Horticultural Areas 
221 Fruit and nut trees 
222 Bush f.uits 
223 Vineyards 
224 Nurseries and floricultural areas 
229 otber 
A-4 
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Appendix C (cont'd) 
23 Feedin~ Qpera"ions 
231 Cattle feed lots (including holding lots for dairy animals 
232 Poultry and egg houses 
233 Hog feed lots 
239 Other 
Rangeland 
31 Grass 
(No furt~er breakdown at Level III required for the CARETS 3Xea.) 
32 Savannas (Palmetto prairies) 
(No further breakdown at Level III required for the CJL~ETS area.) 
34 Desert Shrub 
(No further breakdown re~lired at Level III for the CARETS area.) 
Forestland 
41 Deciduous 
411 Afforesting areas 
412 Light crown cover lO-39~ 
413 Heavy crown cover 40% or greater 
419 other 
42 Evergreen 
421 Afforesting areas 
422 Light crown cover lO-39~ 
423 Heavy crown cover 40% or greater 
429 Other 
43 ~ 
Water 
431 Afforesting areas 
432 Light crown cover 10-39% 
433 Heavy crown cover 4~ or greater 
439 other 
51 Streams and waterways 
(No further breakdown at Level II required for the CARETS az.'ea.) 
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Appendix D 
Level III Land Use Demonstration Categories for Identifying the Manmade Causes of Ground Water Pollution 
Level U a 
11 Residential 
12 Commercial, Services, and 
Insti tutional 
13 Industrial 
14 Transportation, Communications, 
and Utilities 
15 Mixed (Including Strip and 
Clustered Settlements) 
16 Open and Other 
21 Cropland and Pasture 
Level IUb 
111 Lo," density (0.5-2 dwelling units/acre) 112 Medium density (3-4 dwelling units/acre) 113 High density (5-6 dwelling units/acre) 
114 Very high density (7+ dwelling units/acre) 
121 S true tures 
122 Landscaped areas 
123 Parking areas 
124 Solid waste disposal areas 
125 Other 
131 Heat processing industries 
132 Chemical processing industries 
133 Fossil fuel electrical power generation 
stations 
134 Nuclear electrical power generation 
stations 
135 Other 
141 Highways, vehicle parking facilities 
142 Railroads and associated facilities 143 Airports and associated facilities 
144 Gas, petroleum, coal slurry, and other 
pipeline rights-of-way 
145 Sewage disposal facilities 
146 Solid waste sites (sanitary land fills) 147 Other 
151 Industrial parks 
152 Other 
161 Improved 
162 Unimproved 
163 Other 
211 Cropland 
212 Pasture 
213 Other (including idle cropland) 
A-'l 
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Appendix D (cont'd) 
Level U a 
22 Orchards, Groves, Bush Fruits, 
Vineyards, and Ornamental 
Horticultural areas 
23 Other (Including Confined 
Feeding Operations) 
31 Grasses and Forbes 
32 Shrubs and Scrub 
33 Palmetto Prairies 
34 Tundra 
3~ Undifferentiated 
41 Deciduous Forestland 
42 Mixed Forestland 
43 Coniferous Forestland 
44 Undifferentiated Forestland 
51 Forested Wetland 
52 Nonforested Wetland 
61 Streams and Waterways 
62 Lakes 
63 Reservoirs 
64 Permanent Snow and Ice Fields 
65 Other 
Level IUb 
221 Orchards/groves 
222 Vineyards 
223 Other 
231 Cattle and swine feed lots 
232 Poultry and egg houses 
233 Other 
621 Surface mine associated lakes 
622 Other 
651 Industrial waste ponds 
652 Sewage lagoons 
653 Other 
A-a 
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1 _____ _ 
Level IIa 
71 Salt Flats 
72 Beaches 
73 Sandy Areas 
74 Bare Exposed 
Other 
Rock 
Appendix D (cont'd) 
than Beaches 
b Level III 
75 Strip Mines, Quarries, 751 Rock quarries 
and Gravel Pits 752 Sand and gravel pits 
753 Open pit strip mining 
754 Oil, gas, sulfur, salt, and other well 
fields 
755 Shaft mines 
756 Areas 'lnder construction 
757 Other 
aClassification scheme presented in Anderson and others [in press). 
bDeveloped by L"nnis G. Berlin and William B. Mitchell, USGS. 
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Appendix E 
1970 LAND USE BY CENSUS TRACTS 
NORFOLK TEST SITE 
Canada Geographic Information System, 1973 
Case Study for the U.s. Geological Survey 
See Appendix A for key to categories 
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OATEI S<PT,18/73 
SCALf 1150.000 
Cf ... ,suS 
Dld5tJ'" 
,~o" F l1LIt 
CE~SL:S SUoDlv1510, 
1 
1 
• A~EA Of AdOvE 5UB01V1Sl0N 
NORF"OLK 2 
2 
2 
2 
• A~fA OF ABOVE SUBDIVISION 
~ORI-UL"" ;I 
, 
3 
;I 
IV ;:£!= ;I ~ .~ • A.E' D. ABOVE SUBDivISION 
< • ; ) 0 -4;!. ~, ;:1 NORFOLK , 
~: ; ~ ., 
. t' 
. , 4 
~; , : , J 4 . , 
.. ::,' AREA Of ABOYE SUBUIYISION -' ,-
,- NORfOLK 5 <i.' ~~ 
-I 
~ 11 
,"", ,-
ii= ;., l.fA UF ABOvE SUBDIVISION 
:;;: 2 
'" 
;i; I ORFOl,.1\ b 
g 
b 
& 
" AQt.A u~ A~Oy~ 5U~OIV(51uN 
(,.A/ . .) .... !d\,A(.t: .. ~Nl 1I1<FOR .... 'rION .C;YSTE:.MS 
~' 
" (/ 
PRESENT LAN 0 U S B Y CgNSU5 o I V I 5 ION REF13190-0002 
AND 5 U B 0 I V I 5 o N PAGE I 
P,L~~tA Cl.AS5 ! "t OF OCCUR, AFtA t P L I.! UF p .... :.J IN SUnOl ..... (At'cS) SU~6I~, • ... fH.A 
II 2,5'1 t 1 ti bh,3 
bl 31,1'1 II ,7 
IS 2b7,44 
II ~I 9.16 QS.8 
12 1.8,.. 1,5 
1& 12.Q,5 2,5 
~" 4 O,tl7 0,1 
2· IS ~II,OO 
II 4 col.OLl ~u.s 
12 I 60,21 17,8 
1~ I 15,42 3,2 
19 2 120,02 2t.1.8 
54 2 0,27 0.1 
3 IS 483,B3 
II I 249,54 8b.~ 
19 I 0,81 0,3 
54 II 38,52 13,3 
4 IS 288,8b 
II 2b4,85 97,8 
19 5,93 2,2 
5 15 270,7b 
II 307,70 9".9 
Ib 5 15,49 4.8 
19 5 1,21 0,4 
b IS 324,41 
E'VIRONMlNT CANADA DATA SUURCE;, u.s, GEO~{bICAL SLlijVlY 
I 
1 
! 
.. "' .... 1,) ... NA("f: "'E NT I~FuR~ATION 51STlMS <NVIRONM~NT CANADA DATA SUURCEI U,S, GEOLC"ICAL SURV~Y 
o T I S,P! 01<1175 PR~SENT LAN D USE B Y tEN SUS o 1 V I ~ ION REFI119D"DDO~ 
SC·L.': 1:;0,(}00 PAGE 2 AND SUB 0 I V I S ION 
CE-."'SUS CE.NSllS P'LO~fA CLASS NO, OF OCCtIR. Ak!:A ~ POI'U. UF )lvISI-JN SUoOIVlSIDN PLU IN SU~DtV. (ALR,S) 5\,lb v. Akl:.A 
-;(IQf(!l.K. 7 II I 2b2.Q" 117,U 
7 lb I c!I.!,79 b,2 
7 53 h , ,,7 2,Z 
7 bl 1, I ':l '.b 
, AREA Ur AeOVE SUdDIVISIUN 7 15 5o'2.1~ 
NURrOLK 6 II I 220,7, 7'1.9 
:r- 8 10 ~ 9,Q7 ,;.~ 
>-' 
.,. 
<I 53 2 tl7,O? lb.b 
.. A~EA uf- A"OvE SUbDIvISION 
" 
IS 283,73 
I'<IORFOl.K q 16 5~8,(,~ 6,7 
q ! 1 q 570,7b 6,9 
q 12 0 71Q.3.0 11.2 
• 13 I b2.J~ 100 
~ 15 7 PlI,59 20, .. 
9 lb b 980,63 15,3 
9 19 6 692 r b8 15,9 
Q 02 I 02.91 0.7 
q 53 3Q,88 O,b 
Q 5ij 23 1217,15 19,0 
• AREA Or AHOVE SUBDIVISION q IS bOOb,OO 
NU~FULK 11 II I 13~).O8 7~.7 
II 19 2 "~I. 7" ~5,3 
• ARtA UF 'dOvE SUBDIVISION I t IS 180,83 
t-..l.lRfULK 12 II 2 "11,08 4b.l 
.A ) MAIIIALif:'-!~:.,~ :<'1f-OR~ATIL"~ :::; '!"TEMS ENVIRO~MENT CANADA DATA SOuR"EI U,S. G'OLO.I~A~ 5~"V~Y 
~ 
~ :; "->-' 
I 
"--
LA~O MA~~GtHE~T IN~ORHATIO~ SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT CANADA DATA SOURtEI U,S, G<OLO.I~AL SU"V~Y 
DATcl Sc PT.i6/73 PRESr.NT LAN a USE B Y CENSUS o I V I S ION Ref15190.0002 
SCALe 1150,000 PAGE 3 o e.) ·A N 0 5 U B 0 I VIS ION 
~ ~) 1-: Cl'SuS tE'SyS P'~6~1A CLASS NO, Of OCCUR Akt.A X P6I,Ut OF t-041 Cz DIYlol,,' SUUOh 510' PL~ IN SUdOIV: (AeRtS) 5 va v, AR~A o~ 12 12 3 b\.9S 9.~ 
::v t'"1 12 5ij 3Q4.93 lt4 1 S /;2. !\:J 
• A"EA OF AeovE SUBDIVISION 12 IS 88B,30 ~-, ;y. 
~CJ NORFOLK 1.1 II 1 1~3.7U 91,7 
I-! tcJ 13 1Z I 11,'13 7,1 ~; j-; 
L~"'l 01 1.1 15 2 U,7" O,ij 
If 1.1 19 2 1,26 U,8 
..... • AREA Of ABOVE SUBDIVISION 13 IS Ib7,o5· 
lJ1 NORFOLK lij II 2 73,21:1 ~t.,3 "._--_.-
I" IZ Z 7Z,H ~';. 7 
• AREA OF AHOYE SUBDIVISION lij IS lij5,57 
NORfOLK 15 II 1 190,37 9Z,5 
15 12 I 8,I.;IQ ",Z 
15 5" 2 b,81 3,3 
• AREA OF ABovE SUBDIVISION 15 IS 205,87 
~IORFOLK Ib II I 15b,OO 100,0 
• 'REA of ABOYE SUBDIVISION 10 IS 150,00 
!\jIJRF OLK 17 II 2 Z17,02 b4." 
17 12 3 00,78 13,8 
17 Ib 23,59 7,0 
17 54 50,01 lu,8 
• A"E. Uf ABOVr. SUBDIVISION 17 IS 338,00 
,."ORF-fJLK 10 II 1 1,9,ij7 75,0 
18 12 2 2Q.8lt 1".0 
Ll'·O MAN~~E~l~T I~FORMATIUN ~Y5TEHS eNVIRONMENT CANADA OATA SOURCE I u,S, GEO~LbltAL SU~VEY 
--
_ •• A· ••• __ • _.) 
If 
( 
LA~D<MAN~&'MlNT 1~FOHMA1ION SVSTE~S ENVIRONHENT CANADA DATA SOURCE I U,S, GEOL061C~L SUHVEY 
04 '!'!: I SoPT,lb/75 PRE 5 '- N T LAN 0 USE B Y C ENS U 5 o I V I S ION REF13190_0002 
5ClL.E 11-:'u,O(IO PAGE Q AND 5 U B 0 I V I 5 I 0 h 
rENSLIS CENSUS P,La~!A CLASS NO, OF OCCUR, ARE:A X P I U UF DIv[~IUN SUdUIVISIDN PLU IN 5U~UIV, ('CRE5) 5UBG ~,' AHE:A 
18 5. 2 23,2~ 10,9 
* p~tA Of A~OvE SUBDIvISION 18 IS 212,52 
NOHFOLK 19 II le5,12 Sloll 
Iq ~2 2 1,01 5,.! 
19 Ib I lQ.2H to,lI 
19 50 3 a,30 5,b 
l' * AHI:A Uf '"DyE 5U80lvl510N 19 15 211,7& 
I-' NORF OL~ 20 II 1~1,81 bO.2 
'" .!~ 12 38.8'i 14,8 
20 
_II 
i, bij,9d Zq.H 
20 bl O.U7 0,2 
• ARt' uF A~OVE: SUdOL viSION 20 I~ 2b2,21 
NUHFOL.K 21 II 2 2Q6,ob o~,1 
<I Iq ! 78,00 11,3 
21 5U 1 12Q,18 21,b 
• ARE:A OF 'dDVE 5USDIVISIDN 21 15 U51.5" 
NO"FO~~ 22 11 - 215,50 50,. 
22 12 5&,bO 8,b 
22 5Q 115.00 41.0 
• AREA OF AoDVE: SUbDIViSluN 22 IS 021,50 
~OHF OLK 23 11 195,"1 52,0 
23 12 2 i!fl.58 1,7 
23 Ib I 5-'.17 901 
23 50 3 11.,9" 50.8 
• A~fA UF 410vE StlaOlvI5ION 23 15 312,75 
AI, l' .,.,;F·"''"'~T [~~FtiRM~TIUtlj SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT CANADA DATA SOURCE I U.S, GEOLOuIC'L SU~VEY 
i ,\ r, . \ 
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Jb 12 lib.li~ b 1. t1 
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13 
I. 
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12 
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AND SUB 0 I V I S ION 
NO, OF OCCUR 
PI.U IN SUBDIV: 
1 
2 
I 
] 
); 
i' 
2 
3 
I 
2 
ARf;.A 
(A(.H~ij I 
7b.3~ 
!8.~ij 
lUI,03 
i7.1d 
H lI 97 
O. ~ 7 
10 11 ,52 
(>olla~ 
llc 5b 
Z 1092 
06,54 
90,00 
IIS,3" 
48,50 
56,08 
22,JQ 
17~. 10 
~&.bb 
0,54 
X P"t..u. OF 
SUt1 .V. ARE.d 
bo.S 
.B.~ 
71,7 
11" , " 
"'r'f 
0 1 3 
tlQ2 
ala l 
l<lul 
2r!~1 
~ 10 1\ 
UbDb 
~ 1, Q 
21.S 
Ib,2 
I D , I 
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t...0h';"P{.K "~ II 172,1,.9 b , • q 
lj !i 12 c!:9,15 11. b 
"5 Ib ",915 1,9 
"5 "I 1.15.8':1 17.1 
o a~tA !j" A~o.~ SUHOI.ISIDN "~ IS 25b,47 
Il.iIJIHUi.1.( •• II I 203 f .)e. tlli 1 7 
:r- 4b 15 Z 3,8~ ! , 0 
N 
i-' 4b Ib 2 3,51 0,9 
4b 19 o.~" o. I 
4b 54 10~) .. 80 26,!. 
" ,!.I,o ~ A (]f- "DVt SUBDIVISIUN 4b IS 371.87 
6'Q NORFOltt: 47 11 'I 14;,9b 30,2 
""J ::c 
12 '3,bl .. 1-' 47 5,9 "O.r,-
47 IS 110,50 27,8 0
1
-' ~~ 47 Ib 77,78 19.0 
47 54 I 41,90 10,5 10 ,-C<. 
• A"~A uF A~OV~ SUBDIVISION 47 15 397,81 .r-;~--
-l ::.:. NORFOLK 4R II \04,43 54," [-1 "-~~ ;jH 48 12 2 15,38 8,0 L<I UJ 
48 15 2 25,b4 13,. 
48 54 \ £lo t tl8 24.2 . .. -_ . 
* AJtA o~ AdOvE SU~DIVlSION 48 IS 191,80 
Rf-{iLK 09 II 4 ib.ge ;,2 
09 12 2 3<1,15 b 1. b 
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1.1. .... 0 'II~NAGE'"'E~4T INFORMArION SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT CANADA DATA SOURCEI u,S, G~O~O~ICA~ SURVEY 
OAT~t S~PT,le/7j PRESENT LAN 0 USE B Y CENSUS o I v I S I 0 , Rtr13190·0002 
SC AI.f IIS0,000 PAGE 10 AND S U 8 0 I V I S ION 
C~~SlfS C:EN!iUS P,L~~fA CLASS NO, OF OCCUR, AQI:: A X P6L.U, llF-OIv}::iIUN SUbDI'ISION PLU IN SUBOIV, (A(.kr.5) 5l)rj ;"'. AREA 
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tz 4HEA UF ABOvE SUBDIVISION 50 IS b.b,11 
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NORFOLK :'2 11 2 270,2b 83,0 
52 12 1.28 a,. 
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IRIA OF AoovE SUBDIVISION 52 IS 325,79 
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LAND HA'AG~ME'T I,fORMATI0N SYSTEMS 
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SCAL~ II'>O,OvO 
CE'5U5 
~IYI'Iu" 
CE.r..SlJ.9 
SUBDIVISION 
'>3 
53 
53 
53 
• AREA OF '"DvE SUBDIvISIGN 
NORfOLK 55 
if" .,5 
~5 
55 
55 
55 
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." w 
• ANtA uF Adovt SUBDIVISIU~ 
NORFOLK '0 01 
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• ARoA u~ A80Vo SUBDIVISION 
NOtlFOLK '0 02 
'>0 02 
50 o. 
ft '"EA af A"OVE SUBDIVISIUN 
tvRFOLK ,1 01 
57 01 
'>7 01 
• 'W,A Of A~DVt SUBDIVISION 
l,At..J J- dltc,...t '.1 l-"F-C~M"'T I(j~" SVSTE:.MS 
( : (i'.J tJ 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA DATA SDURCEI U,S. G~OLO"ICAL SURVEY 
PRE SEN T LAN 0 USE B V C ENS U SOl V I S ION k!.F 13190-0002 
PAGe 11 AND a U B D I V I S ION 
p,I.~~fA CLASS 
13 
53 IS 
os IS 
50 01 Is 
56 02 IS 
57 01 IS 
15 
16 
.,~ 
2bO,7~ 
16 
II 
12 
15 
19 
53 
01 
II 
0 1, 
;q3 abb 
520.11 
11 
12 
61 
397.0B 
II 
12 
15 
553,09 
NO. OF OCCUR 
Pt.U IN SUtHHV: 
I 
2 
I 
I 
2 
1 
I 
I 
I 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
E~VIRUNM~NT CANADA 
Ak~A 
tACHS) 
3q.~"::J 
(! t Q 0 
1. ~.q 
O,t-H 
3,91 
.2~&ttiO 
59,91 
3'1.77 
lbM.~d 
13,01 
~j.90 
~7I,OO 
4'1,11 
308,B5 
B5.11 
3,10 
298.89 
Ida,22 
ob.U 
X p"I.,a. Of SUBuI v t AHEA 
1~.2 
101 
(; .. / 
0,3 
0,7 
1,t3 , b 
1(, .1 
",9 
aa.q 
~.3 
9,1 
90,b 
9,~ 
17,8 
21,U 
0,6 
~~rO 
3".0 
12,0 
C) C. 
l~ ;::. 
!",- (I~' 
C ,--, 
C' -L. 
tT; ~; 
.;D ,~_. 
C' " 
1---:;. '.-:. 
[: ;:'=. 
' '3-t-; t:) 
OATA 50URt~1 U,S. GEULO~ItAL Sv~~ty 
~ 
I 
\ .. r 
r\Ai~: StPT e ltl/73 PRESENT l. AND U • l a v CENSlJS D I v I S ION Rt~ .319000002 
,c l ~ t 11'30,00'1 
AND 5 U B 0 I V I SID N PAGE 12 
C E:./'4SlJ~ ClN~yS P.1.0~fA CI.ASS NO. 01' OCC~R A~f:.A % P ~ U. Of 
,dVI:)lUfi SUbDIV SION P~.'J IN SUbD v: (ACRtS) SUBD ~. ARf.A 
~, LotF OLK 57 02 II I 3!l3.~~ 71;),L.I 
57 02 12 ~8.qf:l 0.0 
'>7 02 15 2 c!H.l1 b •• 
~7 O~ I. I 1,;,t'll'i .1,1 
'>7 02 54 0,07 n t Ll 
57 02 01 c?8, 1 ! "," 
AHEA UF AHovE 5U~DIVISION 57 02 IS lll.l2 I! 58 
:;-
'O"FOI.' '>8 II 2 17" • .1 uti,7 N 
'" 
,8 12 3 8,,~q 2.5,d 
;8 I'> 1t1 .1tl £I.t 
58 I. 21,25 S.9 
56 19 b.3.2? 110 5 
o AREA Or AbOVE SUBDivISION 58 IS 361 01 ~ 
NURrO!." .,9 01 II II 197,37 !J2.5 
,~ 01 12 3 5,39 I , « 
,9 01 15 3 2b.bCl 7,1 
,9 01 I. 00,02 II , 8 
,9 01 19 101.76 27,1 
• AklA 01' AbOVl SUbDIV!SIUN ,,9 01 IS 375,72 
",UHF {it. I{ ,>9 02 II 3 39b,35 76.3 
'>9 02 12 66.QQ 17.b 
59 02 15 2 20 ,~3 ",I 
(I A"fE;.A uF .;Ovl SUODlvlSION 59 02 IS 50.010 
"n)H~ (lLK ,9 03 II 28b,70 61.61 
LA,,",) "IA.t._.'t:"t·~r .r'U~·p·'ATIlJ'~ 5't'SH:.HS E~VIRUNMtN1 CANACA D4TA SOURCEI U.S, GtOL(,ulCAL S~~ytY 
- ~----- -. ..: 
/ 
" 
CJ ~ 
\ 
..... 
DATE I 5~PT.)8/B p"E5~.r,T LAN 0 U 5 ~ ~ y C t ~ S IJ S D I V I 5 ION REF 13190-000cl seA!..t II~O.OOO 
AND 5 U B D I v I 5 ION PAG~ I.S 
CENSUS Cf. r·5US P'L~~fA CLASS NO, OF OCCUR, A~lA ~ P L U, OF DIvISION SUB[)/VISION PLU IN SUb01V, CACRlS) su~~d, AHtA 
,9 03 12 4 6,05 ?,S S9 03 15 I 13,08 5,7 
,9 03 Ib cla,07 0,9 ,9 03 I~ 18,70 ,,3 
* AREA OF ABOvt SU~DIVJ5ION 59 03 IS l51,a 
NORFOLK &0 II jQ I, 60 83,b 60 Ib ) 1,06 0,5 
&0 bl &5,7.S H>,) 
* ARtA Uf ABOVE SUBDIvISION 00 IS 408,0\ :; NURFOLK bl 1\ 3 500,00 02,1 N 
'" bl 12 3 206,03 25,~ 
hi 13 ~ 0,54 001 01 lb 2 ,,010 6,8 bl 54 0,54 001 01 b 1 4 a,,17 5,5 
• AREA O~ A~Ovt SUBDIvISION bl IS 81,,44 
NORFOLK 02 II 1 !H 0,,9 91.1 be 12 13,70 2,5 b2 I I 
.10,,5 ,,5 02 Ib 1 .8 £! 0,3 
b2 19 5 1,75 0,3 h2 5a 
.s 1,69 0,3 
• AREA UF ABuvE 5UHDIviSION oe. IS 'bO,.Io 
NORFOLK 03 II 2 b,47 1,1 
...... , _ ..... c." .............. "_,,, 
.'---, 
I 
~ .. _-_ .... -._ .. - ----- -- _ ... _ .. 
\.~. 
lAI.D MANAGEH~~T I~FORMATIUN SVSTtMS ENVIRON""NT CANADA DATA SOURCE. U,S, GEO~~GICAL 5UR'~V 
D~ Cl Se,pr.lti/7.S PRESl_r ~ • N 0 USE B Y C ENS U 8 o I V I S I U N ,.,t.~::'iqO·OOO2 sr'!...:, It~\l.OOII 
• N 0 SuB 0 I V I S ION PAGE 10 
Ct.f';SIIS CE~8US P, Ld~ fA Cl.A5S NO, OF OCCUR AR.A ~ P ~ U OF DIYI'I"" SUbDIVISION P!.U IN SUBOIV: (ACeeSI sueo ~.·AHEA 
bJ 12 3 leH,31 l~.q 
03 1J 3b;',51 bb." 
03 S4 2 O.a7 0,0 
• '1 til, uF /!uQvr. S:.JBO!VISION 0.1 IS 580,TO 
. L 'FOLK bO II I ij42,Qa ~11.7 00 12 I tl~.~7 
",' 
:<> bO 13 3 J.lY.8~ 0,1 I bO 1& 
.12.11 0,3 '" ~ o. Iq 30,83 
",2 00 
"1 9,0" 1,2 
00 5<1 
• 110,09 IS,e. ~ A~~A of A~OVf:. SUBOI~ISION &'1 IS 7 L1l c 92 
• ';~FtlLI( 05 01 11 3 194" b 83,,s 
05 01 5. 2 25,20 10,8 
.5 01 bt tl,~e 5,9 
• A".A UF ABOVl SUBDIVISION 
.5 01 18 232,% 
Nu~rOLK 05 02 11 205.35 bO," 
b5 02 12 I 35,8. 10,& 
&5 02 19 I 58, b/, 17 ,4 
05 02 50 8 3B,20 II,.! ~ A~tA of A~OVt SUMDIVl~IUN oS 02 IS 338,00 
'-4URf' OLlt 00 01 II 101,09 79,7 
bb 01 12 I 14. '1 2 8,1 
o' o 1 '1 2 i!l,td 12,2 
a AKEA uF A~OVZ SUMOlvlSI0~ bO 01 IS 177 n1 u 
I..A1>.o) MA·.A'",~""~''''T 1'I~OI.{"'ATIO~~ !:iv~rE:.,o.tS o'VIRUNMONT CANADA DATA SOU~CEI U,S, GEOLO,ICAL SU-VEY 
"C"_~'.~~_ ...... ..:... , 
." 
I 
\ 
" 
LA~O M~'A~~M~~T l~~OR~ATION 5YST~MS ENVIRONMENT CANADA DATA SOURCE I U,S, GEO~OGICAL SuRVEY 
DAT,~ I Sf:PTd,,173 P~ESE'T ~ • N D U 5 F- B Y CENSUS o I V I S ION ".F 131 90'000~ 
SCAL.E 1I':1u,(I(;0 
AND 5 U B 0 I V I 5 ION PAGE. 15 
Cf:.~.5LJS Cf.'SuS P'~il~fA C~ASS NO OF OC§UR .H.A ~ P I'~ OF l)IvJ!tl;;·, SU&OIV1SION PLUtIN SUU lV: (ACRES) SUb& V.' AHE.A 
",u~FOl.1\ bb o. II 3 a85,Qa 71,8 
bb 02 12 I 38.01'! 9," 
bb 02 Ib 27.22 b,~ 
bb 02 19 I jn.~l 5,9 
bb 02 .1 3 ~i."\J ;,7 
* AklA uf AdOV. SU~DI'ISION bb O~ IS 397,00 
Pf" NO"FOLK bb 03 I I 20.5,';" 1jl~ 
N bO 03 I. 2 .so,.:!';) 9," ~§ " bb 03 10 c~ ,"q 1 5,9 
"cJO bb 03 54 4'1,27 11.'1 O~ 
bb 03 .1 Ot LS 0,0 gg:; 
• AHt. OF A~OVf. SU~DIVISION •• 03 IS 307,10 to '<J 
I'iURFfJ~1t •• otl 11 109,>4 7b,! ,~ bb 04 12 I 20,<j'b H,4 
bb 04 lb 1 O,IJ 0,1 ,lJ'iI 
bb 04 ,. l 37,bO 15,t ~.~ 
• A .. ~A (If AdOVE SUBDIVISION o. 04 IS <40,02 
NORFOLK bb 05 11 4 38,,47 btl.b 
bb 05 12 2 IOb,40 17,8 
ub 05 41 I 4,38 0,7 
bb 05 54 3 luo,I4 ib,S 
4RE:. A Ur AaOVE. SU80lVISION ob 05 IS SQb.tI(l 
,UHFrlLK bb Ob 11 l 314,03 bS.Q 
.b Db 12 ~ 1.54.8:; 23,b 
L4'''J "'_A'i·(-_"1t~.T I',r-(;Q~!ATION S"STC.MS E~VIRONMt~T CANADA DATA SOURCEl U,S, GtOLC~lCA~ ~u~VEY 
I 
" 
, 
L "t~ 
> 1 
,." 
co 
PA~AG~~t~T INfORMATION 5VSTlMS i'~;:rlONMENT CANADA DATA SOURCE' U,S, GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
I PEr StPT.16113 
S·#t.LE J :5u,000 
Cl:.fIISUS 
DIvISIuN CE~SU8 SU8DIvISION 
bb Db 
bo Db 
bb 0& 
&b Db 
* :~~A O~ AdOV~ SUBDIVISION 
NOl-iFOLI\ bb 07 
.b 07 
&b 07 
b. 07 
bb 07 
bb 07 
&b 07 
o "REA U' A~OVE SUBDIVISION 
NOR'OI." 
.1 
&1 
&7 
&7 
&1 
.7 
07 
&7 
07 
67 
b7 
• "~EA of A"UvE SUeurvISION 
PRE SEN T LAN 0 U 8 E 6 Y C ENS U 5 0 1 V! 5 10. 
p'~&~f4 CI.ASS 
19 
ql 
S4 
01 
00 0& 18 571,.3 
II 
12 
1, 
19 
41 
54 
01 
00 07 18 bOl,87 
11 
1\ 
12 
I~ 
10 
19 
20 
21 
41 
52 
Sa 
"7 IS 1894.75 
AND 8 U 8 0 I V I SID N 
NO, OF OCCUR, 
PLU IN 8U~OIV, 
2 
I 
2 
2 
3 
2 
I 
3 
2 
J 
4 
3 
2 
a 
4 
a 
2 
3 
4~b~ (ALkt&1 
.$,O.s 
'so,Oo 
lb,!:JH 
o.q~ 
350,b5 
82,b' 
1,01 
0,81 
103,33 
47,36 
I., II 
1, t'6 
105,2& 
81,Qb 
571,b4 
201,b~ 
3b 1,41 
11,94 
105,23 
209,09 
iO,2l 
1~3,47 
~ P~'.,U, OF SlJt$ h. A~t.A 
D,S 
b,3 
i,9 
1,2 
58,3 
13,7 
0,2 
0,1 
17 fa 
7,9 
2,7 
0,1 
5,. 
a,. 
30,2 
lO.b 
19, I 
0,9 
S,O 
14,2 
I , I 
8,1 
_._" ..... ~.-.L,~_. ~__ __ ..... ",'-....... 
HEF,3190_0002 
PAliE Ib 
, 
I 
i 
~ 
l 
I 
~A~D MA"boMoNT I'FORHATION SYSTEMS ENVIRONMtNT CANADA DATA SOURCE I U,S, GEO"G"lCA" SUR>EV 
OATtl SoPT,l~/73 PRESti,...T ~ AND USE B V C-ENSUS o I V I S I a ~ HEF13190·0002 
SCALE 11~O,OOIl A N 0 SUB D I v I S ION PAGE \1 
Ct,NSU!:i CE~~SUS P,I.O~'A C~ASS NO OF OCCUR AHt A );; P~ltlJ. oJ. DIIJI~Iu·'" SUtW!YISIOfli PL.U'IN SL1tWIV: CACKtS, 5ubl v. AJ.lt.A 
NIl"FO"' .8 11 2 70,2', 1~.~ 
b8 II Ibl,b! L4c:',3 
b8 12 2 42,1., 11 t 1 
::- 08 16 I 2b,/;'t 1,0 
N 
'" 
06 20 ~l.q~ ,,7 
08 21 q Llb,55 Ie 01 
08 41 12,Hh 3,q 
• AREA uF A~OVo SUBDIVISION 68 IS 3821)"8 
~O~Fr.t..K b9 01 11 - 75,60 7,3 
oQ 01 11 
" 
222,07 21,5 
b9 01 12 5 
"" 1013 "2." 
69 01 15 5 "8.b4 ".7 
69 01 1& I .!tJ.oo 3,3 
&9 01 19 3 "'1.75 q,O 
6. 01 21 2 178,29 17, I 
A"EA uF AUOVE SUijuIVISION &9 o I IS 10.1,5. 
"JRFOLK 09 02 61' 47,6" ",b 
b9 02 II 2 331,20 tI~.8 
6. 02 12 bt.l .. Oq 8,9 
o. 02 IS • qq.,,~ 1301 
~ . 02 10 _'2,11 4.4 
• b9 02 19 3 ~2.7b 7.3 
09 v2 21 2 79.01 10,9 
0" 02 ,4 2 21,52 3.0 
• ,'j:"A i.lF ,~ti{)vE SLl4Drd,~Ili~ 69 02 IS 125.05 
---"~"~ .......... "-."-'--.. ...... "",. -~- ... --~---... -_. .-... -.-.----~-~-
r <..I "~_, ___ --'_0. _____ ~ 
"--.-,,--~- "-~ ..~. ~~- -"-- •.. ".'-~~~~ 
,. 
I _.~. __ ... ' 
'1 
LA~D .MA'AG~"t·.T j..FORMATION SVSnMS 
ilA."t1Sf:PT.lo/73 
iC t,.f:. lt~O,oOo 
I 
I CE'~SUS Cf~SUS 
I 01 v I::i I U'., SUdDIVISION 
I 
~ OF-tfoOL,.K 10 01 
70 01 
10 01 
>, 70 01 
'~, ! W 70 01 0 
• IH'A Of AMOVE SU8DIVISION 70 01 
N'JI-;FOLK 70 02 
70 02 
70 02 
. 
70 Q2 
'-I 70 02 
70 02 
AREA OF AdOVE SUBDIVISION 70 Oil 
I'OiiTSMUIJTM 101 
101 
101 
101 
I 0 I 
• AHtA Of laOVE SUBDIvISION 101 
POHTSMUV'M 102 
102 
loa 
Q ~~tA of. A~OV~ SU~DlvISlUN 102 
P.,~l~~\l·,·r'"1 103 
. ' 
.-_ .. --... ---_._--
<NVIRONMENT CANADA DATA SOURCEI U,S, GEOLL.ICAL SURVEY 
PRESENT LAN 0 U 5 E B Y C ENS U 5 D I v 1 5 ION RIoF 13190-0002 
A r; a SUB 0 I V I 5 ION PAGE 18 
P,L6~fA CLASS NO OF OCCUR, ~~I" ~ P,L,ll, OF PLU'!N SU801V, (0\(;'-t5) SUb'II'l, ARlA 
II 
" 
61, lJ b 25," 
12 U 8'J,ue:, 25,0 
!3 
" 
Id~ 0',3 
19 I 1"9,~a "0,, ~ 
5. I "7,41 la,a 
IS 370,87 
II 1 S~~, 51 67." 
12 2 58,41 7,5 
13 I 0,13 0,0 
I~ I ~O,Sl 2,b 
19 I ,,".19 ,,7 
S4 a 130,H 1&,8 
15 778,11> 
II :5 34,9" 4,8 
12 1 33,8& 4,7 
15 1 315,&1 43.7 
19 19,10 2.1 
54 I 318,1& ,,4.1 
15 722,67 
II I 2010.5<; 51,5 
I" I 24,B~ &,2 
,ij 2 1&9,50 .a,3 
IS "00,9. 
II I 306t'~,b ba.3 
I 
r 
I 
I 
L 
• 
.",~--.-----------~.-------------.--- .. ---~ 
'., ~ 
, ....... _._._~ ..... w.:.>,_~.'---_>_/.~. 
......... ..... __ • ....... .. ...... __ .... , .. _ ..... _ .. ~... . .... _.J ~_":.. ____ • __ .• "::::"""""'L _______ ~ ____ ..... ",,"_~ 
... 'w-
f 
I 
t 
I 
i 
I 
I 
.j 
f'-', 
" 
LI~O MI,.GL8tNT InFUHMATION,SYSTEMS 
DATtl SLPt,15/73 
SCALf. II~O/OOO 
C~NStlS CE:"'SliS DIVlf}lU~ 5UdDIVl510N 
103 
105 
103 
:r> 
• ARt A UF A~OYE SUBDIVISION I 
w 
I-' PURTS>lOUTIi IOU 
IOU 
IOU 
104 
• AREA OF A~OVE SU~UIVISION 
PORTO"'OV1H lOS 
105 
105 
105 
• AREA UF ASOvt SUBDIVISION 
PURTS~OUT" lOb 
lOb 
lOb 
lOb 
lOb 
ARtA u~ A~Ovt SUBDIvISION 
Clll~TS'10uT'1 107 
107 
107 
107 
~«) 
105 
IOU 
105 
lOb 
, 
~ : 
, 
, , : , ' " 
"--
ENV!HONM~NT CANADA DATA SOURCE I U,5, GtOLDblCAL SUkV~Y 
PRESENT LAN 0 USE 8" C ~ N SUS D 1 v I 5 ION HIF13190-0002 
A N U SUB 0 I V I S ION PAGt 19 
P.LO~f4 CLASS NO OF OCCUR AH~A ~ P&~.ll. ut PLU'IN SUdOIV: (ACk~SI SUt:! v. A~ A 
12 I 0,13 0,0 
Ib I b2,ol;1 12,7 
54 2 1~3.71 .a':J,U 
IS U9;,06 
11 20r:,.b~ ~u.o 
12 1 1".57 3,5 
Ib 3 2.1& 0,5 ~i 54 I ltS8.9b 4b.D !:ttgJ 
15 4 II, 20 &#?-
II 3 77,59 32:.b :@ 12 a 153,ua bU,; 
15 2 O,bl 0,.3 Il 1& I ~,3u a,7 -.-.-.-,,~ 237,90 ,I .. 
11 I 19b,93 b3,O 
I" t. 2 4,16 1.5 
15 2 41,65 13,3 
19 1 2,5b 0,8 
;U 2 &7,12 21,5 
IS 312,42 
II 1 12:;,41 03.3 
12 I 0,54 0,3 
Ib 3.tl4 1.7 
19 2 t:..b .. ll c~.3 
~ 
'"I"; 
"-
j ,:::._? _ ~~~~ 3& __ ._w&-'_ ....... 
i' 
I 
\ 
r l, 
LA~D MANAGEM~:_T I~FOR~ATIO~ SYSTEMS 
DATtl StPI,18113 
SCALt II;Q,OOO 
Ct:r .. ':;IIS 
Ollll;:,h.'1j CE~~SuS 5IJ"OIVI5ID~ 
107 
OMEA u~ AdOV! SUBDIVISION 107 
~ 
w 
N 
,'., 
fO~ISHOUTH lOB 
lOB 
108 
* A',A Of '~OVE SU8DIVISION 
PL'tTSP10uTrl !Oq 
1£J'; 
109 
109 
109 
• AfEA OF ArlOV. SuBDIvISION 
PO''! SMOUTH 110 
110 
110 
110 
110 
110 
* AREA O~ laOVE SUBDIvISiON 
PURTS"10UT~ , III 
III 
III 
~ ~~tA uf ~~Ovt Su~~lVISIU~ 
r ." T!" \\l. _ r·1 Iia 
t) 
''''''~.''''''''"",,"h'''": 
lOB 
109 
110 
; II 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA DATA SOURCEr U,S, GEOLOGICAL SUNvty 
PRE S tNT LAN 0 USE Bye E N 5 U SOl V I S ION 
P,L~~fA CLASS 
~o 
15 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
t--·"'-
. ~ '." ,- ,,-,'0-.',-
-, 
19B,21 
II 
10 
;4 
2bb,BO 
II 
12 
16 
19 
54 
22/).95 
II 
12 
19 
10 
19 
54 
IB7,50 
II 
12 
15 
90,21 
II 
'. 
• NOS U a 0 I V I SID N 
NO. OF' OCCUR. ARLA % p~~.IJ, OF PLU l~ SUBOIV, CACHt.~l Sub \I. At(~A 
I li,bd h,4 
I lr..~1j ",b 
I 91 t 7~ 3n',b 
2 1;0,11 ~i:\.8 
2 b5,co a",7 
I 12,bB 5,. 
2 b,34 2,8 
I ~0.5b 13,; 
I 112,15 09,0 
2 4B,04 2;,0 
I 00,05 52,0 
I 3,bO 1,9, 
I 09,52 2b,4 
I 1,:;5 0,7 
I 20,90 13,3 
I 79,42 ij8,O 
I s,33 5,9 
I 5,~7 b,l 
I a,ij I 7,; 
c 
---,"--",.- ..... 
'~, I ~ 
~~F 1>190-0002 
PAGE 20 
~ 
I 
" 
, 
I 
~ 
( 
, " , , (-) (.1 
LAND HA~lG"'ENT l~FOR~ATION SYSTEMS 
OA'OI SEPt,Io/T3 
SCtl,.f. J :~J,OIJO 
CE "'~tJ5 CEhlSlJS 1l1vl:;,lu·~ SU~OIVISIQN 
112 
112 
112 
ij> • AREA UF A~OVe SUBDivISION 
W POkTS,.,OUTr1 113 w 
113 
113 
• A"tA 0' AdOVE SUijUI,1510N 
PORTS~OU1" 114 
114 
114 
114 
• AREA UF '"OVE SUbDIvISION 
PORTSMOUTH 115 
115 
115 
• AREA uF AbOVE SU80IvISION 
PUFiTSf"IOUTH lib 
11& 
lib 
lib 
11& 
~/.It: A I.IF A",UV~ StlHDlvISluN 
• ;~TS"'O' Y'I 117 
" 
112 
113 
114 
115 
lib 
.;~-. 
, , 
c ( ') () () () (; (0) t:-) 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA DATA SOURCE. U,5, G~O~r.GICA~ SURYoV 
PRoSENT ~ AND USE o V CaN 5 U S o I v I SID N REF13190-000a 
AND 5 U B D I V I 9 ION PAGe 21 
P'~O~IA CLASS NO, OF OttYH. AU~A ~ P Y l! 0' P~U I" SU~U V, CACwt.SI 5UU~ ~ .. ·AHt:A 
12 q.t. lie 6.s,'J 
IS 1 O.(.lu 1;.2 
19 I 9.l,I~ 0," 
IS 111,93 
II i! 41,1 U al.~ 
Ii! 4 111.9q ~1.q 
IS 2 ~.s,71 ~q.~ 
19 21B,81 
II i! 153,71 &1,2 
12 
" 
33,20 13,b 
15 I O,h8 0,4 
1& I 55,&0 C=2,6 
19 243,39 
II i! 124,10 42,3 
12 2 Ib9,37 57,& 
1& 2 O,a7 0,1 
IS 293,67 
11 i! 571,42 75,0 
Il 3 &4,25 6,3 
15 10 1,21 0,2 
~4 I 9?,Bb 13,0 
b1 1 21,20 3,5 
IS 7&9,67 
11 4 4! 1,52 71,7 
k "~"',,, ~. ._.'" -'~""""-.• -~-~ ~.~~ __ . . ~_ ........ h., __ ~~.~._._ _ .. ,_~~._".:i... ,_~, __ ~, __ ._ ,_<J~~~ ___ _ ~"""",~""",,,_~~~_~,,"",---,~ • _Jl. _____ '" 
i 
~ 
I 
f-
LANO "'A!'.AG!:.~~i~T tNFORMArl0~ SYSTtHS oNVI"ONHENT CANADA OArA SOURCE I U,S, GEO~b";tAL SURVEY 
OATEI S~'T,I./73 PRESENT ~ AND U S I: B Y CENSUS o I V I SID N R~FI3190·0002 
SC'~t J 1:'1), It t) 'J AND SUB D I V I SID N PAGE 22 
(ONSUS Cl: '~~us P'~O~fA C~ASS NO OF OCCUR ARLA X P~~.LJr Or-UIVI!:rhlt-j SUdUIVISION P~U'!N SUBOIV: (ACRlS) SlJ~lJ v, ARE A 
117 1< 3 29.5b ~01 
117 15 Z 127,,>, 2~.1 
\17 19 1 h,Ol 1 • f..o 
:r- 'OEA Of ,.oot SUHDI_ISION I 117 IS 51O,ij3 , W PU~TSII·01JfH liB 11 3 .~i?,9U 7~.U 
\ 
..,. 
118 I. 2r~ t b~ ",9 
11 B IS 3 J",l, 10,3 
118 ijl lo.~7 ~, 0 
• A~iA O~ A~OVE SU~UIV1510N liB 15 333,b2 
U'HQS'"'OUr'" ". 11 I Z79,,,0 " 1 • b 
.. - U 1 O,Bl 0,3 " . 
IIQ 19 1 cU,Oq 7,9 
• ,h" UF ABOVE SUBDIVISION 119 IS 304,10 -----
P'}' T!iMOlJTH 1.0 II 1 157,U7 70,0 
120 IS I 17 ,~l 9,8 
leO Ib I 25,b5 IU,2 
A"" uf AoOUi:. SU~OluISloN 120 IS IBO,92 
PUf.lTSMOulH 121 11 2 217,u, B,,2 
121 12 1~,q9 b,3 
121 I'> lb,ab b,a 
III lb 2 ,,53 2,2 
* ' .... I:A lJf ~MOVt SUrlOlvl~lON 121 15 255,21 
i-' "TS1(l'Jltl 122 11 b bl,21 5,1 
1~2 15 I J':)/.~~~ 71,0 
;( ~ 
~., ... " b~:_~~"_.~_~ ~ __ ,,"_"_ ~._<."~_~~,_,_~>~~._. __ . _~_,_.~~_~~_. __ _ 
~ 
.-..."..--,.--.......-. __ ~.~_~ __ .~ .... __ ..J ___ ~ _____ _ 
__.~_ .. _. J.,,~~"'--'~.~--= . .,... .... _, __ ,- .. _" ... ,,,, 
~. , 
\1 
j 
! 
': I 
, I 
! 
I 
! 
J> \ 
:'1 
Ii 
ti 
f 1 
\1 
':-, ! 
~: 
~ t (-
?",', 
! 
~ 
.,-,,'C
r
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b1 I 3,a r, 0.2 
o~ 15 S9Sb.8t5 
I I 3 b23,08 5.,2 
Ie 3 1~8.q'7' 8,7 
Ib 2 bO 1,19 33.0 
19 2 113,20 b,2 
.1 1 57,2\ 2,0 
'>. 3 ,u7,OI 13,b 
b2 40.9Q ,,3 
O!; IS IB21 .... ;n 
11 I" 3B.,<ll \2,9 
12 
" 
103.,9 3,5 
13 1 .19,03 1,3 
ENVIRONM~NT CANAOA UIT' ~UUkCtl U,5, GtOLl"IL"L lu •• ty 
.r 
. ~ ~ ':r; .~.' ~. __ . ___ <=<'_~--",",-,_"_~-,,, ._-> __ •••• ~ ... ....o...-~~_,~lt ••. ,~ < __ ._~,. 
'W ~~'"" ____________________ .~:-______ '"' 
.. -. -
1WWe:cta J 1til,.,o ",:" -;j,;.,-- • 10, 1..... I' .... 
",." ,.", =<~'m . r: , . ~, 
' . 'It W .. ,.. .' 
. \''''';-'''':'''1'' '-."." 
c c G o 
L~NO M~.A~t"~'T INfORMATION '~STEMS ENVIRON"ENT CANADA OATl 50URtti U,S, r.tOLt,GltAL SUAVH 
OAn.1 S'f:. P T.18/'1 PRE SEN T LAN D USE B , C EN' U S I) I V I S ION 0, n 3J 90-00U SCA~E 1150.000 
A. N D SUB DIY I S ION PAG~ 1. 
n-SliS eENSl'S P,LOXh CLASS NO Uf DCCyR 'Ii~' I p~~,u, Of D I" i S 1 U'l SIJ~OIV1SIUN PLU'IN aU81l V: (AeRts ) SUb v. 'tfl:.. 21. 04 15 I lC,q.'H~ ~,7 21. o. Ib I I.ri'l (0. 1 
no 00 17 I ".!v 0,1 il ?IO o. 19 J II~, 71 ",~ 214 o. 21 I e49, J7 C 1,8 I~ 214 o. 41 5 Il4.",1d "'1,1 I> I 21. o. 42 US,I~ 
',5 ~;: ... '" 21. o. ,3 3 14,.3" 1,5 ~: ~ .UE_ u, A~O~t SUHDIVlSlb~ ll4 o. IS igel,oo CI"I!S·AI-"E AI\t 215 01 II 3 2~~,.~~ -~" J 215 01 IS I Il~.,11 ~,7 215 01 I. l .e,as I,D ll~ 01 11 1 Z&!l.lft ~-., .. ll5 01 I' I Ilo,at 2,. 215 01 ~I • ZOll,19 M,,' lIS 01 
.1 
• 1.8lJ,7J 37,1 l15 0'\ s. I !ob,." I, t! 215 01 bl a 104,)i! 3, • 
• '.EA OF AbOVE SUWDIVISION lll> 01 IS .831,01 
r,.f.S-APE .&~E ll5 Ol II l G'b,7J I;i!, J 21~ 02 10 I Ib,a7 
-0,5 ~15 Ol 17 J 4U7,8!) Il,r ~I~ Ol 19 I JO,l. 0,9 ~15 02 21 5 UQ.,9. j9,? 
LA.~·t .. 101 .. ' ~\.·E:~'t,<Ji 1"IFOWMATIO'.i 5YSfI:,M'S ENVIRONMENT CAN.D~ OAT. SOURCE I U,S, GlOLU ;ICAL SU"vtf 
-;;~""-;;4;-'fil:.:i.,.a..;t,1~Y~~"'C. , •• ",;\,;W.,.u:",ill,l.,t. 
c:[ 
! 
r 
I 
I 
I 
' . 
r~~-
- ".-.. ----~-.-
I \i 
I I 
f 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
'-1<" 
.~."'. 
Ll,IIiD ~I .t llE"1l·4T I-jfoOkMATIO'lol SVSTE.lo\5 
l· ~ T~. I St:PT.1'"IT3 
!:CAt t. 1I!:10,o"0 
tl~.Sli:i CE,\SlIS 
tlvlblu r, SU~Ulvl'ION 
215 Ol 
liS 02 
215 02 
£~VIRONMENT CANAOA 041A SOURCE. U,S, GfOLuulC'L SUMvl¥ 
p ~ ESE N T L' N 0 U 8 E 8 Y C ENS U SOl VIS ION 
P,LO~fA CLASS. 
41 
~4 
bl 
AND S U 8 D 1 V I S I U N 
NO, OF OCCUR, AR£A 
PLU IN SU80lV, (ACWtSl 
7 IQI;,2~ 
I c,JU.2Y 
5 ~1.b7 
_ P \ \J Of SUb~ ~,'AHEA 
.s0,0 
2,1 
1 ,Il 
REf 13190-0002 
PAGl 31 
* A~~~ OF AtiOV~ SU~DlvISlUN 21'> 02 13 3385,53 
II 
~ 
en 
0 
c:. .. ~ ~1A"'t.AI\~ 21b 
21b 
21b 
21b 
21b 
21b 
21b 
21b 
~l. 
~ A"tA of ABOVE SUeOlvI510N 
VA, htAt'"' 400 
400 
400 
4QO 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
"00 
210 
_ AwtA op 4~OVe SU~OI~l~luN ijOO 
l.A".'- 111\,.1\ .!:. ... f .... T !~.Ft'R""ATIO·, S"'STt.~'S 
... 
,." .,~"~,,,-., 
. 
, . 
IS 
15 
12 
10 
19 
21 
41 
42 
54 
bl 
H19,3! 
, I 
Il 
15 
Ib 
19 
21 
41 
~2 
54 
74 
24n,43 
tNvIRONMENT CANADA 
S 7t..l,'l ij.i 
I l.~o 0,1 
3 ~.,.a,1.!- 1,8 
3 .Ho.l.ii lO.\) 
5 d,;)5,SQ In.'' 
b ~j'l.,Sj ~o,7 
I 59,32 I , .I 
b 20Q.'Ib 8,0 
Z 10.25 I , Q ._. --_. __ . 
4 '2,b2 1,3 
I 'fO,b'l 3,1 
j Ib, .17 0,1 
2 1338,9& ~~.l 
3 ~45,31 9,a 
I 10,24 Q,4 
7 199,'>4 8,1 
I l1,Oi 2,9 
15 4ba,31 18.' 
I i t 4S 0, I 
D~lA SOtHfCEI \J,S, f.EOI,.I·jItAL StJ1t'lE.Y 
/ 
I 
_I _ 
'--
.. ..: ._;, ";~_·~~-",.",_",,,,,~~,,,.;a,.b. __ .b.:,"'-""'- ,;h. ~~_". ~_.~<;~."--,~"~~",,,,",,,, ....... ,.~_.l.11:;;""'-''''''''',~.~. '; »Iso .. ;i· ft'r· w# "k'~MH"·.· ............ ' •.•• , .... ,.. e:., ........... ' •.• t ... ·.. '.it ... til~"'.: ~-;m .. 5ii1i··oiitli.·.·.tii#ii'.lio.,Mre~··ii'b .. "t.,,: 'IIitkii'~m" 1.;'.' iiilit~~·~·ii·i#tllil· "'~"·~>~fii··~n~-t~rilztiii#~·lyil·lIIiIIIlliil· ~iI1I '
r~-~~' 
1"" .. .,. 
"'" 
~, 
LA~;U ~A",!;G~"'t"T l~IFOR~ATION SYSTtMS 
(JAH: SEPI,lt'/73 
::'CAlE. 11~l,,(j(,O 
Ct f,~!l!i Cr. '~suS 
I.dvl.:d\;'· S!JbDllllSION 
V:'. tirA(.1'1 ool 
002 
002 
oul 
"02 
ij02 
~, 002 , 
VI 
f-' 1f AI. E. A l,r AdOVE su6DI,ISION .02 
\I to t ~"_AL"" "0" 
"("l4 
00" 
ouo 
000 
"0" 
40" 
00. 
f~tA ll~ AHOYE. SUdUl~lSION 00. 
"AI rtAt'"' 00& 
00. 
.Ob 
1J()a 
uOb 
"Ob 
0O" 
LU~'l 1<\ .:.'. !:: ... 1 I jFU~"'AT I('l'~ SYSTE:~'S 
• _.,<-. ' .... )"'i :'.'-liW.....,,..,..8'-. ,...:, ... , .. ....:",·c" •. ,""', .. '. , 
>'1"'" 
,~",,""< _,"""~:_, -":(.-"'r,~,_~.;-~",,,"'~,!-,{I';1,,-:,.-<":-"'fO):'K"'-,,,,,,,:~ -'''f:r'':'-r,-.~''''~ ~ 
, 
, 
oNVIRONMENT CANADA 
. , 4' ~ Itt 
DATA SOU~CEI U,S, GfOLnG!CAL SURVEY 
PHESENT LAN 0 USE 8 Y C ENS U 5 o 1 V I S ION REf 13190_0002 
PAGE 38 
AND 5 U 8 D 1 V I SID N 
P ,LO'.I! A CLASS NO Of OCCyR AHEA % P~~.u, OF PL.-UIIN SUliD v: (ACH~SI SUM V, AREA 
II " 
188,40 l~.l 
12 J ~1.0'" ",I 
1& 3 1i!.l.I~ ~,q 
19 7 3b U ,1'( ~ .. " 
21 3 Jolj" • i:!~ .il.! 
" I i 
IH , •• 11.1 
S. 3 .sq,71 1,2 
IS 1257,.1 
11 4 l~i;itOb 1 .... 9 
12 1 37,b9 I, & 
10 li 5.1,79 2,2 
17 2 10,39 0,. 
19 I 49,91 ? ,I 
21 5 lI~e,05 46,2 
01 5 590,90 i!4,b 
S3 145,94 b ,I 
IS 2.05,48 
11 259,13 30,0 
12 i 5S,8b 7,0 
IS Z 11,81 I" 
10 1 50,11 b,3 
17 2.1,7. .I,D 
19 Z 7,liS 0,9 
21 8 158.b8 17.4 
ENVIRU,MENT CANADA UATA SOURC~I U,S, GlOL~.ICAL 8UHVtY 
.. 
~--
i 
.;,_, __ ~ ,_,,.f_,,, J"","., __ , ~c, _;;,,~", ,;" ...... ,,~,;..., ... <.~""';.!."'*~.;,.-""~"":<,,:~.3.,;,~ 
/ 
~, __ .£;. "-" • ...-"--"' ... =~J.~..:..;;~ __ .I1_.~; .... ,:~'"'-_u, -',~""""'._, ....... ~{;. __ '-'-,,-'-" ,"'..."..~·.;;.;.i.~~~-,tili dlilliiYffi 1" I); t)' iN' :!itt' H j' .'d' . NY) 5d :'f,r.--afikihifte "t g" ' •. ,de '1M )' e&:5 -;;t(#:'( tdvtU' 'f fret 
r 
\ 
'--
, 
l 
1· i: 
~ , 
~. 
I 
f 
, 
j 
q 
I 
I r 
., 
~A'D ".,.~t·t., I.Fu •• 'TIO' SYSTEMS 
:;-
lft 
N 
VAT·, SEpr.I~·11j 
SCI.I 1r~O,O-\11 
~Cf.SuS 
·)Ivl.)lUf. Ct'sus Su~uIVISION 
~~~ 
"O~ 
I, 0" 
• t~~A IJf ~~OYl su~otvlSIO~ 
\ A. ttt:.-.t; ... "08 
~08 
~O8 
"06 
"06 
"08 
"08 
<108 
, 
I ... " .. ul" ~.OYF SUeUlvlslON 
'lA, fH.ACH "10 
"10 
~10 
"10 
"10 
~IO 
"10 
"10 
"10 
• ,hd:.. I..lt A~OVE 5UdDIVISIUN 
VA, re.",,,, "12 
L&~iJ ~A·.AGE~~" I'FUk"ATrO~ 5~5rlMS 
~ 
_ ... w:"~:;\:~~~-'-·~"~#~"'" 
_Db 
"00 
~IO 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
.. OATA SOURCH U.5, GlOLvulC4L 5UNVtr 
P H t SEN T LAN 0 U 8 £ B' C E N 9 U 5 0 I V I 5 I 0 ~ NHI3I'10.000i! 
AND S U 801 V I S ION PA~E 
P.LOU, CLASS NO, OF OCCUR, A A PLU IN 8USOIV, 
IS 
11 
IS 
" r. 
41 5 
55 
75 
794,48 
II 
U 
10 
19 
il 
i!i! 
"\ 
~" 
100l,i9 
II 
Ii! 
15 
I~ 
19 
21 
Z2 
~I 
54 
1~"O,5. 
II 
tovlRUNMENT CANADA 
I 
8 
] 
2 
l 
6 
I 
3 
I 
• 
1 
2 
I 
] 
1 
I 
] 
AHll ¥ P l U OF (At~ESl sueO ;,' AhE. 
11~,6. cc!.e. 
i3.7, i,O 
bb,let 6,1 
5H .~I ~5.0 
ii.9.! 5.5 
IS,lea 1.6 
1 tI •. t5~ 7, ., 
200,01.1 cO.O 
~Z,O" l.Z 
117.45 11,7 
1,08 0,1 
UJ,06 60,. 
Z67,Ol 17,5 
1~,9Z I,D 
ZB,Z6 I,e 
7",11 ".9. 
58,49 l,e 
6;;!.O5 •• 0 
33.35 2.Z 
~6.JO ".3 
86J,89 QY.!3 
DoT. SOUNCEI U.S, GtOLL.l~'L 5U.v~¥ 
39 
.~..,..o; 
L 
, 
--7 -.. _--' 
. _ ___ oi....,._.""""'-,j .. ~~~......." "',~_,. :ii:_.~._ c. ". _,~"",~,,_,,_~,~"O,.~~. ,"",,~.~,_~~ ..... ,~-i . lei» iir ''b z ';,j,;"'- """'it~·~'·~u~'~""'rl\:!~7y~'~d~·"'''''~· ~'~'~if~· ~';i'~. ·~d'·,"',.iiiIi~· ~·~f ... ·~1~/;~ielit6~··'!.'IIii·Mrlm~tiillillil1ll~'tlirill'niirtli--'z.tiitii.' p~·illrz.·~'~?~¥i·iI'.· .,rliil ltflil··llit.,.' iiSI·"riltllll'lIfil"" 
~~ . 
. . 
.., 
'" 
c c 
! 
L.A~O /'Ii. .1l;t-"'Ir"'1 l~FD"''''ATION SVSH,MS tNVIRONMENT CANADA DATA SOU~CEI U,S, GtO~vuICA~ SUH,EV 
( ... ATt.: Sc.PI.l'1/73 PRESENT ~ AND USE B Y C E N 8 U 8 o I V I S ION kEFIH9g-000Z 
seA" 111):'-,0:IU PAGE QO A N 0 5 U 8 0 I V I 5 ION 
C!::. ... .-.,~j~ CE:.I~SllS P ,lO~ fA CI.AS8 NO, OF OCCUR, Ak.A X POI,D, of 
l'I Ii l::d L':. SU~OIviSION PI.U IN SU~UIV, (ACkoS) SUb V. Akt.. 
"12 12 3 c!b.;U 1.S 
QI2 15 I lb.31 ",0 
412 Ib 3 So:,.1~ .s,2 
ql~ 19 I li,DO I,! t 7 
412 21 b I~O,O\ 10. Ii 
l' 
"12 ~I Q ij~O. f-~ ~,,>,d V1 
w 
"12 ~; 2 13il,H! '.~ 
• AIi!:A '_,F ~~OVe SUROlvISlO~ "12 IS 17"S,ZI ~o 
VA, ~:.AL'"' "Iq 11 2 1~"1'~~ &ll.b ~~ 
"lq 12 i! lb,QQ 0,9 !~ "I" t'> I lt lD 0,2 
"I. I. I 7.01 O,Q 
.1. 21 5 b02.81.l H,2 ~;: 
"lq /jl 2 139, oj 1,7 ~5B 
"I. 53 lo,90 1,'> ~5J 
"I. ~q 2 200,55 1&1,14 
"Iq 01 1 <,Q9 0,1 
• t .. E. uf •• OVE SUBDivISION "I" IS 1813,93 
I,.A. bI:.At.,H "I. II 3 i!00,25 li,2 
"10 I" I 9 t 8l.1 g,9 
"I. 1. 2 2~,OY 2,2 
"10 19 1 ".24 0,8 
"10 21 i! ij l18,58 "0,0 
"Ib n 3 ;S,17 0,3 
LA~" MA·.~ .• l't'.T ·.fUJ,"~ATICt.< S'1'SrE"'S tN, IRONMENT CANADA DATA SOURCEI U,S, GEOl",IC11. SUUVEV I 
r 
, .• __ ,>._,,--,,_~·.,-~,,,,,·",,.;,,,-,,,._._,,,,,_._,',,~.",-~·u"""~~~~"""""'"1"'""'-.. -... .... -~,;:';'O";d.,,"""'..J.!i;.~~..::._ .... --">II>I.l 
, " ........................................... ·iIOI· .. •.... \I;\·iIo· ... • .. · ", •• ",. .• 'iIi'ii·"lIIiiil·I/I'''II'''illlii2'iIII'''i1*lIdlil'dlil'lit".'iIH'ilI'ii-iIfiCil'iIiI"+illllilitfill'I'~[:iiFAiii'~' *1· •. iII"'~·iI!tiil!iilR'.'·5iii-"TI·IIi{'lIrj"*'I1IiiI·dlll. ",~~~~--..:~ .......... _"*"m),4bdi"",.",",'L"""~,.~,-,~_'-'~_~,,,,:.A_.>.·_,_· ........ ii:L.,,"'_:.~,~~_~~j;jW "'l!j,i'j:'t' -"tr """t" Y-ai'; &§Piftnt t ;,'#'t¥tttm 'e ... _ ., __ I .111 ••• I! 1_' •• i ___ _.III •••• B __
r"' ~--
\ 
~.' ~ 
J { 
:;: 
t, 
u q 
;;\ 
i 
'\' 
, 
I 
.:j 
:1 
:1 
i 
LANO "' .. • •• l>i:.Mt ',T I~Fa~~A'[O~ SVST\MS 
, 
OATt: St PT,lHJ7J 
SCALE I"IS\),IJ I.'J 
CEPl.Sll& CENSUS 
DlvI!."dlJ f 4 SUBlllVISION 
410 
410 
410 
• ~~E" uF ~ijOVf 5U~OIVISION 
II')', IR-'LI'i 418 
41S 
:r 418 
U1 418 
.0-
418 
"18 
418 
418 
418 
418 
418 
• AHlA Uf A~OV~ SU~DlvISION 
VA, St.ACH 420 
420 
"cO 
4.0 
"cO 
• A.tA uF AriOVE SUijOIVISION 
I/A, tH:.AC.~l un 
uu 
i 
I 
I LAf' .. J "".l.·.t_.E.·l~·.T I .fUI-/""ATICJ'l SVSTE-M~ 
,I 
~ 
~,~,,,-, 
410 
418 
420 
~NVIRONHENT CANADA DATA SOUNCEI U,S, GEOL"aICA~ SUNVEV 
PRfSENT LAN 0 USE B V CENSUS o I V I 5 ION "HIJl90-000Z 
• N 0 sua 0 I v I S o N PAGt 41 
P,L~~I. CLASS NO Of OCCUR AH.' X P~~.IJ. OF PLU'IN SU~OIV: "C~lS) SU~ V, 'R~A 
41 3 1~QtQ'1' 1".2 
53 21,31 1,9 
~4 l l"U.~\J lh,'=' 
18 1120,7S 
II l 1~I,l5 
.,' 
12 2 lbR,O.! 'l,r; 
15 I 10" (HI n,b 
10 2 7"b,8b "~.l 
21 4 ~2,31 5,~ 
41 2 2£lb,40 11.tI 
52 J 85,QQ ",9 
,3 Z CO,70 I,e 
,4 30 Yl,cl ~,5 
01 2 09,43 5,Y 
74 I 1,2,1U e,o 
IS 17100,43 
II I 200,00 U,I 
21 4 161,78 9,0 
41 i 9",05 47,1 
42 I Qb.S9 2,l 
~4 I 577 ,Y4 28" .-----
IS 2027,30 
II 2 S09,35 ,,~.o 
\2 I 0,01 0,0 
t'VIH6.Mt~T CANADA ~A'A SOUHCl. U,S, GlOLl',~lCAL SU~vfY 
r 
! 
• 
c-
-';.", 
. /, -' ,."c~_;........:,~,,,:,:;,-,,,,,,,,:,,,~,,,~,,,-.~-;'';i''''_''"'''''~'''"_'--'''H'~'~:.Jo.~ _.-;T;:~ " ,,,,,,:':';'.m.-:.J .. . 4+" .!,:.,'-".;;~ Vi" "Hi'C,,**""rii" j'Y'f'Z' ief n t"iiaei r ?, Th' "r t n t* f 1- c .. ttt6ilbf"h/'$dtrCnMt 
r"-·,,:::::,,~~,,~~,~~.lIV"'~ DJIW'j.,.I\'>q;;:&.Z;;:: ~,).>!.n1!:~./H ,-"~~~~f~,W.;;:,j!j4~iI.!I", i1,t..h' WAS. XI., E. ,9.4"..\4.$5,40. 4.i .:eats ,AS';; i Q t $" au "' .... * '''''''''-
f". • • • • • • - • • • r 
~: 
I! 
Ii 
t' ~I ! I 
, ' , . [ i 
~ I I 
f 
! [ 
, 
,>.t'.~. 
~ ... u 'HAt,· 'f'.T 1'"OH'4T1o" 5YSnMS ENVIRONMtNT CANADA DATA SOURCE I U.S. HOI.!ddCAI. 5URYEY r 
(JAn.,St,t-lT,lt)/73 
SCI-I..': l,~\),unl.l 
Cf:.~5US CE'SUS 
"Iv I '>lu', SUoDjVISION 
"22 
"22 
lAd2 
"2< 
"012 
* AfiEA JF .,cvE SUBDIviSION "22 
1" 
en 
V~, ~lAt.H 
",," 
en 
",," 
£12" 
t.lt!~ 
'" A)./tA jJF A~O'lf SU~IJIyISIOf. 02" 
VI.. 1::)[:1«1" ",,0 
"". 
02. 
"2. 
"2 .. 
"20 
• ARE-A Ur 'dOVE SUHOIVISION 02 .. 
VA, B~ACH "dB 
0~8 
028 
0~8 
028 
028 
LA._ ... .\. ~ t .... ~'~T :·,(.~.lk":"Tfn· SYSIlMS 
.ct '';''';F:'''~ ,!· .. ,;· .. ,"'r ..... "'-:~::.lii,,'..;~(·d,,;· •. .. ,r;." ,\. . 
PRESENT LAN 0 USE B Y C ENS U 5 
A. N 0 SUB 0 1 V I S ION 
P'~O~'A C~ASS NO OF OCCU~ P~U'IN SUHOIV: AREA (ACHES) 
10 C ~O.702 
ZI 3 llij"ol 
"I • "j~.1> 
~2 1 1~,1('1 
5. 5 uo.n 
IS IHO."B 
11 S~/,~, 
12 2 <~.,H 
21 
" 
b".~O 
" \ " 
u-.(;-::, 
IS 651.25 
II 2 .0".<.5 
12 3 IZ7.0" 
15 I '.17 
21 
" 
tiS.07 
"I 
" 
85."1 
," .7.09 
IS 752.02 
11 ~ 673.98 
12 I 1~,5q 
15 2,\. "I 
10 " •• 10 
17 2~.b .. 
Iq 1 .. ~ ... 5 
o I V I SIC N 
X P ~ U. UF SUHO ~. AHEA 
2.0 
7.~ 
31',9 
0 •• 
11 I" 
b'l.b 
5,Q 
.,q 
0,0 
~:I. 7 
lb,!) 
O.i.I 
II .3 
11.3 
".l 
~b.1 
0.9 
1.9 
~.O 
<.1 
1".0 
RH13190-000Z 
PA('E "il 
_. __ ._- -
I 
I 
, 
~'VIA0"MENT CA'lOA DATA SOURCE I U.S. G~OL0"lCAL SURVEY 
... , .•.. ..i.~~4 .. ,pD..,., "'~ 
~ 
i 
. '-..,;,,.;,,,.o>{i-=--,;..~...s;;..,,..l!Iii:~,:;~ .. ~, .. ~,,~·~~ .•. ,,,---,·,~,.~ '~""',_.~ol ...... '_~_.,"--,~ t¥t\cI1 -I" 'Me IiWr'? -...u.....~"'·"'deMtr '" HS".dAiiHfieif 'rif(" fa' *i X:' "'hb "d£i -",,":1', -+6t'wt n iri "rubtnet 
rr ~ 
" 
-. 
, 
r 
, 
, 
I, 
~ , 
f , 
! 
~ 
l 
I 
L'ND M".A"~Mt'l I,FU"k'lIO' SYSltMS ENVIRONMENT CANADA OAl' SOURCE. U,S, GtOL~.ICAL SURVEY 
DATt, SfPT.l~/7S PRESoNT L , N D USE e , CENSUS U 1 V 1 SID h REf UI9~.000Z 
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DBSCRIPTIOIl OJ!' UIlITS 
1. Sudud 
Gr ... l,1IaDd 
2 •• ilty Sud 
DESCRIPTIOIl 
coarse !land 
interbedded 
amounts 
(pebble size). 
10' up to 
under 
IObaritv Neck, Pungo, 
Ridges, Diamond 
Escarpment, and 
:teland. 
10'-15' in 
adjacent to 
drainage under-
lain by 20'-30' of 
lilty clay and land • 
• iD. Iud and lilty .ud 
!biCkn •••• 10' to 50'. 
!blclt •• t 1IIIder ebarit.y 
~. hngo ,aDCli oa •• na 
aidg •• ,ud Diaaond 
.pring. Blcarp.ant.. 
3~ .udy .... ,.yBYI Pin. ludy clayey allt, 
.Ut to depth of 5' and.r1eiD 
by .t.iclty "layey .and. ft1c*a_. ~-40'. 
", lilty Clay 
ud Clay 
.Uty clay and 
_ ley.rl 
clay.y lend. 
l~b~~'."I' 20'-40'. 
TOPOGRAPH:tC EXPRESSIOIl 
AND 
Material makes up 9arts of 
former barrier beach 
t:t1llplexes and aceeun ts 
for the N-S trending 
ridges and the E-W 
Diamond Sprinqs Escarpment. 
Ridges rise 10'-15 1 above 
adjacent lower areas. 
Material in slopes adjacent 
to present drainage are 
stream overflow deposits. 
S.. a. abo ... 
Malt extenliv. unit in 
Itady ar.a and occupi.1 
extr ... ly fl.t areal with 
e1_.t10nl ranging froa 10'-
20' abo ... I.a 1_.1. 
.. t.ri.l i. !ozaer legll"'l 
and offshore fin ... rine 
dapo.it •• 
LoW lying poorly drained 
.it.s developed from 
fin. grained offshore 
.. rine deposits. 
PRESEIlT UlE 
VEGETATIOIl TYPES 
Virtually all urbanized, 
indultrial, and rSI.icle.,tlLal·I •• ll 
with v.rying degreel of 
intenlity. :tn louthern 
half of the study area 
the unit il in intenlive 
agriculture-.ultiple cropl 
throughout year. 
S .. e a. abovs ."capt a f_ 
areal It.ill wooded. 
Urbanised in north and in 
Ilorfolk and Po::t...,uth. 
.---;. -
R_ainder .. re than 9~ in ~::!~ 
cultivation. a .. aining Icatt- d 
.red .r .... aDd rained and 
wooded • 
A. recently al the 1940's all 
are •• were wooded. !low about 
8($ of unit h •• bean recla1aed 
for agriculture. wooded IclLo, •• J. 
r .. aining lupport dense 
growth. of bla.,k tuoelo. 
loblolly oine. yellow ooolar, 
... etgum. red .aple and ¥i.ll.oodable. 
oak. Thick underbrulh of clll.ellhi.gh 
or reed. and brier •• 
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led. 
th and in 
...... th. 
'an 90% in 
aining 
LDed and 
a 1940'e all 
o No .. about 
iten reelaiaad 
,Wooded area. 
dens4!!!I! 
i:upelo, 
llow poDlar. 
1e and 
,.ruBh of 
!trs. 
k.uOUT 
~ 
_11 
S ... e 
require 
ditch •• 
to ••• aon-
high _t.r 
1~'-2I!' • 
Fair to poor • 
....at of area 
xeqair •• deep 
drainaga 
int .... iv. 
.paced 
drainaga 
to .. alt. 
""ltivat-
high 
table at 
deep 
eanal. 
draiDage 
to •• k. 
cultivat-
• Sea.onally 
"ater tebl. 
drainage 
of unit 
_to 
SOIL TYPBS 
AGRICIILTtJRAL 
Friable fine sandy 
loarns. 
Exc@llent--Best and 
most productive 
agricultural lands 
in study a rea. 
Fine .andy and 
eilty 10 ••• 
V.ry high 
high to good 
if properly drained 
and limed • 
requi.re-
high. 
_cky fin. 
loa with n!>-
of .ticky, 
clay. 
aediwo 
for 
if ade-
drained and 
Fertilia.r 
high. 
AS 
Good to Fair High 
Fair to Poor High to 
Medi ... 
Not Adaptable Medium to 
Low 
IIot Adaptable Low 
--~~----.-~.-
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OF 
High. 
Ridges of this unit 
are excell~nt source 
of gravel and Band. 
Good base course 
material. and source 
for aggregate when 
screeneC. 
High to Medium. 
S ... e of' well 
Band. llUitable for 
fill, and 
tion •• terial. 
M.ldi ... to Low. 
SOBle clayey 
can be ueed for 
borrow. 
Mediua to Low. 
Sa.e clay. can b. 
u.ed for borrow. 
Very 
Hi 
M.di .... 
Very pi4 
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SOIL 'tYP1IS AND 
AGRICULTlJRAL 
ADAPTABILITY 
ble fine sandy 
•• 
llent--Best and 
productive 
cultural lands 
tudy area. 
I ••• ndy and 
:ty 10 .... 
Y high 
ailty lou wit 
eic. sticky cla 
,il. 
high to good 
,operly drained 
Limed. 
Llizer require-
high. 
ADAPTABXLITY TO 
EARTH WORK IN 
WET PERIODS 
Good to Fair 
Pair to Poor 
Ifot Adaptable 
PEASIBILITY 
FOR USE AS 
TOP SOl 
High 
High to 
Medi ... 
MediUIDto 
Lew 
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PEASIBILITY AS SOORC PEASIBILITY POR 
OP COIfSTRUCTION 
b 
High. 
POUIfDATION MATERIAL 
b 
Ridge. of this unit Very high 
are excellent source 
of gravel and sand. 
Good bale courle 
material, and source 
for aggregate when 
lereened. 
High to Mediua. 
S ... e of well .orted 8igh 
.and. auitable for 
fill. and con.truc-
tion _terial. 
Mediwa to Low. Mediaa to Low 
S ... e clayey .aterial 
can he Uled for 
borrow_ 
t. IlUcky fine 
10 .. with ...--
tof .Ucky. 
~ic clay. 
IIot Adaptable Lev Medi ... to Low. Vary poor to low. 
:to aedi ... 
~abili ty for 
lulture if __ 
tly drained and 
I. PertiU.er 
!r .. ent high. 
S.,.. clay. can be 
u.ecl for borrow. 
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,~,,----~-,--,------ ,~--,-,"--,-~--~"'----~~~& ....... .- _ ........ "'- ~ ....... jt iL m~cky fine 
--~'''-'''~7 ~;;.t;;"vet 
l ... d. 
-. -----
... at.Daion of Di ... l 
swa.p ~ locally •• 
the -GrHn Se.-) 
and 80uth of Albermarle 
and Chesapeake Canal. 
Developed from fine-grained. 
off.hore marine deposits. 
I either wooded with .ame '4 
.• peeie •• a Unit 4 above. " 
timbered or burned over 
compri.e. den.e growth of 
brier.. cane, myrtle. and 
honey.ucltle. 
-
5, Deep Pla.~ic 4' pla.~ic, .~icky fin. 
Clay o".r ' .andy clay oyer 4' -6 ' 
Sand 100 ••• ~icky .... d, OYer 
10' or IIOre of .U~y 
clay. 
7, .. city P .. ~. 
.hallow oy.r 
.and 
8 ... city .eat 
.ha1low OYer 
.Uty clay 
3'-15' anclty pea~ und.r-
lain b)' 20'-30' .Uty 
clay ~ 100.. .~icky 
.and. p.a~ ran9.. frca 
a trua pea~ in which 
pl ... ~ epeci.. are ea.ily 
r8C09ftillad ~o a _cit in 
which iti. difficult 
to d.tendu. pl ... ~ 
re.aiD.. Con~ain. IUDy 
partially de. i o.ad 1091 
and .buIp •• 
0--6" partly decoapuBed 
or9aftic _~.r, OY.r 
1'-2' anclty paa~, o"ar 
3' 100 •• fine .and, ov.r 
20'-30' ei1~y clay and 
.Uclty .and. 
Btailar to deep _city 
pea~ of Di_1 sw.p 
except that pea~ i. only 
1'-2' thiclt. 
BKtr ... 1y f1.t ar ••• 15'-20' 
in .1.vatioD bord.rin9 or n.ar 
Di .. al SVIIIIp. A f_ ... 11 low 
ar.a. 5'-10' in .levation 
bet_en .and rid9 •• _.t of 
Back Bay. Poraer off.hore 
.. rin. and lagoonal depo.it •• 
BKtremely flat .re. in 
we.tern part with elevation 
15'-20' above .ea level. 
Pla~ area. borderin9 
Di_l S_. 
Pla~ area. bo~~9 Di .. al 
8vaIIp 
Pormerly .wa-ay and wooded. 
HOw nearly all drained .nd 
reclataed. So.e are •• 
urb ... izad. other. in agri-
culture. 
nan.aly wooded except for i 
burned over are. in north~ 
Tree. are .. inly red .aol~ 
a.h. ewamo oalt, cyore... j 
pine. poolar. beech. and j 
varietie. of 9U8 •• Contain 
a thiclt undergrowth of ... ~ 
.edge.. fema, cane, hon"l1 
Buckle .• yr~le. alder, ho~ 
and 9allberry. Pore.t 1 
provide. habita~ for a leI 
. , 
variety of vildli~e. i 
; 
Formerly wooded but area.' 
of thie unit being reCleJ.J! 
Wooded with apecie. like rt 
of Di.al sw.p li.ted ~ 
for Unit6. 
, 
--------------~~~~~----~--------~, .. ------------.-------------~~--~~--------~----~; 9. "cky .ea~, l'-2'anCilty pea~ oy.r Pore. ed _~ l ... d. contaJ 
.ballow'OYer atxad .~r ... allnYiu. Pla~ a1lu"ial .urface. in ... a •• eabl8ge .tailar to 1 
.w..d Rrea. .only clay and .ilt the - _in drain89_Y. Di_l Swap de.cribad in] 
Al1ui_. with _ .and. Allui_ - ~heir tributarie.. 6 1IboY.. I 
IIOR1y a1ay and in _ .. jar draina9. S~r.... de.cend from an i 
.i1~. ~. th. IIorthwe.~ and .1_aUoD of 5'-10' to Ilea I' 
--... 1oMIIu., w. ... n 1 ..... 1 where they enter ~~~~~ .• ..,.. ., Curri~uclt Sound. : 
... t SO' (50' billow _ 
l~J a~ tba Vir9iaia-
...... cerolina bo~er 
'*- tba Rn_ .. ~er 
~.outil 
of the IIIOpped area. 
----------~------------------+-----------------~-------------1 
10. 
anifiaial Pill 
Ar... filled with ... ~. 
nbbleJ and d,.ad9ad 
.. terial fl:Oa .hip 
channel. off 8 .... _ 
load. and in tha Ilba-
bath at".r ~ cr.ate 
lIbip bIIrthiDg _ ... ra-
hon8. ___ t1iti.. alon9 
Ilia8batb at"er and to 
-.pend faci1i~ie. on 
,. .. ,.foIk-Port_th 
_terfEOn~. 
Pi11ed paat area., fOraer 
.~re ... and ~ida1 .. rehea. 
eo.aerci,l-tran.DOrtatin~ 
dockin9~ .hiD handliD9 • 
warehou.. facilitie •• 
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Md. and brier.. . at eurface • 
•• fore drainage 
_cb of unit 
:mwOUT. PDA' .. _tly _to 
-.!!:': . . ..... 
.. 11 area beginning to 
.lailled - otherwiee 
r wooded with .ame 
a. a8 Unit 4 above. WIler 
r:ed or burned over 
laes denae growth of 
•. cane, myrtle. and 
BUckle. 
EXceedingly poor 
Int.naive 
artificial 
drainage needed 
to reclaill. 
lInder water 
"cept in long 
dry perioda. 
Black. mucky fine 
silt loam containin~ 
much humus. 
High to medium 
adaptability for 
agriculture if 
adequately drained 
and limed to reduce 
Not Adaptable Low to very 
low because of 
high acidity •. 
Medium feas-
ibility when 
drained and 
limed. 
Low to very low. 
Some clays might 
u.ed for borrow. 
high acidity. I 
--------------~---------~~~~~~=-~ .. ------------~--------~--------~ Black, very fine rly awallDY and wooded. 
• arly all drained and 
~ed. Soa. ar.a. 
~ery peer. 
Require. deep 
drainage canal. 
aod clo.ely lzed. other. in agri-
reo 
... aced drainage 
ditche •• Area. 
near Di .... l 
Swallp _re very 
~ifficult to 
Ictrain. S.-•• on-
~lly high water 
~able at ""rfac. 
ly wooded except for Iv.ry Poor 
ed over are. in north. Se .. onally high 
a are _ainly red a • .,le. _ter t"le at 
__ oak. cypr.... eurface. Bxcept 
• po"lar. b...,h. .nd for prolonged 
ati.s of gua.. Contain. dry period. 
ielt undergrowth of IIOS.. _cb of Di .. al 
•• , fern., cane. honey- a...p ha. 
1 •• myrtle. alder. holly •• tanding water. 
9allb.rry. Pore.t 
ide. hahi tat for • large 
.ty of wildlife. 
silty clay loam with 
abundant humus .. 
Subaoil is plastic. 
aticky. heavy clay 
loam. 
Very high to I 
high when properly I 
drained and limed. 
Black. fine mucky 
organic soila 
extremely acid. 
Very low to nil 
for agriculture 
though could be 
drained with 
difficulty. 
Not Ad.ptable 
Not Adaptable 
Medium to Low 
Low to very 
Low. 
Low to very low . 
Some clays aight 
used for borrow. 
I 
Very low to nil·l 
.rly wooded but area. 
~i. unit being reclaiaed. 
Very Poor Black. fine mucky I 
.e_nal1y high organic soils I Not Adapt.ble Low to very Very low to ni1l 
_ter tllbl. 0'. extremely acid. 1 low because o.:f .t 
Standing water Low adaptability high acidity. j 
at nrfac. ~.t for agriculture after 1 
of tta. until extensive artificial ~ 
drained. drainage. 1 '~=-~~~~~~~77.==-f~~~~~~-----------~------~--------~ I with epeci •• like reat s_ a. ahoYe. Black fine eztr_ 
l~,.al S-p li.ted abo.e Will be extr_ ly acid _cky 
Jnit 6. ly difficult organie ."U •. Not Adapt.ble Low to very 10. 
because of high 
acidity. 
Very low to ni~. 
ated wat landa cont.inin 
.a.-l>lege aiai1ar to 
• 1 Swap deacribed in 
.... 
f 
~rci~1-tran8DOrtation 
Ing ~ ahip handling aad 
lou •• faciliti ••• 
t 
., 
to drain. very low to nil fo 
agriculture. 
Standing water 
at ""rface 
.,at of ti8e • 
.. 11 drained 
Black mucky org.nic 
peat aoil mixed 
with .tream alluvium 
in nbsurface • 
Not edaptable 
for agriculture. 
Not Ad.ptable Low to .ery 
low. 
1 
ROt generally u.~ 
though some allu. 
ium dredged for 
making new land.j 
I 
J j 
j 
, 
Mixed alluvium and I 
earth and rubble 'Ifot Applicable ROt Not At)oli"able 
fill. No natural I once mede land A"plicable j 
.oil profile I COIIIpleted and J 
developed. I built up. . 
Ifo agricultur.l u.e. I ... _____ ~ " __ u~·~",;~·~· ----__ ' ... ~"""'",_~~_,~w.~~.~._~~ _ •• ~_~~, __ ..,..........-. .............. _ f -~,~'-'-
I 1:0 ... Uua 
.tability for 
,culture if ""_ 
:ely drainlld and 
iii. Pertilis.r 
liru.nt high. 
, high to I 
when properly I 
ned and limed. 
ck. fine mucky 
'anie 80i1a 
,remely acid .. 
y low to nil 
agriculture 
lugh could be 
lined with 
:ficulty. 
!lot Adaptable 
Iiot Adaptable 
!lot Adaotable 
Low to very 
low because of 
high acidity., 
Medium feas-
ibility When 
drained and 
limed. 
MediWll to Low 
Low to very 
Low. 
I u.1Id for borrow. 
Low to very low. Very Low. 
Some clays might be 
used for borrow. 
Low to very low .. Very Low. 
Some clays .ight be 
uaed for borrow. 
Very low to nil, Very low to nil. 
------t------+----+-------4-----
ok. fine mucky 
anie 80i1s 
cemely acid. l' 
adaptability 
agriculture after 
~.ive artificial 
!lot Adaptable Low to very 
low because oj 
high acidity. 
",age. 
~-;;.-=-:-:::==t----- ~ --1-----ock fine enr__ -
acid ."cky 
Juic .oila. 
ry low to nil fo 
~iculture. 
: 
:k mucky organic 
~ Boil mixed 
1 stream alluvium 
lubaurface .. 
"':.ptl!bl~ 
; agriculture. 
~ alluviWl and 
III and rubble 
L~~Uft, ... ft ... .t1'1".1 _ 
Iiot Adaptable 
!lot Ada!'table 
Ifot Applicable 
aneA ...a .... 1and. 
Low to very 10' 
because of higl1 
acidity. 
Low to very 
low. 
Rot 
, _Ane1.ilf!ah1.~-
Very low to nil. Very low to nil 
~-+------
Very low to nil. 
Iiot generally uaabl 
though some alluv-
ium dredged for 
making new land. 
Very low ~ nil 
Very Low. 
1 
! 
~nd-b~ovn aunes .na 
• tabiliaed dune.. All 
.and of dune. contain. 
.ppreciable silt. 
Dune. .tabiliaed for • 
long tae have developed 
• faebla aoil profile 
with • lo .. y .ub.oil. 
"ne aile • 
Dun •• are of two types: 
(1) Those active and 
eUbjected to wind action 
'and, (2) thoae otabilized 
by vegetation. ~: 
Average elevation of the 
dunea ia about 35' but they 
vary froa • few feet to 100' 
on Cape Henry and in .o~e 
plac •• both extr.... are 
fOund within a few hundred 
feet. South of Virginia 
Beach in vicinity of ralae 
Cape are .any dun •• 40'-50' 
high. 
coarse bunc 
Beachea and 
belng ~reaerv 
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